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lil'RODUCTIOI 
As a background for th® present atudj of factors associa­
ted with fatal aeoidents of rural residetits of Iowa, some infor­
mation conceralng the status ^f farm safety may b® of Interest. 
Th® Jiumbei' of fatal accidents in loT/a may he affected by factors 
such as the Increase in fam laachanization, changes In the Iowa 
populatlo'n, and changes in safety education 'programs* 
Status of Purni Safety 
Agriculture ranked, highest among the eight niajor occupa­
tional groups in the United States in the number of fatal 
accidents occurring each year during the period from 1947 to 
1955, inclusive, according to reports of the lational Safety 
Council, Agriculture ranked as the third .most dangerous of all 
occupations during th® years 1948 to 1953, inclusive, being 
exceeded in deaths per 100,000 workers by the extraction (mining, 
quarrying, oil and gat wells) and the construction industries.. 
In 1947 the transportation industry and agriculture w©r© almoat 
tied for third place, with a death rate per 100,000 workei^s of 
54 and 55 respectively. 
According to information shown in Table 1, th© number of 
work accidents in agriculture had decreased during the years 
1947 to 1955, but the rat© of fatalItiaa per 100,000 workers 
in agriciiltur© tended to increase, fh© number of injuries per 
8 
Tabl® 1, Agricultural work accident deaths and Injuries 
In the United States, 1947 to 1953#. IncluslTO, 
'mm 
Work 
accidents 
1947^  
S 
1948''^  
1 
10493 
I 
19 SO'^  
I 
19515 
M 
1952® 
H 
1953*^  
I 
lank of agri­
culture among 
all industries 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 
lumber 4300 4400 4300 4300 4000 3800 3800 
Rat© per 
100,000 work* 
©ra in agri­
culture 52 55 54 57 57 56 59 
lumber of 
injuries in 
thousands 
1© 
data 
Mo 
data 340 540 330 320 320 
luMber of In­
juries p®3? 
100,000 workers 
in agriculture 
lo 
data 
»o 
data 4,250 4,530 4,680 4,710 5,000 
^Adapted'from latlonal Safety Council, 
1940 ed, Chicago, the Coimcll, 194S. 
^Adapted from latlonal Safety Coiineil. 
1949 ed, Chicago, the Council, 1949* 
Adapted from latlonal Safety Goimcll. 
1950 ®d, Chicago, the Council, 19^ , 
Adapted from latlonal Safety Gouncll. 
1951 ©d. Chicago, the Council^  1951. 
^Adapted from latlonal Safety Council. 
1952 ©d. Chicago. the Council, 1952. 
%dapted from latlonal Safety Council, 
1953 ed. Chicago., , th© Council, 1955. 
"^Adapted from latlonal Safety Council. 
1954 ©d. Chicago, the Council, 1954, 
Accident facts, 
p, SI. 
Accident facts, 
p. 21. 
Accident facts, 
p. 23. 
Accident facts, 
p. 23. 
Accident facts. 
P . 23 a 
Accident facts, 
p. 23. 
Accld®iat; facts, 
p. 23. 
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X00,000 agi'lcultural workers Increased ©acta, year from 1947 to 
1953, Inolysl.v®, altteugh th® total ntunber of Injuries in th# 
United States has shown a d®cr#aa0. 
Figures for nonfatal accidents emphasize th© aeope of farm 
losses in tlffl© and money bacaus® of accidents, according to 
th© first nation-wide sampling of nonfatal accidents of farm 
people, as reported by Senf»^ 
"^ t least on© resident out of ©very six on farms experi­
enced an accident involving on© day or more lost from regular 
actitrities during 1948,^ It.disal, dental, and hospital care 
from these injuries cost fam peopl® 36 million dollars,, or |43 
p0r accident. This do®s not include the eost of fatal ®celd®nts 
or th© Cost for thos® who suffered periianent total disabilities. 
In 1948 there were 17 million days lost from work activities, 
or 20 days p©r accident, 
Ifoa-s©s from farm fires are likely to b© reported with oare 
because insurance companies requlr® accurate reports. During 
recent yoars, approximately 3,500 persons per year wsr© burned 
to death on farms In rural coTOunities in the tJslted States. 
These fires cost an estimated. 200 alllion dollars annually, 
approximately two thirds of the national fir®- loss. 
Figures for fatal accidents of farm raaldeats In th® 
United States indicate some of th© types of accidents incurred 
^Sonf, Gatherln©. Farm accident toll for 1948|, |56,000,000} 
17,000,000 days. Agr. Situation, 33S2, tJ, S. Dept. of Agr. 
Bureau of Agr. Seon. June., 1949. 
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by farm residents. Information In Table 2 indicates that the 
total number of fatal accidents of farm residents decreased 
but the rate of fatal accidents per 100,000 farm residents 
remained about the sam® during the period from 1947 through 
19&3, In 1947 tha number of motor vehicle and home fatal acci­
dents were nearly the same, but by 1950 motor vehicle accidents 
Constituted a much greater proportion of the total,. This trend 
Continued through 1953, 
In 1947 there were nearly twlc© aa many fatal home acci­
dents as fa,td. work accidents, but by 1951 there were about th© 
same number of sach. In 1953 fatal home and fatal work acci­
dents occurred In equal numbers and at th© same rate, per 
100,000 population of farm residents^ 
In an explanation of the high rate of fatal accidents in 
farming, Barger^ mad© the following statements 
Safety work in industry can be closely supervised 
and is governed in many plants by rules and regulations 
of law with penalties for violators. Individual work­
ers are assigned to only on© or a few machines. Farm­
ers, on the other hand, must operate many machinea, and 
the forces of laws and public sentiment do not bear 
directly on th©» to adopt safe practices. With the 
farmer it is purely an individual proble.m. He alone 
can carry out the rules for safe tractor operation which 
Include safe drix'-ing, the us©, of power take-off shields, 
and the maintenance of good brakes. Manufacturers try 
to make tractors safe, but they cannot make thera fool­
proof. 
A survey was undertaken to determine the number, cost, 
and cause of accidents of a selected group of rural residents. 
larger, S. L,, et al. Tractors and their power units. 
New York, John Wiley & Sons, 1952, p, 264, 
Table 2. Fatal aceideats of fara residents in the United States, 19lj.7 to 1953 j inclusive S 
nunroer and rate. 
fear 
Accideat IfW^  19kS^  5iS T 1952^   ^
» late^  M Rat«^  I late^  1 Eat«a 1 Sate M lat®a » late^ 
Idtor rehJ^  fJOQ 25 6500 23 6500 23.5 6300 25.1 5900 2k>l 6§00 16.7 6200 27.3 
mm IQOQ 2k 6000 22 5o<» 18.1 3^00 IS.f 39m 16.3 3500 15.5 3»» 16.7 
Work liJW «- kkm k^ m 15.5 km 17.6 1^000 16.8 3  ^ I6.f 3»» 16.7 
Wslic BO»-, 
3kQ0 1600 6.5 13a> 5.4 5.S 13C» liBtor veh. IfCXJ — — t<m ?.l 1300 5.7 
Total® If,500 iT,5oo n,mQ 61.^  15,5  ^ 63.3 ik$$00 60.? 14,^  62i2 14,500 63.? 
%aie jwr faim resideats. 
%efeiB to aotor vehicles, aM p«tolis non-^ tor Tehlela®. 
vehiels deaths is woric activities are iacladed in smtor veMele and work totals wit4i ©j-
dapliea'ttoi^  repoited .as 3X3W in lf%7» aM as &0 ia 1953. Wo^  ttie other years data cenceming 
dapHeation were aot r®p©rt©d. . . 
%dapt®d fro* lational Safetj Cowacil. Accideat facts. 19kB @d. tlie Cottaeil. m8. p. 86. 
%#^ t@d from iatioml Safetj Comeil. Accident facts. 'I9k9 ed. the Gomicil. w. P* 86. 
3Adapted from iatioml Safety Co«mil. Aeeident facts. 1950 ®d. the Comcil. 1950. p. 86. 
%(&ipted fr®* latioml Safety Couaeil. Accident facts. 1^ 51 ®d. the Comcil. 1^ 51. p. 86. 
%dapt®d from Satioaal Safety Coiaieil. Accident facts. 5^2 ed. the Comcil. 1S?52. p. 86. 
%{fepted from Ifetiottal Safety Coamil. Aeeident facts. 1953 ed. the C!oimcil. 1?53. p. 86. 
A^dapted from. Bkticaml Safaty Oouaeil. Accident facts. 1954 ed. the Council. 1954. p. 80. 
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In a letter to farm families asked to cooperate in the safety 
survey, Wardl©^ salds 
^^When attacking any problem which n@©ds solving 
it is the first requisite that the problem be under­
stood# (Bj learning th« causes of accidents and 
locating th® danger points the accidents in raaniafa©-
turing have been reduced 51 percent,"} Hural fires in 
Iowa have been reduced two-thirds iff'twenty years, 
as a result of determining their caus©s._^ 
Often danger points in fariaing are not readily apparent 
to persons operating farm ©qiiipinent, A farmer aaaumes the role 
of safety engineer for his farm. He may exchange the fuse in 
hia electrical panel fnr on® with a larger capacity without 
fully understanding the hazard created until he »a®s his barn 
in -flaiaes. Because electricity is invisible, an individual may 
not b© cognizant of dangerous applications of this power. Pann 
power today has sblft©d from th© horse to @l#etrlclty and the 
tractor. Manufacturers of farm machinery have developed a 
standard set ,of aafaty signs which ar© placed on,the machines 
at points which are ©specially dangerous. Machines of new and 
complicated design often have parts moving at high operating 
speeds which may not give th© Individual a second chance in 
case of an accident. 
Reports of accidents involving rural people at both stat© 
and national levels have been rather piecemeal, somewhat 
sketchy, and often have lacked uniformity of description. 
Because the sources of Information and the details for report-
%ardle, 1, J, Safety specialist, Io«a State College,-
Ext., Serv, letter, larch 25, 1953, 
7 
Ing such information are so variable, available data must b@ 
examined carefully if comparisons are to be mad©. For @xampl®„ 
Rush^  reported an average of 1,990 accidents annually from 1940 
to 1948 whereas the National Safety Council estimated that 
about 4500 fatal farm work accidenta occurred In each of these 
same years. He cofflffi0nt©ds 
Additional data concerning fatal accidents to 
farm people in Kansas and South Carolina indicates 
that not all these fatalities are Included in 
reports of vital statistics, perhaps because of 
lack of'Information as to occupation and for other 
reasons. 
In a preliminary report® of the same data he also stated, 
"as the original State reports of accidental deaths were not 
in all cases clasaified by the occupation of the persons in­
volved, a Complete analysis of all fatal farm-work accident 
reports was impossible*® 
The data In the state reports mentionad by Rush were 
clasaified according to the international statistical elasslflo­
cation of diseases, injuries, and causes of death,® Th® 
United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare used 
^Rush, John D, Analysis of 17,906 fatal farm-work 
accidents in the United States, 1940-48, U, S, Dept, of Agr. 
Bureau of Agr, Icon, April, 1951, p, 1, (Mlmeo, rept.) 
2 
lush, John D, Fatal accidents in farm work,' U, S, 
Dept. of Agr. Bureau of Agr. Icon, Sept, 1949, p, 1, (Mlmeo, 
rept,) 
%orld Health Organization, Manual of the International 
statistical classifieation of diseases, Injuries, and causes 
of death. G©neva, Switzerland, the Organization, 1948, 
11250-273. 
a 
the state siiiiniai»l#s^ of eaases of d®ath classified In this 
manner for the national figures but the data w@r© not report®^ 
separately for rural residents# Th© National Saf@tj Council 
o 
has reported farm accident data "bas@d on reports submitted t© 
them by the various states ace©rdlng to their Instructions,® 
fhes© reports are baa®d on the international atatlatieal clas­
sification# According to Battey#^ ®thls Is not a particularly 
good method of classifylng and tabulating farm accidents*'* 
This classification setms b@tt@r awited to nonfara accidents. 
Safety engineers and safety coiaffllttses are comfflonplae© in in­
dustry beeaus® reports of industrial accidents are required 
by law In most states for workmen*s coiapensatidn# Many indus­
trial ©mployera keep ®toh more oooplete safety records for 
their own files, but Hush® reportsI 
.Farmers generally have resisted th® moireiaent to 
bring agricultural labor under the coBipulsory pro-
visions of the various State•workmen'a corapensatlon 
insmranee acts. This la not because they want their 
employees and their faallies to suffer because of 
accidental Injuries. Rather, they have felt that 
the coat of such finaneial protection through inaur-
S, lational Of fie® of fital Statistics, Deaths and 
crude death rates for each oauae. Tl, S, Dept, of Health, Idue, 
and Welfare, tub. Health Serv. Oetober 19, 1954, 
National Safety Council. Aecident facts. 1948-1954 ®d. 
Chicago, the Council. 1948-1954. 
Slational Safety Cornell., Standard, reporting system for 
accidental death, fub. safety ae:iao 72. Chicago, th© Council. 
Deo, 1948. illHieo, rept.) 
%attey, I, 0, Senior atatistlclan, lational Safety 
Council. (PrlTat® oonaaimlcation.) Movember 29, 19S4. 
%ush, op, cit. P&tal accidents la farm work. p. 13, 
ane# could not be reeapturad as one of the costs of 
production. 
Even though, in r«e@nt je&ra high, farm Incoa© 
has put farmers In better position to "bsar casultj 
insuranc® costs, ©a th® whol® they ar« not insmrane# 
minded# How©f@r, aore and mor@ farrt#rs hav» Joined 
hospital insurance plans and, due principally to the 
pasaag# of automobile rtsponslblllty acts In many 
states, h&¥0 aubserlbed to bodily Injury and property-
damage liability insmrane® on aiitoaobllea and bo tor-
trucks* With the pesslble axctption ©f Gmlifornia, 
Ohl©, and l@w Jsrsey, rslatiir^lj f@« farmers in most 
States hav© taken out worfcaea'a eoiapenamtlon Inaur-
aac® on their hlr®d hands. 
High aeeldent' frequency on th© farms h«TO 
naturally resulted In' corr#spoadlngly high eoita fo3? 
Insuranc© and this has tended to slow down th@ 
expansion of underwriting such risks. 
Consequently adsquat© statistical records are lacking for 
farm accidents, As further stated by lushi^ 
"(gfforts of tho (iatlonal Safety Councllji as well as 
tho8® of th® Department of Agriculture "and other 
interested groups, to collect statistics on far® 
accidents need to b@ continued until mor® precis® 
information can b@ a»d0 airailabl® upon which to 
bass safety programs. Only with the aid gf facts, 
can accident-prevention work be pinpointed ind 
emphasis b© placed wher® it is otost needed* y 
Increase In Mechanization 
In Table 3, information is shown concerning th® @xt«nt in 
mechanization of lowa farms In 194§, and froii 194'7 to 19§S, in­
clusive, Although th© number of farms decreased by approxloattly 
6,000 from 1&4S to 1©50, and probably continued to d©er#aa® 
through 195S, thsr® was at th© same tim® a great insreas® in 
^Ruah^ Analysis of 17,906 fatal farm-work accidents..,,, 
p. 28 • 
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aechaniEatlon which created a new fam accident potential tor 
the rural resident, Jehllk^ has statsdi 
fractora were reported on 79 percent of our farms 
In 19^1 40 p®rc«nt U3©d tractor power ©delusively 
fer farming operations. But on 11 percent of th® 
faras, neither tractors nor horses or mules w«re 
used—presuraably farming operations on these farms 
were handled through custom hlr®» 
From data in Tabl® 3# it can h© computed that th® 
estimated imaber of tractors Increasnd by 30*3 p@re«nt from 1947 
to 1953, In 1953 Iowa had aiore tractors than any other stat® 
in the union, ProM 1949 to 19SS th© «stliaat«d number of eom-
blnes osl Iowa farms increased by 97»3 p©re«nt and th® number 
of corn pickers by 4S*6 percent. 
Coiisldsrabl© progress had b®an mad# in providing electric 
service to farms, with an Increase from 61,7 percent In 1945 to 
an ©sti»at®d 08.4 percent in 19S3. In 19M), according to 
J®hlikjf'^  p«rc«nt of th® farms reported elaetrlc water 
pumpa used ©Ither for ths hora«# irrigation# watering llTastock, 
or for other purposes." Wlth.iin Inereas# In ©lectrlfloation# 
one sight anticipate a greater nuotber of accidents inwlvlng 
electrical ©qulpment, Greatly increa-sed meehanlsation in th® 
afor««®ntion0d a.r^as night indicate gr@at©r potentiality per 
person for accidents on the farm or in th« farm iK>m© ar®a #sp#-. 
dally when couplad with isoaewhat reduced farm population. 
*J«hllk, Paul What th® census sfiows about Iowa farms 
and farra faailits. Iowa Para Selene®. 711-61# 1953. 
I^bld. 
Table 3. Extsnt of iaecMMzatioa and eleetrie service oa Iowa iarrm in 19k$i 19^ 7 to 19S3» 
incl«siv©| nw^ er and memge siae of fams in 19k5> SHd 1950. 
I'ssas x^teBt''of 'Meclianiaation 
lear Hiaimr Average 
size 
Electric 
service 
CoiAiEes Cora pickers^  fract®?#^  AutoaobilW"'-
A 4 % H 1 M » H 
aoi,93it iat.f 61.7, 
72.l| 23,678 
•• II I8l,0ii9 224,216 3?,386 
m7 — 207,1*82 ' 
191*8 79.63 «— 217,259 253,993 50^ 883 
I9k9^  •— 
16S,? 
92.7 38,000 79,000 232,3lil4 275,73t 57,351 
I95cr 203,159 91.0. 52,281 92,50it 2l4l,09® 228,5W. 62,612 
1951 95.C 56,000 95,000 229,751 .288,A1 63,7I$7 
195t 97.3| 68,000 110,000 265,868 66,385 
1953 9S.r 75,000 115,000 2/0,377 289,367 68,031 
B^^ leaent md fraetor. Map ted imm ^tlaates in ttoeir annml «statistiGal» ia»me, exmpt for 
191^ and 1950 cemm figures, 62, m* ll|#6fi« Jul. 12, 19kl$ 63, no* 10, 19liQ| 
no. Ilts89. Jul. 19k9i 65, no,. rfttl. 8, 193^  66, no. 2lti82-%. Hoy,' 21t, 
195l| 67, no. 16,1111-112. A«g. 2., If52| 68, no< 18j82-83. Ai^ .. 29, 1953. 
%• S, Bureau of tiie Gmmm, U. S.. Census of Agr., 1950, Vol. I. Faxm, farm chaiacteristies, 
Hvestoek and products, CTOps, frttite, valiieg. Part 9, la, U. S. Qo-r«t Print. Off,, Wmshi, 
B, C» 1952, Co\»tj ®able 3, p. 53. 
Jlowtt State Oowaei^ e Comission, adapted from a letter siiowii^  central station eleetric'senriee 
fyrnisiied to j^ iral oastcgaears, March 10, 19^ . 
%iiial ll«ctrlfi<^ tloa Adiaialstration Mews, llectrificstion fieport, lew, 17» no. S awi 
6t 7* »®c, 1951-Jan, 1952. 
ifeuisal llectzlfication Administration News, Elei^ rifieation Beport. M,E»L* Mews, IS, no, 7 awi 
8f f, feb.-lar. 19S3. 
Rural Electrification Administration, Report of the administrator, June 30, 1953. p. 3» 
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hand, the Inereaaed us® of ©Xectrieltj for lighting may help 
avoid aecideiats, and the use of m#chanized ©qulpawnt possibly 
gives the faiTa«i» safer control of pow@r than when animals w®p# 
used for perfoming faprdng opei'ations# 
Jehlik^ dftscyiblng th© situation in Iowa for 1950 stated! 
"linetj-four percent of th@ fariag reported an autornobll® or 
motor .truck for personal transportation--!- ,.»29 percent report­
ed- trucks for farm us8»" Further information shown in th© 
table Indicated that from 1945 to 19i3 the eatlmatsd number of 
automobiles on farms increased bj 29tl percent, and the nuMber 
of trucks on farms increased by 82.,1 percent. With an incr@ass 
in numbers of autoiiobiles and trucics, it is apparent that th® 
potential for accidental death off th@ farm wai Increasing 
throughout th© period of the present study. 
Changes in Iowa Population 
In a study of fatal accidents occurring on farms there laa^ 
be oth#r factors In addition to mechanization which affect th# 
rate. On© factor commonly r#oognlE®d hj th© national Safety 
Council Is the relation of age to farm accidents. It Is 
@xrld@nt that ther® are changes in the population of lowa as 
indicated in th© following statement hj Jehllk.^t 
Iowa*s rural farm population represents about ,S0 
percent of our total population--® lower percentage 
than In any earlier d@cad®, fhe Biedlan {middle) 
^Ibid. p, 13.. 
®Ibld. p, 161. 
IS 
age of Iowa far® persons was 27,6 compared with 
34,2 In rural nonfarm areas and 32,*0 in urban artaa* 
Mdii and boys in tti© farm population aufflibei'ed 115 1/2 
for &v@Tj 100 women and girls, fer© than 38 pereent 
of our farm persons w«r© «ithsr under 15 or old©r 
than 65 years of age# There were n©arlj twice as 
fflany cMldrtn under 5 as persons 65 |-®ars of ag© 
aad over. 
»,.lightj-.se¥@n peresnt of all ©raployed rural farm 
persons w©r® ©mployed In agriculturej 13 percent 
w«re etaployed in varlotig nonfam Jobs auah as manu-
faoturlng, wholesale and riitail trade, and personal 
and\ profssa ional servie®s • 
Other statistics presented bj Jdhllk show that th« 
total population of Iowa increased from 2,538^000 to 2,621,000 
OT 3.3 p©rc0nt from 1940 to 19§0» fhe urban population Cpsopl® 
living in centers of 2S30 or aiore) Inerestsed from 1,084,000 
to 1,229,000 or 13#4 p®ro«nt« 'fhs remainder of th© population 
(the rural population which ineludes both the rural farm and 
rural nonfarm) decreased from 1,454,000 to 1,392,000 or 4.3 
percent during th© period, Th® rural far® category tmj b® 
subdivided into two groups, the eommsrcial farm and other farm. 
The rural nonfarm category consists of the incorporated and 
unincorporated groups. 
The total rural unincorporated population consists of 
thr@® groups, the commercial farm, other fawi, and rural 
unincorporated nonfaOT, 
Census tables which classify by ag® distribution inelud® 
only the categories rural farm and rural nonfarffl. fh® rur&l 
farm population Call p#rsons living on farm^ without regard to 
occupation) decreased from '911,000 in 1940 to 810,000 In 1950, 
14-16 
Of tb.@ rural nonfapm population (all persons living in centers 
of 2500 or less or in the op®n country but who ar© not classi­
fied as farasrs) the «iilneoi*poratsd part peppeseiited ojalj 20 *2 
pereent of the total papulatloa In Iowa In 19^ , 
Th© rural rnilncorporated population (all persons Hiring 
outsid® an incorporated area) daoreased 6,8 percent from 
996,000 in 1940 to 928,000 In 1950. Jehlik^ ddseribts this 
population as followst 
Thus, the unincorporatdd population raiigea all th© way 
from th© full-time eomoerclal farm family, wbos# 
members dsvot® all ©f their ©n#rgi®s and Interests to 
the Job of farming, to th© nonfarai faiallj that d#* 
TOtes its total attention to nonfarm actifltj# 
Th© rural unincorporated population in 1950 consisted 
of about 80.9 percent commerelal farm, 6»4 percent other farm, 
and 12*7 peresnt rural nonfarm unincorporated* 
Safdty Education 
(Jtt Is generally assuaed that ©ducatlon In safety will affect 
th® accident rat®. Since i»st ©durational programs for rural 
residents of Iowa usually have latsgratefi Material pertaining t® 
safety. It might b@ d^ilrahle to examln# ©nrollment la som® 
Common programt",^ 
In fabl® 4 data are shown concerning th© enrollment in th# 
Tocatlonal agriculture p«5graais In Iowa. 3?he enrollment in high 
school classos has lnoreaa©d approximately In proportion to th® 
nufflb®r of department of -recatlonal agriculture. fh«re w®r& 
16g departments! In 1947, 194 in 1960, and 254 in 1954. How©T®r, 
"^i^llk, Paul J. ®t al. You*r© getting nm neighbors* 
Iowa Farm Solenc® 9s524. 19§4, 
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Table 4. Enrollment 
1947 
. in •vocational agriculture in 
to 1954,^ Indusiv®. 
Iowa,® 
Snrollment 
Year Adult 
I 
•foung farioer 
I 
High school 
I 
Total 
1947 10,176 598 6,644 17,418 
1948 12,190 SS7 6,775 19,502 
1949 12,679 605 6,932 20,216 
1950 14,497 787 7,918 23,202 
1951 11,229 750 8,031 20,010 
1952 12,384 479 9,135 21,998 
1953 ,13,176 513 9,558 23,227 
1964 14,690 532 10,512 25,734 
^Data for this tabls user© adapted from Digest of Annual 
Reports of Stat© Boards for Vocational Education, U. S, 
Office of Educ«, Federal Security Agency, Washington, 
D» C, 1947 to 1954,' Inclusive. 
"^ Th® fiscal year ends June 30» 
the ©nrollment in the adult and young farmer classes dropped 
In 1951 and 1952, respectively, but the adult ©nrollment reach­
ed a high in 1954. 
Inrollwent in county agricultural extension programs in 
Iowa, as shown in Table 5, Indicates a gradual Increase In 4-H 
membership froffl 1947 to 1951, followed by a drop in 1952, 
Enrollment in the rural young people groups showed a slight 
drop a year sooner, and a larger drop in 1952, County 
extension agents devoted more days to adult work in 1950 than 
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fabl® ©# Snrollment and prirticlpatlon In selected 
agricultural extension progr'aras in cartaln safety 
activities In Iowa, 1947 to 1954,® inclusive# 
Daja d®voted toi 
4--S, Clttbg. ;hYP MulTlmH SifHF'Ty 
Tear Siiiljler'ffiroir- 'Inpoll- by co. ©xt. 4-H 4-H 
went ment agents boys® girls® 
M  1  I  I I I  
1947 2,189 54,062 2|565 36,592 2,438 4,554 
1948 2,402 39,050 3,079 37,131 3,143 5,963 
1949 2,552 42,157 3,054 37,006 3,491 6,884 
1950 2,639 44,361 3,669 SS,421 3,457 7,389 
1951 2,703 4i,489 S,S64 36,897 4,784 7,979 
1952 • 2,695 44,598 2,508 55,198 4,233 8,274 
1953 2,748 4S,962 2,499 35,939 8^890 9,003 
1954 2,828 48,116 2,240 37,152 4,851 10,927 
^Th® report year la from October 1 to September 30. This 
table la adapted from wnpublished annual reports of 
©xtenaion directors# 
^Th© term farm safety app«ar®d in th« reports from 194'? 
to 19S2 Incluslw* The classification farm safety and 
'.fir© preTentlon was used In 1953 and 1954« 
®The terra families eliminating fire hazards appeared In 
th© reports for 1947 to l955t lncluslv6* For 1954| 
the t©m fire and accident preirentlon was used# 
in any other year reported in this stu.dy. Although not shown 
in the table, in 1946 no days were reported as devoted to 
safety by 4-H boys# However^ about twice as many days were 
devoted to farm safety activities by 4-H boys in 1951 as in 
19 
1947. lo2*© than twice as many days were devoted to safety 
activities by 4-H girls as hj 4»H boys in 1954. 
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RSflHf OF r.H-
A ibi»oad aatlottwld® mttmk on feF»i s.af®ty was laiaictiei 
1 in 1944«. In th« Faw Safaty l«¥i8W Gm itatad that prior t© 
1944 sBiall groups rjf l«ad«ra ia@t oeeasionally to ©xplor# fa». 
safety ne^Ss, bat ln#ff«etl'y« follow-ap prevented aecosaplish-
B»ntsi, It that tliae ther© was ©a# fuH-tlas state fam safetj 
specialist. In lt44 tM t&rm aeeldtat tmnA wm geiierallj up-
It baa sho«n la ®tmt® afttr stat# that lateaelw, 
w®ll-oi»gaiil«»i faria m&eMBmt pr«TOnttoii drives will pmducB m 
eoiitlniiotts ifiwriwari tFtnd in aeeldents f«ar art«f year# For 
exampl®, f«tal work aeelteata {i.®ei»«aaei .20 percent in 
llnnesota, 40 p^^resat in Kansas, W pmrmnt In Wlsc'-nslu, and 
SI p&rmnt in Ohio flaring t.li® perldd fpoa 1944 to liSEt In 
1944 thBTo mmm m public finanelal coatrlbi.ifco.ps to tiie eaase 
of .far® natmtjf mhmrmm In 19M tlispo wepe Si© contrlbutoi*# 
alloeatlng fisiis far tmrm safety# fMs points to an Inoreaslng 
mmmrmmBs of thm pmblmma «,f fmrm amtetj. Cm statedi 
Prior t© 1944 was vmrj llttlm Iriformatidn 
on f&rm rnceMmt statlstloi to liispir# or 
guldt ©ducatloaal aetl*lti«a# Today, waulti of 
nattenai, 8t«t® ani caanty itirTOya mrs avallmbl®, 
b«sl€®s addittsnal farm meeMmmt xmwapBpmr 
ellppliig B^rvima md gt«t« h®alth tatow-
Ifttlent an fatal aeolienta to farm pmplm* 
' ieynari A €®esd.® of tm.pm .Para Safety 
mwUw It, !©• 2. 19M. p, 12^ 
p. IS, 
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Many states and commiaiities bave conducted farm safety-
surveys l5ut they are aowewhat limited in scop© and interpreta­
tion* . In one of the more cooiprehensiv© studies Rush^ analyzed 
17,906 fatal farm work accidents from 1940 to 1948 in th© 
United States, With respect to the types of farm accidents h@ 
stated! 
Almost half, or 47.6 percent, of the fatalities 
included in the vital statistics wre associated 
with the use of machineryi 17,S percent with 
aniaialsj and 35»2 percent resulted from mlacella« 
neons camsesj such as burns, drownings, and poison. 
Rush also reported that the greatest number of fatal farm 
work accidents occurred in July, with nearly as many in August, 
whereas fewer fatalities occurred In January and February# 
Rush^ further stated thatt 
Although basic data for comparative purposes 
are not available In detail, It appears that the 
greatest hazard occurs to farm people aged 80 and 
overt The average rate per 100,000 farm workers 
was 129*06, or nearly 17 times greater than the 
rate in the age greup 20-S9i, This Indicates that 
Many aged persons, although not physically able, 
are still attempting to do farm ?^ork* 
Sine© data used In this study were for the years 1940 to 
1948 they m&j have shown a greater proportion of fatalities 
from animals, and fewer farm machinery fatalities than might 
have been shown for the period 1947 to 1953. The data 
probably Indicated a higher death rate for the older age groixps 
who continued farming during the war than would have been 
^lush, Analysis of 17,906 fatal farm-work accidents..., 
^Ibld., p. 14, 
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indicated by a study foi* a peplod after the war, 
fhre© surveys^ conducted by th© Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics,. United States Department of Agriculture, In 1948, 
covered 1,927 Injuries of farm residents throughout the United 
States, Palls constituted the major type of farm accidents. 
Machinery accidents were second, with 13 percent. Accidenta 
caused from handling animals were third, with 12 percent# 
In th@ same study. It was found when considering all acci­
dents that 16 percent occurrsd at .hoai©| 22 percent occurred In 
the barnj and 34 percent occurred elsewhere on the farm* 
lelther the data from the Bureau of Agricultural Economics nor 
those reported by Bush included accidents off the farm. These 
data certainly would hav© given greater emphasis to autoraobll© 
accidents, and therefor©, would have given less ©mphasis on 
acoldentis Involving farm machinery and animals* 
Death from farm machinery accidents in Minnesota increased 
during the years 1940 to 1951.^ Agricultural machinery acci­
dents during this time accounted for about on© third of all the 
889 accidental farm work deaths in Minnesota. However for the 
148 fatalities in 1982® machinery accidents accounted for only 
S, Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Three surveys 
conducted in 1946 and 1948 covering 1,927 injuries resulting in 
on© day or more lost from regular activities. (Original not 
available for exaffllaatlonf cited from National Safety Council.' 
Accident facts. 1953 ®d. Chicago, the Council, 1953. .p. 90.) 
^National Safety Council, Accident facts, 1953 f4» 
Chicago, the Council, 1953. p. 87, 
Slatlonal Safety Council, Accident facts, 1954 ed, 
Chicago, th© Council. 1955-% p. 81, 
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27 percent. Palls ranked second In 1952 with 19 percent, which 
Is the same as th© figure for 1940 to 1951, ' Fatal accidents in. 
which animals were inirolTOd accoianted for only 2 percent of the 
fatalities in 1958 as compared with 17 percent for 1940 to 1951, 
This probably reflects the decrease in the number of work ani­
mals on the farm due to th© increaa® In farm mechanisation, 
According to the 1954 edition of Accident Pacta^ about 
6,200 people were killed in isotor vehlcl® accidents in 1953* 
The Btotor vehicle death rate for farm residents in 1953 was 
27.3 deaths per 100,000 farm'residents. This rate was slightly 
higher than the motor vehicle death rate of 24*2 for the entire 
nation, This comparison related accidents to the number of 
drivers only, and did not take into consideration the araount of 
dri¥lng done by farmers and other rural residents. If figures 
w©r© aim liable on a mileage basis a .more precise comparison 
could be mad©. 
An a part of his study Shanks^ attempted to determine 
causes of farm machinery accidents by using reports prepared 
from press clippings pro'^lded by the lebraska Press Association 
for th© stat© of lebraska., Th@ sam© information was coll©ct®d 
for Canada by using th® reports of the Labour Gazette, How©v©r, 
agriculture was so much more mechanized in 1947 to 1953 than in 
1921 to 1930 that the data would seem to have little to offer 
^Ibtd,, p. 81, 
^Shanks, Graham L, The causes and prevention of accidents 
to tha operators of farm machinery in the United States and 
Canada, Unpublished M,S, Thesis, Ames, Iowa, Iowa State 
College Library, 1931, 
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for comparison with the present study. 
In Oklahoma during th© year 1944, Hunt^ mad© a comparison 
of fatal (non-autoKobile) accident stories collected by a cllp»» 
ping servlc©, with information obtained by surTeyIng death 
certificates. He cnncluded that only about one half of all 
fatal accidents were actually nsifsworthy enough to be Included 
In state newspapers. If newspaper reporting in llebraska dur* 
Ing 1921 to 1930 were aiallar in coverage to that of Oklahoma 
as indicated by DeWltt for 1944, then press clippings had llml-
t©d valu© for providing information on farm machinery fatalltiea. 
Schwart and Baker® report@d that} 
Careful ©xamlnatlon was mad© of all death 
certificates for 1946, 1947, and 1948 that are on 
file in the Dlyision of Vital Statistics of th® 
Ohio Department of Public Health, to discover the 
farm people who died as th® result of accidents, 
fhe reports of all accidental deaths that occurred 
to people having rural addresses were sorted into 
three groups. Upon first ©xamlnatlon about on®-
fourth of them w©re found to b© definitely fara 
people. Another group who definitely showed occupa­
tions other than farming were eliminated. A third 
group, largely ifomen and children, wh^ich could not 
be class if l©d as farm or non-farm from the informa--
tlon given, were sorted by counties and the assist­
ance of Comty Agricultural Sxtenslon Agents was 
solicited to correctly classify these questlonabl© 
cases. During one of these years 49 percent of 
this questionable group were found to be members 
of farm families. For the other year it was 
assumed that 50 percent of the' questI.onable cases 
were member's of farm families. 
%unt, D® Witt T. ' Accidents in Oklahoma in 1944. Okla. 
Ing. Ixp. Sta. Pub. 57. 1943. p. 14. 
%chwapt, R. B., and Baker, R. H. Accidental deaths to 
farm people in Ohio, 1946, 1947 and 1948. Dept. of Rural Econ. 
and Hural Sociology, Ohio State University and Ohio Agr. Exp. 
Sta. Bui, 210. Columbus., Ohio. July, 1949. (Mlmeo. rept.J 
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This method of classifying certificates was used In 
reporting data in a later publication^ for the years 1946 to 
195S, A summarj of the types of fatal accidents of Ohio 
people for these years is shown In Table 6« 
Table 6, Types of fatal accidents of Ohio faria people, 
1953, and the average for 1946 to 1953,^ 
Types of accidents causing death 195^ 
I 
Av. for 
1946-53 
1 
1946-53 
Palls and fractures 99 117 27 
Motor vehicle accidents 95 92 21 
Struck by motor vehicle 42 43 10 
Tractors and farm machinery 44 57 S 
Farm animals 1 11 2 
Plre and burns 29 44 10 
Tra3.n accidents 25 24 5 
Drowning 20 22 c 
Smothering and strangulation 17 16 4 
Flr©arms 7 11 2 
Others 31 25 6 
Total 410 442 100 
%dapt©d from Schwart and Baker, op. clt. 
These Ohio data for 1953 showed the same general trend as 
was pre¥lously Indicated for Minnesota. In both states during 
the later years the fatal accidents involving farm anlraala 
decreased while the accidents Involving farm machinery In­
creased, 
^Baker, R. H, Farmers and fatal accidents. Dept. of Agr. 
Scon, and Rural Sociology, Ohio Stat© University, Columbus, 
Ohio. A, E. 251. February, 1955. {Mlmeo., bul.) 
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In Ohio th© fatalities resulting from fire and burns In 
1953 were fewer than the average for the period 1946 to 195S 
inclusive# Alao for the eight year period an a if© rage of eight 
farm persons a week died because of an accident. About 68 
percent of those who met with accidental death were men and boys. 
About one fourth of the accidents that caused these deaths wer® 
falls and fractures. Five sixths of the fatal accidents 
classed as falls or fractures occurred to persona 65 years of 
age or older. In this older age group more accidental deaths 
resulted from falls and fracturas than from all other causes 
combined* 
Farm accidents wars classified by Bah:er^ as occurring off 
the farm, in the farm hoiae, and on the farm outs id® the home. 
He reported that in Ohio for the years 1946 to 1953 aior® farm 
peopl® met with fatal accidents while off th© farm than on the 
farm or in the farm home, learly 41 percent of the accidents 
causing death of Ohio fara people happened whil© they were off 
th© farm. Over one half of these accidents occurred when motor 
vehicles, autos, trucks, motorcycles, and motor scooters were 
involved. 
In about 10 percent of th© off the farm accidental deaths 
persons were struck by autos, trucks, or buses v^hile crossing 
or walking along the road. In nore than on© eighth of these 
off the farm accidental deaths trains struck either motor 
Ixbld,, p# 4-6, 
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Yehlcles or p©d©stFlaas« Of accidents off the far® about on# 
cas® In ©l®v©n was due to di'ownlng. 
Fatal accidents in the farm home accounted for 38 percent 
of the deaths from 1947 to 19§S, Of these fatal accidents mor® 
than ^  percent resulted froffl falls and fractures., Ibout 80 to 
90 percent of the falls occurred when the victim fell on the 
same leTel, Over 20 percent of th® accidental deaths in the 
farm horn# were due to fires. 
On the farm accidents outside the hoiae accounted for an 
average of 21 percent of all accidents from 1945 to 1953, 
inclusive#. Of the on the farm accidents outsid® the home, 
37 percent involved tractors and fara machinery. Palls ranked 
second with 18 percent and farm animals third with 10 percent, 
How@¥©r, animals accounted for leas than 1 percent of all fatal 
accidents, in 1953. About 7 percent of the farm fatalities 
resulted from a falling object, whereas firearms and drowning 
#ach accounted for § percent* 
As a follow up of' Baker's study^ the data for the year 
1951 ware further #xaialn©d by Hyd©r^ t© determine som© of the 
major causes which appear to contribute to fatal accidents 
^Baker, 1, H, Accidental deaths in Ohio fartn families, 
1951 and 1952. Dept. of Agr* Econ. and Rural'Sociology, Ohio 
State ITnlversIty. Columbus, Ohio. A. E. 240. June, 1953, 
Cilin®©, bul,) 
%yd®r, Gordon J* A study of the fatal accidents to farm 
people on the farm outside the' home, in Ohio during 1951. Un* 
published M, 3, Thesis, Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State University 
Library, 1952, 
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of farm peopl® on the farm, outside the horn®. 1 questionnaire 
was dewlopad and administered by Rjd®T and others for analyzljag 
the on the farm^ outsld® th® home accld©iits which wer® report@d 
for 1951, Data were obtained for 79 of th® 86 caa«s reported. 
Th© analysis showed that 49 pereent had fatal accidents with 
tractors and farm machinery, 19 percent with falls, and 10 
percent with livestock, lore than one half of the fatal accl» 
dents occurred during the four sunaaer months of lay through 
August# About 42 percent of the fatal accidents occurred be­
tween 6 and 6 p.m. Of the victims, 42 percent were over 60 
years of age. People over 65 y©ars of ag© met death more fre­
quently through accidents Involving falls and livestock. 
Persons under 18 years of age met death H^r® frequently with 
tractors and farm machinery# 
Th© marital status of the victims indicated that 58 percent 
wera married? 30 percent,. slngl@| IG pereent, widowedl and 2 
percent, divorced. Of the vlctlma, 96 percent were males. Of 
th® 58 accident victims over 18 years of ag©, 10 had complsted 
high school, 26 others had completed eighth grade, and the 
remainder av©rag@d 4 to 5 years of school# Two thirds of th© 
accident victims over 14 years of age had 11 or more years of 
farming experience. 
Among other conclusions, it appeared that In farm machin­
ery accidents, carelessness of the operator, rather than th© 
physical condition of the mach,lne, caused the fatal accident. 
Ryder stated that his study was limited because he used only 
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the year 1951, and therefore the number of cases for some 
categories was small. H® also thouglit there was som© tendency 
on the part of people interviewed not to report undesirable 
aspects of hxunan behavior. Data as obtained by interview wer® 
based, on opinions which m&j have been biased. 
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HTHOD OP PROGIDIIRE 
After r©¥l®wing th® literature concerning fatal accidents 
of farm residents it was apparent that a study to d«termln« 
factors associated with, fatal accidents of rural residents of 
Iowa would bt usaful^. Demth certificates appeared to hav® th® 
most uniform information available for describing fatal acci­
dents . It was thought that data during the war years might b@ 
atypical and would lead to a biased interpretation in ag« dis­
tribution as comparad with th© population In rural areas after 
th« war* For purpcsses of this study, the latest year for which 
death certificates were aTOllahle was 1955. 
It sasmed deslrahle to make some comparisons with avail­
able census data. fh©r®for© ©qual spans of three years pre-
yIous to the oensal j&mr, 1950, and three years after w®r© 
considardd desirable so that 1950 census data could be used as 
a midpoint. Hence the years 1947 to 1953 incluslv® were 
selected. 
Th© rural ualncorporated population as defined by Jehlik^ 
seemtd to best represent persons living In rural areas who 
would be most closely associated with farming, except for 
some retired farmers and farm, laborers who did not live on 
farms. Censua data which would provide age distribution 
%ee page 14. 
SI 
a&emBd daslrable for analyzlug .iata concerning fatal acci­
dents. Census tables give nta«bers and age distribution for 
the rural farm popttlatlon. whlcti represented 8*7,3 pereent of 
the rural unincorporated population, Concernlag the other 12,7 
percent of the rural unincorporated population Wakelty^ sald^ 
"I do not know of any,estimates of the number and age dlstri* 
butloa of the \inincorporated rural non-farm popttlatlon of Iowa, 
I believe sucia data are not available at this tlta@,** 
Because cansias figures w®r© imavallabl© and becaua® IS,? 
peretnt of the rural aonfarm unincorporated population w®r@ 
not Included In th® census figures for tha rural farm popula­
tion It was neeessary to estimate th© total number of rural 
nonfarm unineorporat«d population in ord«r to calculate th© 
rat© of fatal accidents per 100,000 rural unincorporated 
population. The census figures for rural farm popiilatlon w«r® 
adjusted by dividing Jehllk's figure for rural unincorporated 
population, 928,000, b|' the 1950 United States census figur® 
for rural farm population, 780,050, which gives 1,19 as th© 
conversion factor. 
In @ach ag© group the rural farm census figure was multi­
plied by th® conversion factor, 1,19, to get an adjusted 
figure. This was assumed to represent the rural unincorporated 
population, Th© rate of fatal accidents psr 100,000 rural 
%ak©l©y» M&j 1,), Amas, Iowa, Private letter with state­
ment relative to unincorporated rural non-fara population. 
(Prlvat® coMiunication,) 1956, 
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unincorporated population was than calculated from the ad-
Justed figures for th© rural unincorporated population* 
For ©xaaiple, in fabl# 8 th© age group 5 to 9 had 140 
fatalities for th® seven years which was an avenge of 20 fatal­
ities for each year.. InfsmatioB in the 1950 Unitad States 
census Table 52 for Iowa shows 81,815 rural farm parsons in th« 
5 to 9-age group# The rural fawa population figur®, 01,815, 
was multiplied by th© oonversion factor, 1*19, fMs gives 
97,360 as the rural unincorporated population# 
Th@ rate of fatalities per person in the rural unincor­
porated population was calculated bj dividing SO by 97,360 
which gives an average of 0.000,20S fatalities per person. Th© 
rat® per 100,000 population was obtained by multiplying the 
rate per person, 0,000,805 by 100,000 which gives 20.5 fatal­
ities per 100,000 persons In th® rural unlnoorporated popula­
tion group, ages 5 to 9. Tbe rates for the other ag# groups 
were calculated in th© same manner. 
When the rates were claeulated on this basis, it was 
assuBi@d that ths eensus data for th© year I960 w©r® sultabl© 
for comparing with the other six years. It ^as also assimed 
that th© individual ag@ groups had a distribution of rural 
unincorporated population similar to that of the total rural 
unincorporated population. 
fh© specific purposes of the study Include th© followingl 
1. To determine relatioashlps of ag@, sex, 
marital status, and oceupatlon to fatal aocld®nts. 
ss 
2, To analyze location as a factor In fatal 
accidents, 
3, To summariz# data showing when fatal accidents 
occur in terms of roonth, day of week, special holidays, 
and hotir* 
4» fo auwHiarlz® data showln,g th@ vehicla, object, 
or element involved in datal accidents, 
g. To determine if different types of farming areas 
show :TOriatioii In numbers of tractor fatalities, 
6, fo suEBflarlz# the data concerning nature of 
fatal accidents, 
fo summariEe the data concerning the nature of 
fatal injuries, 
8, To suggest implications for safety education 
based on the findings of this study. 
Definition of Terms 
Aeeldent--a lalsfortun© that occurs without design, Unless 
otherwise stated, accident as hereafter used always refers to a 
fatal accident, 
Age>--the ag@ at tha time of th@ last birthday was 
recorded for all cases, with the exception of children under 
on© year who *©re classified in a 0 to 1-age group, and thoa® 
persons over 99 years, who were recorded as 99, 
Cause of d©ath-»the cause of death that was indicated 
on the death certlfleat®! under item 18, I (a) and (b), fh@ 
%©© Appendix, 
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prlaarj caus© of death aieans tha injury ^'certified by th© 
physician as setting in motion th© train of ©vents leading to 
death"# Pox* ©xamplo, a fractured femur often is rscor-ded as 
the prlniary cause of death 0ven though ateondary causes of 
death may be present sueh aa arterloselerosia, dlabet®s melll-
tus, endocarditis, of other conditions which aloa© or in coiabi-
nation could cans© death,, fher©for®, many of the accidental 
injuries resulting in death of oldar p@opl® were classified as 
due to fractures ©wn though other ©oMplioa..tlons wer© present. 
Highway—"th© actual area travelled by cars, the shoulder, 
and the ditches on either sid# of th© road» 
Roadway—the term road*ay includes only th® area usually 
travelled on by the ears and tte shoulder. 
Home area—Includes th@ area within the house and the 
yard around th© house. Home as used In various tablas means 
home area* 
Marital status--th0 usual definitions for single, 
widowed, divorced, and married w®re used, except that ttos© 
individuals who war® separated, but not divorced from their 
legal spouses were classlfl-i©d as marritd* 
latur® of accld©nt--'tli® nature of th© accident refers to 
what happened, ©.g« skidded, slipped, exploded, smothered, ®tc# 
Occupation^--.the occupation of each of the fatal accident 
victims was classified into on® of the following ten categories? 
"'3^'lndlviduals^^ r Idlng in rest homes or nursing homes were 
credited with the occupation in which they were engaged previous 
to their entrance into the nursing hom®# 
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1, Chlld--a person between ages 0 and 5, incluslv®« 
2, Piipll-'-a person between the ages of 6 and 16, 
IncluslT©, unless otherwise stated on the death certlf-
leat®« For ©xampl©, in sotaa Instanees, boys 16 years 
of ag© were designated on the death certificate as 
farraers and therefor© wer© classified as farmers, 
S, Par»i©r-»a person wbo had bQ'tn engaged in farming, 
according to the information recorded on the death. 
Retired farm#r--a person who had not been 
actively engaged in faming, as Indicated on th« death 
certificate. 
5, Hotisewif@--a person classified on the death 
certificate,as a housewife or widow* In 3om® instances 
the' occupation was given as retired housewif©, but such 
a psraon was classified as housewlf® in this study* 
6* iiousekeeper—a person for whom th® occupation 
hous@ke@p®r was'recorded on the death eertlficat®* 
7. Laborer, farm—a person for 'Who® the oecupatlon 
farm laborer was recorded on the death oertificat®* 
• Sj, Laborer, nonfam—a laborer who *'as not 
reported as a farm laborer* 
9, Other—a person for whoa the occupation was 
named, but the oooupstlon was different from that of 
any of the groups previously defined. 
10. lot speelfled—a person for wtioim no occupation 
was given on the death cartlficate, and who could not 
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b# classified as a child or a pupil. 
Rate of accidental d®ath.-»the rate of fatal accidents 
was calculated on th.® basis of the number of accidents p©r 
loo f000 puFal tillincoppsr®ted population as was explainsd on 
pagas SI and 32, 
PuMl resident—all Inhabitants of unincorporated places, 
and all famsrs, fam laborers, or family members of thes® 
persons living in Incorpo'rated places, (This siiould not b© 
confusei with rur»al, as defined by U»S, Bureau of the Census,) 
fthicl®, obJ®ct, OP elem@nt-»th,e vehicle in wiilcb tbe 
deceased was riding at the tlm® the injury occurred, or th® 
actual object or element causing the InJurj# 
Work status--the two classifications used on the death 
certificate were Cl) injury occurred while at work, or (2) 
injury occurred while not at work* For purposes of this study, 
all the individuals under the «gs of 16 were classified as 
not at *ork, unless otherwise stated on the death certiflcat®* 
If th# deceased was 65 years of ag© or over, and if th© 
address was that of an incorporated place, th© IndlTidual was 
classified as not working, ©ven though the occupation recorded 
was that of farmirig, unless the circuastances of the accident 
indicated that the deceased was at work* 
.Golleetlon of Data 
fh« data for this study ware secured from death c©rtif-
icatts,^ filed with the Division of Vital Statistics in th# 
ISeeAp^^ndix^ 
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Iowa Stat® Department of Health at D©s Moines, Io*a for th® 
years 1947 to 1953» iaolualv®* However, census data and re­
ports of educational programs wsye also ©xamined to d®terBiii3« 
trends in population, in farm oecliaiitisation. In mimtoers of 
laotor vehicles, and In the ©nrollment in programs including 
safety education. 
There were approxifflately 25,000 deaths in Iowa each year 
during the calendar years 1947 to 1955, inclusive. Of th®s® 
25,^000 annual deaths* about 1,S00 were reported as being 
accidental. Of the 1,500 accidental deaths, approxliaat@ly 
^0 cases each year were selected as constituting accidents 
0f rural rssldents, m the term has b@©n defined on page S6, 
These eases were selected by examining the international cod® 
number recorded on the death certificate for the cause of death^ 
to determin® if the deaths wer® accid@ntal# If the deaths 
w®re accidental and item 10 C&) on th® certificate# usual 
occupation, or Itsra 10 Cb) , kind of busin®aa, indicated farming, 
the oas®s were Included* Persona other than farmers wer© 
included if the place given for usual resldenc® under item 
2 Cb) or (.c) was not an incorporattd place according to the 
1950 Census 
%orld Health Organization, Manual of the international 
atatistical classification of diseases. Injuries, and causes 
of death, Geneva, Switsarland, th© Organization, 1948, 
1J 230-375,-. 
•^U, S, Bureau of the Census, Census of lowa for the year 
1950, Stat® of Iowa, Dea Moines, lowa, 1951, Table 2, p, 
5-23 • 
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The items war© arranged on the raw data sh@®ts in about 
the same order in which, they appeared on the death certificates,, 
nameljl eertifioat© nuabers comity of d©ftth| Comty of r©si-
danc®} date of death (month# day, year) j a@x,| colors marital 
status? ag#j occupation? the international cod® number for th® 
cause of deathj^ the supplemental Stat® of Iowa cod© for natur® 
of Injuryi^ th® Sational Safety Coimcil cod© for manner of 
injury|.3 nature of injuryj plac© of Injury; eomty of accldeatf 
tiae of injury (laohth, dayi year, hour) | work atatiia at tiw® 
of injuryI whether the decedtat was rural or nonrural resident} 
and d«scrlption of how the injury occurred* 
Th© form used for death certificates i?as not the same 
througliout the seven years included in this study, although 
essentially the same 'inforiaation was recorded on the two forms 
which were used* The form used In filing death certificates 
was changed in 1948* For th© years 1947 and 1948, th© old form^ 
was us©d, Th® now forra® was used for the years 1949 to 1955, 
Indus iv®. 
Some variation existed in th© completeness of th® informa­
tion as glv®n on th© death certificates, fh# Iowa law do©s not 
%orld Health.OrganizatIon, op* cit. 
2s®® Appendix, 
%ational Safety Council, Standard reporting system for 
accidental death.. Pub, safety memo 72, Chicago, the Council, 
Dec, 1948, {limeo. rept,) 
AppendIXi 
5s©0 Appendix, 
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require that a coroner bar® medical training. How©v©rf tbe 
majority of the coroneipa wttpe ra#dleal doctors. As might b@ 
expected, those .coronal's with raedical training ususi ly ga^e 
more complete Information relati¥e to the cause of death, than • 
coro»®.rs lacking medloal training. On 8om& e©rtlflcat®s th® 
handwriting was mry difficult tcj r«ad. 
Wh@n the information, as gliren on th© death certificat®, 
was not sufficiently ©ompl®t© to satisfy the Department of 
?ltal Statistics, or when soia® of t.h@ blanks wer© not filled 
la, a querj was s®nt to the coron@r, and if additional infor­
mation was secured it was added to the d®ath ©ertiflcate# All 
such additional infoi?iiatlon pertinent to this study, secured 
through queries, has been included* 
Coding of Data 
Coding of th© data tms done on the raw ?3,ata sheets.. A 
sequential nuab©,r was assigned to each case, with th© year of 
death forming the first t*'o digits. The file number of th© 
original death cartlflc.at@, as assigned by the Iowa Stat© 
Departiasnt of Health, appears on the raw data sheets, fh© 
prim© use of the certiflcat© number was for identifying Indi­
vidual cases, when verification of information was naoessary. 
Therefore, only the case number as.slgn©d for purposes of this 
study was key punched on th© .International Business Maohln© 
card for each eas«. 
In th© columns designating counties, such as the county 
4Q 
of rtaidene®, county of accident, and county .of d@ath, th® 
alphabetical code number of the county^ wa® used, 
A combination cod©^ was us@d to desorib© sax and marital 
status. For purposes of this study, race or color s@@m@d to 
"be of little value, "becaus® less than 1 percent of th© Iowa 
population was nonwhlt©« la coding, thersfor®, color was 
omitted. 
In recording age. If the deceased, was l©sa than on® 
month of age, the-age was recorded In terms of days. If more 
than one month,-but l«ss than one year, the age was recorded 
In months. In all other eases, the age at' th© tlEi© of the 
last birthday was recorded. 
Sines th© United States Oensua cod® nuotber for oocupa-
tionSfS which was recorded on the death oertlficate, Imd a 
Halted number of categories, a oode^ with ten categories was 
d©TOlop©d, 
fh© Manual of th© International Statistleal Classification 
of Diseases, Injuries and Causes of Death® has been adopted by 
29 different countries, including the United Statesj however, 
it has lifflitations for application to farm accidents# Accord-
%©e Appendix, 
%e0 Appendix, 
S, Bureau of the Census, Alphabetical index of oceupa-
tions and industries. Wash,, D* C,, IT, S, Gov't frlnt* Off, 
1952, 
Appendix, 
Sforld Health Organization, op, clt*, p, 230-»2??. 
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ing to "fhe International Statistical Classification 
Is not a particularly good method of classifying and tabulating 
tl 
farm accidents.. For example, motor whlcle, as defined hj th« 
international cod©, includes tractors or other salf-prop@ll®d 
farm machinery, and classifies any accidents In-^olvlng such 
•fehicles in the same group with autotioblle accidents* Thus it 
is not possible from the Intarnational cod© to distinguish 
tractor accidents or oth®r farm laachlnery accidents which occur 
on the highway from oth®r Tehicle acclddata "becaust autoffiobll®, 
truck, and other laotor -rehicl© accidents are similarly coded* 
Soiie accidents, therefor® which Involv® tractors and self-
propelled farm aiachlnery would, appear to b© automobile acci­
dents as interpreted from this cod©* An accident Involving a 
hors© on the public roadway is termed a noniaotor traffic acci­
dent and th© horse Is considered a nonmotor v®hicl9| consequent­
ly accldsnts while riding horsts can not b® separated froo 
wagon accidents# B®caus© the cod# seemed inadequate for farm 
accidents a new cod© was developed, which Is described subse­
quently* 
fh© National Safety Council cod©^ for describing the typ« 
of accident classifies all accidents on th© farm as agricultures-
home, motor vehicle, public, or unknown. The classification 
was detejrmlned according to th© us® being mad© of the property 
%attey, op* cit, 
National Safety Comcil* Staridard raporting systerc for 
accidental death* Pub, safety mamo ?2, Chicago, the Council,, 
Bee* 1949* (Mlaeo* rept.) 
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when the person was killed, fhes© classifications are not 
always deseriptite of what actually oceurreci. Also, th© 
lational Safety Council cod® constitutes a grouping of th® 
International Cod® items and thus has the limitations which 
ha^e already been describdd. Because the National Safety 
Gomcil cod© seemed Inadequate foT classifying faria aeeidents, 
the need for a new code was ©ireii. more apparent.. 
By Compiling a list of items, a t*o-part .coda was devel­
oped for describing the injury^ resulting from th® accident, 
in terms of primary cans® of death a.nd asconiJary cauae of' 
death, as Indicated und#r Item 18, I (a) and ih) of the death 
certificate. Other phases of the code w®re developed in a 
similar manner. Details may be foimd in the files of the 
saf#ty specialist in the Iowa State Oolleg® Bepartment of 
AgriC'.ilttiral Engineering* 
%e® Appendix 
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PIlfDilGS. 
Befoi*® analyzing tfe® data corapiled for the study It may 
be enllghtnlng to the rslatlva slgnlflcane® of aecl-
dental death as compared to all other e&mses In the State of 
Iowa for 1953. According to inforraatlon shown in fable 
deaths from all causes occurred; at th® rat® of 10*2 par 1,000^  
but dtath3 from aecidents occurred at th® rat® of only 0,6 per 
1,000'. Tb© 0»6 rat® per 1,.000 for aceldental deaths of all 
fabl® 7, Jteading ciui®s aBd rate per 1^000 of all deaths, 
Iowa residents, 1955.^ 
Cause F®re®nt • Sat« par 1,000 
Heart diseases 36,9 5,8 
Malignant neoplasms (cancer) 15,7 1,6 
Yaseular lesions affecting 
the central nervous system 14,6 1,5 
Accidents 6.2 0,6 
Congenital malformations and 
certain other diseasts of 
©arly Infancy 4.3 0,1 
All others 22.3 2,6 
Total 100,0 10,2 
^lowa. Bepartment of Health, Division of ?it.al Statistics, 
Annual report, 1953, lD@s lolnes, Iowa, Table 9S, 
p. 198, 
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Iowa residents In 1953 pepresented 1645 deaths* Of th® 1645 
ca®0S, 480 wer© fatal accidents to rural residents, as pre­
viously defined in this studj» Ivsn though th© number of 
accidental deatl-is is small it appears that these deaths might 
have been avoided. Accidental deaths appsar to be caused 'by 
th® actions of individuals, whereas raost of the other deaths 
are due to natural caiis«s, presumably not as controllable by 
the individual. 
By ealcul&tlng th® accidental death rat© for 1950 on the 
basis of tb.0 rural mincorporated po^p»lation of Iowa, which 
has baen shown by j@lilik^ t© b® 928,000, the rat© was found 
to be 57,5 p©r 100,000# fhl® rat© is lower than th© lational 
Safety Council flgur© of 63,3 per 100,000 for accidental 
deaths in the farm population of the United States for the 
sam© year, 1950, 
Ag# 
The median age of th© population^ of Iowa in 1953 was 
31,3 years, Th© median age of lowans who dl@d in 1953 «as 
71,9 years,^ The median ag© of persons whose death resulted 
from heart disease was 74,3; cancer, 68,0| lnf©ctlir© and 
parasitic diseases, 57,7| and accidents, SO,S, fhe median age, 
50,3, 6t thoa® who died from accidental deatha w&a lower than 
*Jehlik, @t 5.rs Xou'r® getting new neighbors I 9i524, 1954, 
^lowa, . Division of Vital Statistics, Annual report, 1953, 
Table 05, p, 198, 
•^Ibld, fable 94, p, 198, 
th© median for any other group here d@aerlb®d, aiid 7»4 years 
lower than that of persons who died fro® parasitic diseases, 
th© next highest cause of death. 
Is shown in Tabl® 8, a total of 3599 accidental deaths of 
rural residents of Iowa occurred dusking the years 1947 to 1055 
Inclusive, which averag©® 514 for each year. The largest nuiab@r 
of fatalities occurred In 1948 and 1949, and a f@w leas in 1950 
ansj 19S1» The .smallest number occurred in 1947, 1952, and 1953, 
If the 1 to 4-j©8r age group^  as shown in Tabl® 8, and th« 
less than one year old babies w@re combined to form a five-year 
group# there would "be 362 cases# or 1G»1 percent of all th© 
accidental deaths. This wotild be the largest number of casts of 
accidental deaths in any flv»-year age groups The next largest 
nu»b©r of caaes of accidental deaths for a flTO-year age group 
occurred in th« IS to 19-year age group» with m total of 899 
cases, or 8.5 percent of all cases,. The 40 to 44-year group 
had th© l@ast number of fatal accidents, with 115, or 3.2 per­
cent of the total. However, it should b® notsd that citing th® 
number of cases in ®ach group dots not glv© a tru© picturai 
Perhaps the rat# of fatal ©ccldenta according to th® numb@r 
of individuals in each ag© group Is ©nllghttnlng. If w« asauBi® 
that the rural unincorporated population had an age distribution 
similar to that of the population of this study, then a fatal 
accident rate per 100,000 population be ag® groups may be calcu­
lated as was discussed. 
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fabl® 8, • Age, nraber, and rat® of accidental death of rural 
reildents of Iowa hj years. 
Years-
Ag® 1§47 1948 1949 1950' 1951 1952 1953 Total . Rat#a 
I I I 1 I 1 S I 
0«1 17 10 12 If 17 14 IS 104 .68,2 
i«"4 24 37 51 43 34 31 38 258 41.0 
5-9 20 21 23 17 31 12 16 140 20.5 
10-14 23 16 27 17 84 16 18 141 22.3 
15-19 sa SO m 40 41 52 39 299 57.6 
20-24 33 43 30 45 36 20 30 236 57.4 
25-29 26 20 23 26 29 24 20 168 38.1 
30-S4 23 20 23 23 23 go 27 159 34.7 
35-S9 15 21 18 19 19 18 17 127 27.6 
40-44 16 11 17 15 18 17 21 115 27.6 
45-49 19 18 20 11 21 16 27 132 33.5 
50-S4 .18 17 g7 27 20 2.9 23 161 44.5 
55-59 17 30 25 20 21 28 23 164 51.6 
60-64 26 25 21 20 23 23 22 160 68.7 
6S—69 26 24 26 38 24 26 26 190 112.9 
70-74 37 32 28 32 34 26 32 281 208.4 
75-79 41 4S 36 23 38 31 24 238 374.2 
80—84 37 53 38 43 S3 26 21 241 677.6 
85-89 27 m 39 35 2.6 32 21 212 1575.9 
90 plus 15 21 16 21 22 17 19 131 2967.2 
n.,s.^  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
Total .•:4i3 546 545 534 523 478 4-80 3599 55.3 
®Rate computed p»r 100,000 rural unincorporated poptila-
tioJiji as expla.tn@d on p* 31~32* 
%g0 not stated on death certlficat®# 
The rat© for thos© mid©r one year, 68*2 per 100,000 was higher 
than that, for any other age group undsr 60 jears of age* The 
lowest accident rat© of all age groups, 20*5 per 100,000, wai 
for children in tb.@ 5 to 9*age group. When compared with th@ 
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5 to 9 and the 10 to 14«*ag0 gjfoups thcjro "wer© sharp Increasas 
in the rat© for the 15 to iS-yaar gPoupj» §7»6,, for th© 20 
to 24-year group, 57,4 with a decl'^ .ne to 38,1 for the 25 to 29-
year group. The rate remaiMd nearly constant through ages 30 
to 49, after which it again increased, 
fh© rate of fatal accidents increaaad rapidly from 68*6 
per 100,000 persons 60 to 64 years of age to 2967,3 p@r 100,000 
for those 90 years of ag© or orer* It should h® nottd that 
1233, or 34,3 p®rc«nt, of all of th® 3599 mral residents who 
di©d of fatal accidents during 1947 to 1953 lived to b« 65 or 
mor© y®ara of ag®, 
fh@ high rate of aecldeatal death for persons faora than 
65 years of ag@ may suggest a need for greater vigilance to 
avoid cireumstances conduclv© to the type of accidents which 
most often happened to older persons# 
S@x and Marital Status 
Of th® 3599 fatal accidents to rural residents from 1947 
to 1953, inclusiv®, as shown hy data in T-abl® 8, It can b® 
coBiputed that 2855 ©r 79.,S p®rc®nt happened to malea and only 
744 or 20.7 percent to females. Single males had th© largest 
total, 1195 or 53«2 percent, but they had only 20 more fatal 
accidents than marritd ai«l«s» Widowers had 416, or 11.9 per­
cent, of th© fatal accidents# 
Singl® males &ecount@d for thre® groups with the largest 
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aiaiabar of fatalities, Th® 3.5 to X9-jear group of single laales, 
with 265 caass, liad the largest total of any group shown 
in Table 4, Single males mider 5 years of age include the 
groups 0 to 1 with 67 cases, and the 1 to 4 group with 166 
cases, making a total of 235 which is the second largest group. 
fable 9, Ag®, a@x, and laarital status of irietlffls of fatal 
mccidsnts of rural residents# 
•larltal status 
S ' l a g l t ® '  • "  f i d o w # ! " "  O t h e r s ® '  T o t a l  
1  P I P  I P M F  
67 •37 0 0 0 0 0 0 104 
i-4 166 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 258 
S»9 81 59 0 0 0 0 0 0 140 
10-14 108 32 0 0 0 0 1 0 141 
15-19 255 37 5 2 0 0 0 0 299 
20-24 1» 9 41 £5 3 1 7 0 236 
2S-29 SO g 9§ 19 0 E 3 2 168 
50-34 39 2 ©5 25 1 0 7 0 159 
3S-S© 20 1 is 16 1 1 5 1 127 
40-44 23 0 it 17 0 1 6 0 115 
45-49 23 3 87 '9 2 4 4 0 132 
50-64 20 5 105 15 'B 4 6 1 161 
55-S9 26 2 95 20 12 S 3 1 164 
60—64 24 1 95- 12 22 3 2 1 160 
65-69 27 S 96 14 28 12 8 0 190 
70-74 3S 6 101 15 41 17 3 0 221 
7S-79 24 & 92 IB 58 30 8 0 238 
80—84 30 4 75 8 78 43 3 0 241 
85 plus B7 S 55 10 165 79 2 0 343 
•XI • ^ • 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 
Total 1193 510 1173 225 416 203 73 6 3599 
®Oth©rS' includes 4i to reed and imknown, 
I^iiolm<l©s eases for which ag© was not spsclfied. 
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The 20 to 24-yeai» group of single males, with cases. Is 
the third largest group, Howtirer, about two thirds of th© 
total rural farm population in this age group mem singl0 
males. In th© 25 to SS-year group, married males with 90 
Gas'©3 reported appeared larg®, but the ratio of single to 
married persons In this ag© group Is the reverse of that for 
the 20 to 24-year group. Married males ages 50 through 79 had 
more fatal accidents than any other group# For ages 80 and 
over widowers had more fatal accidents than any other group. 
Fatal accidents to females followed approxlmatsly th# 
same pattern as accidents to males, irith the, largest number 
occurring to single females through 19 years of age. A great­
er proportion of accidents iriTolved married f©males than 
single females in the 20 to 24-yoar group# This is a reversal 
of the prnportlon for married males and single males. Th© 
pattern for females then eontinues as for males, with a gr®at» 
©r number of fatal accidents occurring to married fsmales 
through 69 years of age than to single famales, Btglnnlng 
with 70 y®aps of ag©# !3»re accldants happened to widows than 
to married or single females, B©caus« of the large proportion 
of fatal accidents to males th® data conctmlng farmers, 
retired farmers, farm lahorers and pupils w#r© further analyzed 
and discussed in relation to the work status of th«s© persons 
in a subsequent tahl©,^  
%e® Table 12. 
soa 
• Oee«pational Status 
AceoMing to loforaatlon glwn In Tabl© 10* 
rapreasntlng 5S»7 percent of all cas@a, had more fatal acci-
dtnts than meabers of any other occupational group In this 
study, R.€»tli'®d famefs ranked second with about one half as 
many fatal accidents as tiios© persons aotivelj engaged in 
farailng. 
Tabl® 10, Oeeupatlon. of -rietlas of fatal accldenta of rural 
i*®sld«nts by years. 
Jmr 
Occupation 1947 lt|8 li|9 19^  l@|i 19|2 19|S Totftl P®r-. 
e«i2t 
Child 46 S3  ^ 68 68 SS W 56 408 11.3 
Farmer 164 1?7 198 17S 166 177 159 1214 33,7 
R®tlr«i 
fara®r 82 120 63 80 79 60 6S S50 1§.S 
Housete«0p®r 10 2 4 S 6 14 0 41 1,1 
Houaewlf© 67 52 m 71 55 87 61 420 11.7 
Labor0J!»»f firm '19 SS 34 32 33 "28 21 200 5,6 
Laborer, 
lionfarm 10 10 .0 4 4 9 22 58 1,6 
Pujpil 64 57 70 48 72 m 55 400 11,1 
Others 40 52 49 48 4i 20 3S 273 7.6 
1 10 2 5 1 9 8 S6 1.0 
Total 493 546 545 534 023 478 480 3599 100,0 
Occupation aot @p@elflad# 
Fsrsong in each of the occufational classifications, 
child, housewlf®, and pupil were Involved in about on© third 
as aany fatal accidents as wer® farmers, fh® greatest nufflb«r 
mb 
of fatal aocldenta for &nj y#ap occurred to fariatra in 1949* 
Retired farmers showed a decided peak in th© ntaaber of acci­
dents within thair group for the year 194S. 
As shown in Table 11» 69,g pereant of all fatal accidents 
of rural residents is Iowa from 194? to 1^ 53 occurred when th® 
d@,e©as©d persona w®r® not at work and only 23,2 |>#re©Rt occurrtd 
whllt th®y w®re at work. 
Table-11. Work status at tin© of fatal accident hj years, 
"" ' " Xtaj* • • 
Classic IW 1948 lf4t 19W 1981 1952 19g3 fotal P®r-
fleatioB I  ^ I I I I I I cent 
At work 117 • 113 114 115 1S7 150 100 835 23,2 
Mot St work  ^ 3S9 409 S88 388 SSt 324 312 2489 69,2 
U.S. 37 24 43 SI 57 84 59 275 7,6 
Total 493 546 §4S 5S4 S2S 478 4'80 3§99 100.0 
According to inforfflation In Tabl© 12, & total of 2254 
mal® farm worksrs in Iowa had fatal accldeats from 1947 to 
1963, fhis eonatltut®^  62,6 p®re@iit of tht 559f eases included 
in th® study. More thatt t^ o thirds of th© accidents of mal© 
farm work«rs and pupils occurresi while th«y w®r® not at work. 
About 37 psreent of th® farasrs and 52 percent of th® 
farm laborers who encountered fstal 'aecldsnts at -work. 
Table 12., Occupation and work status of aial© farm. workers according to place of 
fatal accident# 
Pl&ee of aeotdeat 
Plae® @f Street Ptibile ff®s"ld®rit 
Occupation and Hoae Par® recreation ©r femild- lastl-r Otii©!' fotal 
work st&ttis and sport Mghwaj fng tutlon 
1 » H 1 1 M 1 
Parmert 
At work '23 ms 1 108 S 0 12 4§5 
lot at work im) S5 4 40? 7 14 SB 662 
lot stated 13 SO 0 42 I S IS • 95 
fotal im 5§I 1 IW ll If W im 
letlred farnars 
At mork 21 23 0- 10 5 1 4 64 
lot at «ork 261 10 1 111 6 S8 11 428 
Hot stated 2? 4 0 6 0 •g X5 m 
fotal WW W T W ll 11 m 
Para laborers 
It work 4t m 2 li 1 0 2 m 
lot at work 22 11 0 65 1 4 18 121 
Hot stated 2 0 0 8 0 0 4 14 
fotal W li M 1 • 1 M 
Pupils 
At work S S3 0 25 0 . 0 0 61 
lot at work 19 §5 f 101 1 1 59 22S 
lot stated 1 S 0 3 0 0 3 12 
Total m M ? T5f f T H "sm 
Grand total 508 mi 15 905 25 62 178 2254 
but only 80 parc®nt of the pupils, and only 12 percent of th® 
retired farmers were at work when tJae fatal accident occurred. 
The low percentage of pupils who liiciirred fatal accidents while 
at */ork was probably due to the fact that many wsre below 
working ag©, and that others worked only part time. Probably a 
great many retired farmers no longer worked regularly, yst a 
few who had fatal accidents while worktug were apparently en­
gaged in farming activities to some #xt®nt aft®r retirement, 
Plae® 
While not at woric, mest of th@ accidents occurred on a 
street or highway# fhe mzt largest naaber of accidents whll® 
not at work occurred at hoa©, with th© least nuaber occurring 
on the farm, and few#r aceldcnts on a str«®t or highway, and a 
still smaller nuaber at home. 
For each farmer having a fatal accident while working in 
the home area, 4 farmers had fatal accidents while working on 
the street or highway, and 12 farmers suffered fatalities while 
working on the farm. However, most of the fatal accidents of 
farmers not at work occurred on the street or highway, and 
more occurred in the home area than on the farm. Retired 
farmers who were at work had B»at of their fatal accidents on 
the farm* Nearly as many had such accidents in the home area 
and only one half as many had the accidents on a street or 
highway. Of the retired farmers, 78 percent were not at work 
when th© fatal accident occurred* Mor® than one half of th® 
retired farmers had fatal accidents In the hom© area, about 
on© third on the street and highway, and only a few on the 
farm# For each fatal accident of farm laborers which occurred 
In the home area, 5 occurred on the street or highway, and 
9 on the farm. This constituted a pattern sosiemfhat similar 
to that of fatalities occurring to farmers. Like farmers, 
far?tt laborers not at work had the greatest nvmher of accidents 
on the street or hlghwaj, and thej had More In the hoiae ar©a 
than on the farm. Farm laborers'possibly had fewer automobiles 
than farmers, therefore they might have b®©n expected to hav® 
fewer accidents on the gtr®©t or highway than farmers. Pupils, 
while at work had aost of their fatal accidents on the farm 
but pupils had nearly as many accidents on a street or highway 
and very few in the home area.* When pupils were not at work, 
street and highway accidents predoainated with about on© half 
as many on the farm and about one fourth as tnany in the horn® 
area. 
According to information presented in Table 13, 39.g 
percent of the fatal accidents of rural residents in Iowa 
during the period of this study occurred on the street or high­
way, 27,5 percent in the home area, and 21,7 percent on the 
farm. Thus 49,2 percent of the fatalities are on the farm, 
and honi6 premises and 51,8 percent away from th© farm or hom©. 
The greatest number of accidents in the hon© area occurred in 
the year 1948 with nearly as many in 1950, Th© smallest number 
occurred in 1953, The greatest number of accidents on the farm 
m 
Table 13. Plac® of fatal accidents by yeara. 
iBmr 
Plac® 
N 
•^im 
1 
"ifir" 
I 
"TfM 
1 
1551 
I 
19S2 
1 
19^ 3 
N 
Total 
Home 141 175 143 172 156 131 92 989 
Parm 90 lis 126 97 122 118 116 782 
Mine and quarry 5 1 S 4 4 4 S 24 
Industry IS 8 6 2 10 4 5 48 
Plac® for recre­
ation and sport 2 S S 3 2 1 0 16 
Street and high- • 
way 200 194 212 22S 200 174 810 1413 
Public building 7 § 2 S 12 7 3 Si 
Resident insti­
tution S 14 14 15 12 11 25 94 
Other specified 
places 18 18 17 11 17 10 7 98 
Ifnknowa 14 15 16 4 8 18 23 96 
Total • 495 546 S4§ 5S4 523 478 480 3599 
acemrred in 1949., with nearly as many in 1951, 1952, and 1953. 
Th© greatest number of street and highway accidents occurred 
in 19S0, but there w®re nearly as many In the other years 
except for 1952* 
The place of the fatal accidenta according to the aga 
as showH, in Table 14 indieatsa tlmt asost of tha fatal acci­
dents of rural residents under oae year of age occurred in th® 
home area. Children in the ag© group 5 to 9 had as many fatal­
ities on a street or highway as in the tea© area and on the 
farm combined, then figures for home area and farm are com­
bined children in th© ag© group 10 to 14 had twice as many 
55 
Table 14. Plac® and rate of fatal accidents, according to age. 
Aga Plae® 
group Horn® Farm Street or Others®' fotal Rat®"^  per 
years 
I I 
highway 
1 I 
100,000 
•0-1 71 ' S 21 9 104 68,2 
1*4 86 108 se 12 258 41,0 
5-9 21 40 •SI 18 140 20,5 
10-14 19 65 40 19 142 22,3 
15-19 • 11 51 190 47 399 57,6 
20.24 10 35 168 22 235 57,4 
25-29 '9 • 34 106 19 168 38,1 
30-34 18 39 90 12 169 34.7 
35-39 15 40 55 17 127 27.6 
40—44 11 3g 59 13 115 27,6 
45-49 15 36 67 14 132 33,5 
•50-54  ^ IS 51 80 17 161 44.5 
55-59 87 46 81 10 164 51.6 
60-64 18 44 76 22 160 68,7 
65-69 37 54 80 19 190 112,9 
70-74 77 46 81 17 221 208.4 
75-79 129 32 il 26 238 374.2 
80-84 150 19 36 36 241 677,6 
85-89 148 S 17 39 212 1575.9 
90, plus 103 1 1 26 131 2967.2 
n,s#® 1 0 0 1 2 
fotal 989 782 1413 415 3599 55.3 
®Otto.©r categories Include i iiin@ and quarryt 84} 
Industry, 46| place of recreation and sport, 16| 
public building,'39| resident institution, 94J 
other specif led'.plac@s, 98} and unimown place, 97, 
"^ Rate computsd per 100,000 rural unincorporated 
- population, 
®Ag© unknown, 
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fatal accidents In th® ,hoia« area and on the fara as on the 
street and highway* Ifoimg persons 15 to 29 years of age had 
nearly twice as many accidents on the street or highway as in 
all other places combined. Members of this group accounted 
for about 20 percent of all of the accidents, and had a rather 
high accident rat© as cofapared with all age groups from 15 to 
64. 
For each age group from age 15 to 64 aiore fatal accidents 
occurred on a street or highway than In th© home area and on 
th© farm combined. Persons over 65 to S9 had more accidents 
in the combined area home and on th© farm than on the street 
or highway. Thos® over 75 had laore than three times as many 
accidents in th© home area aa on the farm and street or high­
way combinad. 
In Tabl® 15 information is given concerning th© .aial® 
portion of th© farm labor foro© in relation to plac® of acci* 
d@nt# Of the males who suffered fatal accidents during th© 
period of th© study, §3 percent were married and 47 percent 
w@r© single. About 60 percent of the accidanta to the single 
workers' occurred on the street and highway; 21 percent on the 
farm, and 7 percent in the home area. However, of the males 
that war© marriad, only 46 percent had accidents on th© street 
or highway; 39 percent had an accident on the fara^  and about 
10 percent in the laome area. Thus, single workers of all ag®a 
had almost three tines as m&Mj accidents on the street or high-
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fable 15. Plao® and a?at® of fatal accidents of mal® slngl# and 
married famsrsi, fara laborers*, and pypils 
ftOGordlng to ag#. 
flae® 
f©t4i 
1" 
Mt® 
1,000^  
Marital loa® 
status 
I 
P&r» 
I 
Str#©t 'ow 
highm&T 
M 
Qthera* 
1 
Mai© slngl® 
15-19 13 45 132 32 220 66. 0 
20-24 4 81 74 • 14 113 69. 5 
25-29 3 5 31 4 43 73. 5 
30-34 2 12 14 I 29 90. 9 
35*39 I 3 11 2 17 55. S 
40«44 1  ^ 3 10 1 15 54. 5 
45*49 3 7 10 1 21 
K5-54 3 4 5 3 15 76. 1 
55-Si 5 6 '8 1 20 11 A 1 • 
60-64 1 . 4 10 1 16 JLxO* A 
Total 36 . 108 305 60 50f 78. 0 
Male married ' 
lS-19 0 3 n 0 5 91, 6 
20-24 2 4 31 3 40 40. 8 
25-2@ 4 21 36 3 64 36. § 
30-34 6 22 34 3 65 31. 3 
35-39 3 SI m 4 m 35. 1 
40*44 6 27 20 4 57 27. 9 
45-49 4 24 30 S 63 
50-S4 6 38 35 2 81 3¥^  s 
55*59 12 24 29 1 80 A 
60-64 11 30 22 5 68 7 
TO'tal 54 224 266 30 574 39. 4 
®Othtei*s Includ©! min® and quarrj. Industry, plaos of 
recreation and sport, public building, resident 
institution, other specified places, and unknown plac©. 
%ate eo»put®d fTOW fabl# 70, p. 175. Census of 
Population•1950* fol. II. 'Charaeteristies of 
population. Part 16. Iowa. Computed on basla of 
rural population, and adjusted to rural unincorporated 
population as explained on p. Sl-32. 
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waj as on tb« farm, lawled workers of all ages had twice as 
laany accidants on the fam as single workers, 
Th© street or highway accidents of single men occurred 
in the greatest numbers» Single boya and men from ages 15 to 
29 had S?6, or 78 percent^  of th© fatalities of single males in 
the 15 to 64 ag© group, whereas in the case of married men (ex­
cept for the 15 to 19-year group in which there were few cases) 
about the same number of fatalities occurred In each age group# 
In the 20 to 24-jear group single men had more than, twice as 
many aceidents on the street or highway as married men# If we 
asauM© that the working force of the rural farm population and 
the population included in this atudj haire a similar distribu­
tion, then accident rates# as calculated, indicate that the 
sS-ngle males had rates nearly twice as high as the rates for 
married males In each age group with the exception of the 15 
to 19-jear old married group. 
Month 
As shonn in Table 16, the largest nuaber of fatal acci­
dent.g, 346, occurred in the aionth of August, learly as manj 
occurred In July and in September, with 339 and 338 respectife-
Ij. The saalleat number of fatal accidents for any aonth was 
reported for February# 
The average number of fatal accidents per taonth for all 
years was 42#8, The largest number of accidents for a given 
month was 64 In October, 1950, fhe second largest number was 59 
In lovember of 1950, and the third was 5*7 in September of 1949. 
§9 
fabl© 16^  Month, of fatal accidents accoi»dlng t© 
y®ar of accident^ , 
Imr 
Ifonth 1947 1948 1949 I9m 1951 1952 1953 Total 
I I I M I I I 
January 45 43 30 37 36 24 33 246 
February 35 40 35 34 27 29 18 216 
March 39 36 51 21 54 25 43 229 
April 32 52 42 37 30 41 27 241 
May 34 49 50 47 44 33 41 298 
June 42 39 52 • 41 46 44 27 291 
July 40 45 .55 41 §2 51 55 339 
August sg as 55 49 51^  41 45 346 
September 44 48 57 42 48 54 45 338 
October 4S 50 37 64  ^ 49 38 42 323 
No TOMber 42 51 • 44 §9 35 45 33 309 
D@eember 40 49 52 46 45 32 37 281 
n.s. 10 11 25 17 2i 19 34 142 
Total 494 §46 545 535 523 476 480 3599 
There were 55 each In July and August ©f 1949 and also 55 in 
July of 1953. 
The smallest number of fatal accidents in a given month 
for all years was 18 for febrmary, 19S3{ ntxt lowest figures 
in decreasing order were 21 In March, 1950| 24 in January, 
1952J 25 in March, 19§2j and 27 In February, 1951; and also 
27 in April and June# liS5. 
According to information in Table 17 the largest number 
of accidents per nonth in the bom© area occurred during th© 
•winter* For January 109 accidents were reported, for lovember 
there were 92, for Deceniber there were SS# for February 85, 
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fabl« 17. Month, of fatal accident's according to place 
of aeciientt. 
Flae© 
Month lora® Para and Others'^  Total 
highway 
1 I I I 
January 109 M S2 21 246 
February 85 26 i7 10 216 
March 84 32 m 20 2g9 
April 68 iS 78 27 241 
May S9 9i 98 42 298 
June 68 72 106 45 291 
July 67 9f 132 41 339 
August 70 70 151 46 546 
Septambcr 82 70 146 40 338 
Oct©b«r 77 87 145 14 $23 
lov®mb#r m U 135 IS 309 
Decsmbsr 88 S7 141 15 281 
n*s* 40 IS 19 6S 14S 
fotal" 989 • 78g 1415 415 3599 
%th®i» cat®g0ri#» lnclud«i mln® and quarry, 24| Indus-' 
tryu 48|'place of recreation and sport, 16| public 
building,. 391 resident Institutldnt 941 other spec­
ified places I 9Si and untaom pla®#* S?* S#« Appendix* 
and for larch S4» Th@ smallest number of fatal how© accidents 
occurred In the spring and suaaer months# For 5i were 
r©port©d| for July, 6?} and for June and April, 68 ©ach, Ptr-
hapa there was a greater number of home accidents during th@ 
winter months because peopl® war© in their homes more and there­
fore the accld®nt 'potential was gr@ater» 
fhe largest total nraiber of farm accidents per month for 
the 7 years occurred during th© late spring, summer, and early 
fall Months, Ther© vera 99 fatal farm accidents in both May 
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and July.# Th© aia.all®st miiaber of fatal farm accidents was 
i*«p0rt@4 for the winter and ©arly spring otontha, with 26 in 
Pebrmry and S8 in Maroh. [^ inc® lat® spring, summer, and fall 
are the busiest months for growing and harvesting of crops and 
also InelMe the.tia® of jsar when children are not in school, 
ther® ar® more possibilities for accid©nts on tha farm during 
these seasons."^  
Str®et and hlghwrny aecidants w®r© taost numerous during th# 
summer and fall months with 1§1 in August and 146 in S@pt©mb@r, 
for th® total, fhe soalltst. t©tal numtoe-r of street and 
highway aecidants for th® 7 years ©©©urred during th© winter and 
«arly spring with 78 In April, and BU in J'anmary, Th« seasonal 
natur© of faming permlta rural resident® to take ¥acationa of 
trips in lat© summer and fall, and g© ta fairs. When the corn 
and other plants ar© tall It is wqtq difficult to se© rwstor 
vehicles along country roads| ©specially at int©r»@etions, All 
thes® things would ae@m to offsr ft greater potential for street 
and highway fataliti©s during the summer and fall a»nths. 
According to Information in fable 18, on© half of th© 
fatal autoBiobile accidents occurred in th®. last five months of 
th© year. fh@ largest total number, 121,.was in September, 
and the reiaaining laonths ©ach had about '10 to 15 f«w@r &ccl» 
dents than did Septembar, I»®sa than on© half m many were 
reported for April as for September, 
The largest total number of fatal accidents>in buildings, 
S@, oeeurr®d In Septembtr, but nearly as many, 64 wtr® 
reported for January, fh® larger monthly totals ware during 
fable 18. Month of fatal accidents accordii^  to vehicle, object,or eleaeat involved. 
Month 
feM.el«, c^ Ject, or Jan. F@b. Mar. Apr. May • Jul* 4l2g« 0^^ t Oct. Mov. tee. ms. fotaJ 
63«meixt I M N N M K I i N I , 1 1 I 
AmtoMobil© 66 63 Ik 58 82 79 98 107 121 106 no 109 lit 1087 
Building 6Ji k9 52 50 37 37 i|6 51* 69 62 53 55 30 m 
fiactor 6 12 n 27 k9 22 111 36 25 33 22 16 2 302 
Fire, bums, explosion 3k 23 25 32 Ik 9 17 14 , 12 II4 23 28 5 250 
QrouM, str«®t, road. i 
*alk, or bridge 19 IS 15 6 23 10 3J 17 10 11 Ht 16 10 169 
Trmk a 9 6 9 9 S 9 23 9 15 16 12 1 124 
W&t@T and related objects t J 6 n 2li 2i 23 9 8 1 2 3 120 
mehlmty (fam) 1 0 t 7 3 3 IM 10 11 16 lit 6 1 80 
Qvm s S % 10 3 6 2 5 • 5 10 16 9 1 81 
kn^  mal a 3 2 5 3 7 10 9 6 11 11 5 3 0 75 
W®atter 9 6 1 % 7 i3 35 6 1 1 0 1 k 65 
ifetor vehicle, n.s. k 1 3 0 2 6 % U 6 5 6 k k 49 
ll®etrieity t © 2 2 5 It: 7 2 3 5 0 0 36 
EailroM (no3»otor 
v@M.el«) 0 2 2 2 5 6 k 3 5 1 2 1 0 35 
Motorcyel® 1 0 1 5 3 6 2 5 2 h 0 2 1 ' 32 
Aireimft 2 3 2 i* k it 1 2 3 2 0 2 0 29 
Poison, overdose of m«d, , 0 a k 0 1 k 2 f 0 1 1 It 24 
Boat Q 0 0 1 10. 1 3 1 3 1 0 0 0 20 
Machlaei^  jCMitfarm) I 1 0 1 1 1 2 . 5 1 3 1 1  ^ 1 19 
Food 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 3 1 1 1 1 2 lA 
Bicycle 0 0 1 0 3 2 1 3 0 k 0 0 0 14 
Miscellaneous objects 9 9 6 8 10 16 8 li^  16 8 12 6 4 126 
n«s« 10 9 7 k 12 18 17 16 14 4 7 6 55 179 
total 216 22? 2ia 2^ 8 291 339 3a6 338 323 309 281 lia 3^ 99 
m 
th® fall and winter mnthn, but tiier® w@r® nearly as many 
In the ©arly spring aionths. It ean b© caleulattd from data 
shown in Tabl® 33 that SltS jpsreent of th# aecidents inTolvlng 
buildings occurred in th© home, f»opl@ ar® In their'teus#® 
more hours during the, col4®r oontht which aay account for th® 
larger number of fatalities in buildings, from levamber to 
March, inelusiv®. 
fh® largest total number of traetor fatalitiea, 49 of 
16,2 pere«nt, occurred in May and n#a.rly as many, 41 or IS.6 
p©re®rit in July, but only 22 or 7*3 percent, In Jun®# ' There 
w«r0 only 6 tractor fatalities in January and 11 in March, If 
figures w@r® amilable eonctrning .hourly us® per Joonth (• th® 
rat© of traetor accidents perhaps would present valuable infer* 
mation b#caua® tract©rs probably ar© not used very many hours 
during the winter laonths# 
In the category I firejt burns, and explosions, th@ largest 
total, M, is reported for Januaryi with nearly as many in 
April anci Daoember* Fir# probably accounts for th© largest 
number of aecidents for each of th® monthly totals in this cat­
egory* Th© flguras s®aa to vary directly with the seasonal need 
for heating of hones* It can b© ealeulattd from data in Tabl# 
S3 that 67,6 percent of the fatal aocidents involving fir®, 
burns, or explosions occurred in the. home. 
Slightly higher flgur»s for th© total number of accidtnts 
during winter months in th© category ground, street, walk, or 
bridge aay be due to falls on slippery surfaces, Th® category 
which wa-s designatad as mlseellaneous objects offers littl# 
64 
infomatloG for Inttppretation imless farther broken down Into 
its Cdiaponenta. This byeakdown is beyond the scope of thla 
study and probably includes too aany different Items to b© 
meaningful# 
fFuck fatalities hav® about th© sane distribution as 
that repoi^ ted for aiito.mol5il®s^  with larger msnthly totals 
during th© late fall and ®ai»ly winter msnths. 
Fatal aecidents for tim category water and related objects 
ha-?© the highest ri»athly totals for June arid July and about 
two thirds as many ia lay and August. Thaa© hot oionths are 
the ones wh@n aiore peopl® t©«Ic relief from heat by swimming and 
by participating in related water sports# Therefor® more 
p«opl® are axpossd to tha hazards aaaociated with water. One 
half of the fatfel aceideat® involving boats occurred in' May 
and non© were reported for the colder months# Children are 
home from sctoo'l duriag th© w&rm nanths and a,r© ©xpoaed to 
water tanks, po'sl^ s^ ponds# lakes, and atreaas, son©tinea with­
out adequate supervision, which adds to the potential for fatal 
accidents due to water. 
(patal farm machinery aecidents occurred in greatest niu»b®ra 
during the ^ months froffl July to lovewberj, Inelusivej which is 
th© harvest season tor aaost farraors#. More- machines are prob« 
ably in us® at this tl«® than at any other^  
Fatal accidents invslving guns, occurred In largest numbers 
during the fall and winter laontha, the hunting season, except 
for April. 
is 
fh© large numfe-er of fatal accidents Involving animals 
during th® tenths imx& tiirough October may suggest that rural 
residents are not as w#ll proteetei when handling animals on 
pastur® as,when animals are coafinei to buildings during ths 
colder months. Accidents with horses may account for the 
larg#r totals in the summer months. Sine# horses ar® worked 
or ridden for pleaswre mor® during th@»® Months the potentlnl 
nuaiber of accidents is gr®at@r than for laenths when horses ar® 
not used much, 
Waather aecidents ar# prlmarllj due to heat, cold, light­
ning or wind, Th« largt ntiab©rs for Maj to Amgmat, incluaiv©t 
ar© probably due to h@®t prostration, lightning, and wind. 
According to inforaation given in Tahle SOt of the 6S fatal­
ities 28 w@r® due to electrocution, l^ lghtning occurs aost 
frequently during tfa® lat« spring mnd siimi®r months» Th®r@^  
war® 12 fatalities due to exposure to cold which may account 
for several of the eases reported in January and February* 
As shown in T«bl@s 19 and 20^  the hour was given on th® 
death certificate for only 8SS and 1568 easas respeetlvely, 
this Is a total of i451 or 68»S percent of th@ 3599 fatal 
accidents Included in this study. Although the data war® 
incomplete the distribution of the fatal accidents by hours of 
occurrence tor the eases reported appeared to b© somewhat 
similar to the distribution r®port©d in som® studies reviewed* 
Hence data concerning the hour of fatal accidents are reported 
in Tables 19 to 22 Indusiv©* 
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Aceerdlng t© Inforia&tlon aiaown In Tatol® It, there w@r© 
onlj about on# half as laanj fatal accidents in Mapch, April, 
and as dui»ing other ©snths, la tha hours fpoia laidnlght to 
7' a.a, 
Tabl® 19» Month of fatal accldants aoeording to faoul* 
in tb® a»iR,®' 
Siib-
: ; tot&l fetal 
loath 12 
7 a.m. 
I 
7.8 
a.ffi# 
!• 
@•9 
a.a. 
» 
i.l0 
a.m. 
I 
10«11 
a.IB. 
1 
11-12 
a.m. 
I 
a.m. 
I 
a.M. 
Jan* g@ 5 10 10 16 8 47 73 
F«b. g§ • S 4 @ 8 6' 29 §4 
lap. IS B .4 11 ® 9 , 34 47 
Apr. 16 4 4 IS 4 10 3S 51 
May 22 2 S 16 li 25 62 84 
Jmi9 IS 11 4 IS 14 1§ S7 6© 
MLj 20 S 11 12 10 16 54 • 74 
Aag. ' 28 5 14 11 li 18 64 ig 
S«pt. 06 i 7 1$ 16 2® 67 is 
Oet. 2S 8 S 9 16 17 B§ 81 
lov. 26 5 11 14 1§ 1® 64 90 
D«e.. 23 2 S %$ 14 li §1 •74 
U.S." 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 1 
Total g62 5i 8i 144 153 179 621 885 
*fh® beup of the aeclSent was ri©t giwn for 1148 of th® 
3S9f fatal' aoeid#nts# SeB AppaMix for monthly dls* 
tributlon of persons in suoto &ocid@nts. 
'^ fenth. not specified.# 
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fh® largest nimbtrs of fatal accidents for th« morning 
working period, 7 to 12 a,m., w®r« r®ported as 6T la September, 
64 each In August and loTOnber, aisd €2 In May* The smallest 
total| 29 for Pebruarji waa less than on© half as manj as was 
Indlcatftd for each of th® four Months with largest totals. 
fh« largest total® for the period froa midnight to noon w®r® 
recorded for Augustf September, and lov®fflb®r, th® sara® months 
for which the highest 7 to 12 a,®.# totals w«ra r®cord®d, but 
the smallest total was,r©port«d for larch instead of February# 
As shown in fabl« 20^  the larg«at number of fatal acci­
dents during th© noon hour was reported for loTOnber with 14# 
but April had nearly as many# 13* The sraalleat number was 
reported for January and June with S each# Fop #¥*#ry after­
noon working hour fi^ m 1 to 6 p.®. there war© more than 20 
fatal accidents for at least on© of th« 12 ssonths. For the 
month of August th»r® were 28 fatal accidanta reported b«tw®#a 
S and 4 p«»* which was th@ larg#at nuiiber for th® month*. How-
eT®r„ in July th© high number of fatal aecidentsi, 27# occurrad 
ona hour later# 
fh© largest n«rab©r of fatal accldants during th© hours 
from 6 p,.m» to midnight was recordsd as 59 In July# but there 
were 58 in October, and 56 each In August and September* fhe 
smallest flgur® was 29 In March*^  During th© summer months 
there «©F© KSjre fatal accidents per hour In the ©arly morning 
%e# Appendix fow hourly distribution* 
fable 20, Month of fatal accidents aeeording to hour in the p.m.® 
Month T2 a.m.-
1 p.m. 
I 
p.m. 
I 
Period 
1 
S—4 
p.m. 
1 
4-5 
p.m. 
I 
p.m. 
1 
Sub-
p.m. 
S 
•totals 
p.m. 
I 
fotal 
12 a.m.-
12 p.m. 
1 
Jan. 3 8 9 14 14 10 55 SS 91 
Peh, 8 6 12 14 10 11 53 32 93 
Mar. 8 5 9 9 IS 11 S2 29 Bf 
Apr. 13 7 10 8 23 IS 63 37 lis 
May 9 16 IS 15 24 23 90 43 142 
June 3 16 13 17 18 21 85 il 139 
July 10 17 21 19 27 19 103 59 • 172 
Aug. 10 12 16 28 19 IS 93 56 159 
Sept. 11 21 16 16 20 15 88 •§6 ISS 
Oct. 8 14 13 IS 20 23 83 58 149 
lOT. 14 10 13 20 25 19 85 42 141 
Dec. 11 9 11 22 10 17 6f 45 125 
fotal 108 141 155 195 226 20B 919 mi 13&8 
%he hour of the accident was not given for 1148 of the 3599 fatal accidents. 
See Appendix C for monthly distribution of persons in such aecidents. 
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working hours and in th© ©arl;^  aftemooa working hours than 
In th# other »n.ths during thaae s&m© hours# This perhaps was 
true becaus© wore persons probabl^ f merm at work diaring thos® 
hours# 
Mj of Week 
As shown in Tatol# 21, the largest mmher^ of fatal aeol* 
dents in the period from fflidnight till noon occurred on 
Saturday with 149, and Sunday with 150|. th® .s»all®st numbers 
occurred on Pridaj with 101, and Thuridaj with 102,» fh« total 
for early mornijag hours, nldnlght to 7 indicates that 
during thi® tim6 37#1 p0re«nt mor© fatal accid.®nts occurred 
fabl© 21# Day .of week of fa.tal aeeidents according to hour 
lia the, a«Bi, 
Sub-
ftriei • • • total Total 
Day Tg p.a.,- ' ld-11 ll-lg fm 
7 a,a, 
I 
a.m. 
I 
a»a. 
I I 
a.ffl, 
» 
a.m. 
1 
a.m* 
I 
a.m. 
Ifon# 31 6 16 BB 19 21 87 118 
Tmn, 26 10 10 19 29 24 92 118 
W#d.. 36 li 16 2© 17 87 m 131 
fhurs• S5 © 7 16 21 23 75 108 
Pri, 59 s S 17 21 17 68 107 
Sst 0 32 10 18 87 32 30 117 149 
Sun. 62 7 11 go 14 S6 88 150 
n.# s • 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Total 2m Si 86 144 1§3 179 621 885 
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on Sunday than on Friday, which had the second highest total. 
Less than on® half as many oceur2»#d on Tmsd&f, the day with 
th© smallest nimb©!', during th@ hours fi^ m midnight to 7 a.a» 
ai on Sunday. 
fh® total number of mralug work period accidents lnor®&s®d 
®aeh sueeessiv® hour from S9 h^ twmn 7 and 8 a.m. to a high of 
179 between 11 a.a. and moon, fh© high figur® for each of 
these hours occurred eu thr@® different days of the week. 
Information In fable 22 ahowB that th« largest number 
fablt 22. Day of w@&k of fatal aecldents aceording to the 
lK5wr in the p.ra.* 
Ftridd gtab-to.tals Total 
Day lis '" a .m. - ' 1-2 ' ' 3*i 1-^  i-ig 
1 p.®. 
1 
p. a# 
I 
p.m. 
1 
p.ffi* 
I 
P.M. 
M 
p.®. 
1 
p.a. 
1 
p.m. 
I 
p.m. 
I 
Ion, 12 2B SS 21 2§ 24 117 59 188 
Taes. 11 22 g.9 li­ B$ 24 123 61 195 
Wed, 22 11 22 st 31 3S 153 102 157 
Thurs, IS 20 20 SI 30 Si 158 61 214 
Fri. 12 '24 24 •S4 40 40 162 79 260 
Sat. 18 21 20 18 SO 19 118 106 236 
Sm. 25 21 16 34 40' IS 12$ 71 220 
n.s. 1 . 0 0 g © 0 2 2 S 
fotal 108 141 155 105 B27 £01 919 541 1568 
®fh® fctour of th® accii®nt was not glwen for 1148 of th® 
3&99 fatal accidents. Se# Appendix for .laonthly distrl* 
bution of 'persons In such accidents. 
w 
of fatal accidents In tha period from noon until oiiiiitlgiit 
oecurpsd on Friday with 2iO^, iili#i»»as Friday had the lowest 
total In th® period from aldniglit till noon as was alpsadj 
noted In Table 21, fh® lowest total nurabep of fatalities In 
th® period from noon till mldnigiit was on Weda«ad&y with. 157, 
whereas In the period from midnight till noon, Wednesday had 
th« third highest total* The largest total ntaiher of ®ccl» 
dents for any day of the week was for Saturday with 567 and 
the smallest mmher, 431# on Ifenday, with only a tm laor©, 
439ji on Tuesday, 
During th# hoari 6 p.ffl* to nldnight the largest totals 
were recorded on Wednesday arid Saturday, fhea® figures may 
indlcats mr® automobila accidents alnc© th©a© may toe th® 
®v«nings wh®a p«®pl.e go to town rather than during the oth«r 
&mnlnga*. fhe smallest figures for th«s@ hours w®r© recorded 
for Monday, Tuesday, and fhursd^. 
Information in fabl® S3 lndieat@s that there w@r® Si 
accidents on speeial holidays for th# sewn y®ars» For a 
thorough study of holiday aocld.«iits, perhaps the other days 
which pr©ced© and follow the aetutl holiday should b® Included# 
If thes® holidays form a long week-end other accident trends 
aay 1>@ r»v©aled, but that is b@yond the scope of this stmdy. 
Th® 85 accidents on special holidays eoraprls® only about 0»24 
percent of all th® accidents, fh@ distrlbation according to 
the particular holiday indicated that the largest number# 17, 
3^. 
Tabl® 23# Special holidays on which fatal aecidents oeeurred 
by jtars. 
tmr 
Holiday 1941' 
I I 
i§4i' 
I I 
l^ M' 
I 
I^ sg 
I I 
fotal 
I 
lew Year's Day 2 B 1 1 1 1 0 8 
laitsF®- 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 
M@®3rlal Day 0 0 1 1 4 1 4 11 
Iiid©p©iid®nc« 
Bay 1 1 1 3 3 4 3 16 
tabor D«y^  4 1 2 0 S 1 0 11 
Amis tie® Day . .4 1 0 3 1 5 5 17 
Thanksgiving Day®l s 2 0 0 0 0 8 
Ghristiias 2 g t 2 I 2 1 11 
fotal M 15 9 11 IS 14 11 8§ 
®Fop swce®ssl¥® yeafs ths dates memt -Apyll 6, lai*ch 28, 
Apfll I?, lpi»ll 9, Mai»Gb 25# April IS, and April ,5» 
%iice$salir® dates in Septsmber wer@i' 1, 6, 5, 4# 3# 1# 
ani ?• 
%ttec©aslT® dates In loTtmber werai 2§|, 24$ 22, 25p 
28,. and 26# 
©ocuiTsd on Aralatio# -Dayi but nearly as m&njg 16, on In4«» 
p@n<a®iie# Bay. l#.»orlal Bay, LAhor and Ghylstama ©ach hai 
111 lew Y®ai»*0 Day and. fhaaksglvingj 8f and last©?, S, fhsr® 
was an awrag® of 1»41 aeeldents p0i» day tor all of thm seven 
years included In this study, mtmrmm for holidays the averag© 
was 1.52. Coneernlng the plac© of the accident, on l»lidays 
ther© were 1,9 paipoaat wore ho.®® accidents, "but S«9 f®w©r fara 
aeeldents, and 0,5 perQBnt t»wer ati*®st and highway sccldsnti 
12 
than th® p@r©®nt for tim seven-j«ar period.® However, in 
conipariiig the pereent of accidents for holidays with that for 
the i©ven»year period in terms of th® •rehiclej, objact or 
element involved, th© percent of fatal aatoiaobil® accidents on 
holidays showed an Inctraase of 5,0 psreent, for tractors & 
d@er©as0 of 1,4 pereent, and, for buildings an Iricreas® of 7,S 
p®rc©nt,'^ 
Hour 
Bata preasnted In Tables 24 to 29, iacluslve, ar® 
divided Into flv® aajor time gBsupliigs# as follows! midnight 
t© 7 a,M#, before work} 7 a,a, to 12 a.ai,, morning work hourst 
reported hourly; 12 a,m, to 1 p.ffi*, soon hourf 1 to S p»m,, 
afternoon *ork hours, also reported hourly, and S p.m# to 
midaight, after work, Ih fables 24 and 2S fatal aecldoots 
ar© described for th® ag« groups joiaig«r than 15 yaars of ag@j 
in fables 26 and 27 for the worklng»for©# ag@ groups from 15 
to 64 j®ars of agef and in Tables 28 and 29 for th® ag© 
groups older than S4, 
As was iB®ntl5a0d in relation to Tables 19 through SB the 
hour of the fatal accident was given for only 68,2 percent of 
the 3599 eases, fhis same percentage applies to Tables, 24 to.:. 
®Pere«ntag-®s for the s«v@n-y©ar period appear In th© 
discussion of fabl# 13, p. 53-. Pereentagas for place of 
aecldent on special holidays ar« shown in Appendix C, 
^Percentages for vehiele, object or elemeat involved in 
fatal accidents for th© s®ven«j@ar period, and percentages for 
special holidays ar® shown In Appendix 
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Table S4» Hour In the a.m. ot fatal accidents according 
to age I 0 to 14, Indus Iw.® 
Sub» 
Perloi' total fotal 
Ag® if §::£o"'"Tl^ li-S '?.£§ 
7 a»ia, 
N 
a.m. 
I I 
a,.m* 
I 
a.M, 
M 
a,a« 
I 
a»». 
1 
a.m» 
0-1 52 g 2 i 1 ' S 16 48 
1-4 8 1 4 19 15 m 71 79 
S»9 5 0 3 i 3 6 16 19 
10-14 3 5- § $ 3 10 2S 28 
Total 46 i 15 33 21 .53 128 174 
*Th@ hour of the aceldent was mt given In 119 of tfci© 
S45 fatal accideats* S«® Appendlsc for ag# distribution 
of persons In such aeeldenta.* 
31• Hov&w&Pt the data w®ra reported mor® completely for persons 
younger tlian §5 years of ag® than for'persons over 65» Data 
coneernlng the hour of the accident were available for 524 of 
til© 643 casts or for 81.5 percent of th© cases in the 0 t© 
14'-ag0 groupl 1346 of the 1?21 cai®s or for 79,3 percent of 
th© cases in the 15 to 64-ag® groupi hut for only 580 of th© 
1233 cases or 47,1 percent of the caa®® i§ ytars of^mor©» 
Obviously these 'data hav# limited value# Because this study 
is of an ®xplorat@ry nature, and b®caus« saai® other itudies 
hav® shown aom@what similar information concerning th® hom 
of fatal accidentsa the data have h@0n included her®. 
Information la fahl® 24. shows that 128 or 7S.S percent 
of the 174 fatal 1 ties in all niornlng hours occurred to th# 
0 to 14-ag0 groups between ths hours 7 to IS a.m. Of the 174 
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fatalities 27, or over 21 percent, occurred to the 0 to 
4*ag© group during the h©ur from 11 to 12 a.m. At this tla© 
mothers probably ¥#@re'biisy preparing the noon meal, and perhaps 
gave less tiras to the car© of th^lr children# 
Of th® 46 fatalities occtarrlng between mldiaight and 7 a.m., 
the 0 to 1-age gK)Up accounted for 32 or 69.5 percent. Over 
on© half of the 32 war© report©^ as occurring between 4 and 
7 a,m»^ 
Xnformatlon In Table 25 shows that 350, or slightly mor« 
than twice as many fatal accidents occurred during all hours 
from noon to midnight aa ic all hours from siidnight to noon 
fable 25. Hour in the p*®, of fataj, accidents according 
to age I 0 to 14, ineluslire,® 
Period Sub-•totals Total 
Age 1^ a.ffl,-
1 p.m. 
I 
•f-0 
p.m. 
I 
2-S 
Piia» 
I 
S-4 
p.®. 
I 
p.m. 
I 
" 
p.m. 
1 
1-6' 
p.m. 
I 
g.ii 
p.®. 
N 
0-1 2 4 5 5 5 4. 23 7 52 
1«4 10 17 17 15 12 26 87 S9 136 
5-9 5 V 11 10 24 13 65 26 96 
10-14 1 § 10 12 17 15 59 26 86 
Total 18 S3 43 42 58 58 234 98 350 
®The hour of the accident was not given in 119 of 643 
fatal accidents. For age distribution of persona in 
such accidents, ae© Appendix C, 
^S©e Appendix C, 
7i 
for all grou|5S with ages from 0 to 14# More than two thirds of 
tb.@s® S50 accidents were reported for 'tb® hours 1 to 6 p.m. 
In both 12-bour periods the 0 to 4-ag» group had the largsst 
number of fatal aecldents,. l®arlj on® half of th@ fatalities 
during the «ft«raoon working hours occurred frora 4 to 6 p.at. 
iioth@ra were probably buij preparing meals during th®s® two 
hours and perhaps war® not as alert to accident hasards en­
countered by children as during the earlier afternoon. 
As shO'Wn in Table 26^ of the 468 fatal aecldents occurring 
to th® working fore© .In the inornlng hours from midnight until 
noon, 314 or 6? permnt oceurred during the usual working hours 
from 7 to 12 a.m. Th© largest number of accidents occurred 
during th© hour 11 to 12 a»ia« A total of 165, or 51 peroentt 
of the morning work tour aocideots took plae© during the two 
hours ittimediately b#for® noon# Only a f®w more than on® half 
as. m&nj fatal accidtnts w®r© reported for the hours 7 to 8 a,m,, 
and 8 to 9 a.a, aa occurred for each of tha two hours iaimedi** 
at«ly pr@©®diiig 12 a.m. 
M©mb@rs of th© 15 to 19-ag® group had their largest nraboj? 
of acold®nts during th© morning work hours from 9 to 10 a.m, 
fhis was one to two hours sooner than the high number for other 
ago groups, except for members of the 20 to S4-age group. Th© 
largest total number of aocid«nts in th© morning hours from 
ffil'dnight till noon for 'the 20 to 24»age group occurred between 
7 and . 8 a.a, Th© 10 . eases reported for the 20 to 24»ag®.-group 
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fabl@ 26» Hour In the of fatal accidents aecording to 
Working fore® agej 15 to 64, InclusiT#,® 
Sttb» 
Period ^ taMl SaSii 
Ag@ 12 7-8 8-9' 9-10 10*11 11-12 7-12 
7 a.a. 
1 
a.m. 
I 
a. a. 
I 
a.ffl, 
I 
a.m. 
1 
a.m. 
I 
a..«, 
I 
a.m. 
15«19 35 B t 10 5 8 36 69 
eo-24 42, 10 a 9 9 7 37 79 
25-29 It 4 4 4 11 11 34 33 
30-54 12 5 5 m 10 8 40 &2 
35.39 8 S s 6 7 5 26 34 
40 •"44 9 2 2 3 8 8 23 32 
45-49 i 1 i 2 8 6 22 28 
gO»S4 7 S 4 7 12 11 39 46 
55-S9 9 4 4 2 a 13 23 34 
60-64 9 • 2 6 B 8 8 32 41 
fot&l 154 41 4S ' 63 m as 314 468 
®fh0 hour of th© acoid«nt was not glvto in 37S of th# 
1781 fatal accidents. S»» Appendix for &ge distri­
bution of psrsons in sueh aocldents# 
at 7 t© 8 art twle® as m&nj m for mj other ag@ group 
In this study at this hour, 
fh® S5 to Si ag© group hsd more fchan thre# t&es as many 
necldents from 11 to 12 a,m# as at aiiy other time tosfor© noon. 
Incidents to the 35 to 39 and the 60 to 64-age groups during 
working hours in the ladmlag frosi 8 to 12 a.a, were distributed 
somewhat untlformlj. 
Of the 154 accidents occurring "between midnight and 7 
a.a. ntarly 36 percent occurred from 1 to 2 a.m. and 23 psreent 
occurred from 2 to 3 a.m. Between midnight and 7 a.m. th® 
largest total ntaialjer of fatal accld@nta, 24,^ occurring to any 
"""^S«© Ipp©adlx7 
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of the groups 15 through 64 y©a3?s of age, occurred to the 20 
to 24«age group at 1 to 2 a,a# fhls total number of fatal 
accidents In the early .moraing was nearly twic® aa large as 
tha total for any of the other groups within the 15 to 64-ag© 
groups • 
As shown in Table 27* of the 278 fatal aecldents which 
occurred to the working fore® In the afternoon, 483 or S5 per­
cent ware during the w&rking hours from 1 to 6 p.m. and 65 oi» 
7,4 percent xlurlng the noon hour. There were 330 fatal acci­
dents, or 37,6 percent, which occurred subsequent to the after* 
Tabid 27, Hour in the of fatal accidents according to 
working force age; 15 to 64, inclusiT©.®-
Period ' • . ' Sub-totals 
Age 12 a.ia,- "g-4'- l-S' 1-S • g-S 
1 p.m. p.a. p.m. p»m. p.m. p.®. p.m. p.m. 
I I M I I I I N 
15-19 10 15 8 2g 17 17 80 33 173 
20-24 5 11 11 14 9 •5 SO 51 106 
2§-29 7 3 8 12 8 14 45 39 91 
30—34 6 5 8 13 9 IS 48 29 83 
S5-59 7 10 6 9 12 § 42 22 71 
40-44 7 4 5 10 8 7 34 17 58 
45-49 5 9 4 4 10 10 37 30 72 
50-54 6 7 5 11 12 11 46 19 71 
55-5t 9 6 10 11 14 10 51 22 82 
60*64 S 9 B 10 13 IS 50 18 71 
Total 65 77 70 119 112 105 483 330 878 
®The hour of th® accident was not given in 37S of th© 
1721 fatal accidents, Sa® Appendix for ag© distri­
bution of persons in such accidents. 
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noon •work iioui» of 6 p«ra» The largest number of fatal accidents 
In the period from noon to taldnight occurred between S and 4 
f.m, with n®arlj as many from 4 to 5 p.ia. The largest number 
of Work hour fatalities for ths groups within the ages 15 to 
64 occurred frora 3 to 4 p.m. but there ware nearly as many 
frota 4 to- § and from 5 to 6 p»Bi, 
Th® • 15 to 19-age group.* with 80 accidents during the 
afternoon work hours * had 29 ntore accidents than any of the 
other groups, learly one third or 25 of thess occurred from 
§ to 4 and thes© 25 constituted nearly twice as many 
fatal accidents as occurred to any other of the groups between 
the ages of 15 to 64 at any afternoon work hour. 
Information in Table 28 shows that the persons 6S or 
mora years of ag© had 1791. or 74»3 percent of their 241 acci­
dents which.occurred In the a.m. during the working hours 7 
to 12 a*®. This Is about the same psrcentage as was reported 
for the groups 0 to 14 years of age and about 7 pere@nt more 
than was reported for the groups 15^ to 64 years of age for th@ 
ho.urs 7 to 12 a.m* The largest nuraberj 52^ occurred during 
th© hour from 10 to 11 a .in* with alaoat as many, 48| from 
9 to 10 .a*ia. 
As s.hown in Table 29, of the 339 accidents which occurred 
between noon and midnight to p@opl© 65 years of ag© and overt 
201 or 59.3 percent tooic place during the viorklng hours from 
1 to S p.®. fh® largest nuraber of fatal accidents occurring 
during any one hour to all parsons 65 years of age and older 
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Tabid 28, Hour in th® a.m, ot fatal accidents acco3?dlng to 
ag®| 65 aiad over.® 
Psrlod 
Sub­
total Total 
Age 1§ 
7 
p,m,~ 
1 
7-§' 
a.m, 
M 
a,m, 
I 
9*10 
a.m. 
I 
Id-il 
a.m. 
M 
ii'»iS 
a,a, 
1 
a»a, 
mr iV 
a.m. 
65-69 9 g 6 7 15 11 41 50 
70-74 8 0 4 7 8 9 28 36 
75*79 11 4 7 11 15 6 43 54 
80-84 11 2 4 6 9 6 27 S8 
85-89 15 2 I Ig 4 6 25 40 
90 plus 8 • 2 4 5 I 3 15 23 
fotal 62 12 26 48 52 41 179 241 
®Tfct® feoup of the aecident was not given in 653 of th® 
12SS fatal accidents. For ag® distribution of pisrsons 
In such accidents, s©® Appendix, 
fabl® 29-. Hour in the p.m, of fatal accidents according t© 
ag©} €5 and over,* 
Period Sub-totals Total 
Ag@ l'§ a.m.-
p.m, 
M 
1-2' 
p.®. 
1 
2-3 • 2 
p.m. f 
N I 
4-i' 
p.m. 
1 
•i-6" 
p.m. 
11 
1-6 
p.m. 
I 
''^-12 
p.m. 
1 
p.ia. 
65-69 8 6 8 7 10 9 40 23 ' 71 
70-74 5 13, 9 4 15 13 54 28 85 
75-79 3 4 11 11 IS 5 44 20 67 
80-84 4 3 5 5 8 4 25 21 50 
85-89 S 3 5 6 7 3 24 14 41 
90 plus 4 1 4 1 4 4 14 7 25 
Total 25 50 42 34 57 38 201 US 339 
®fhe hour of the accident was not given In 653 of the 
125S fatal accli@nts. For ag® distribution of persons 
In sueh accidents, see Appendix# 
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201 OP 59,3 percent took place during the working hours from 
1 to 6 p«m. The largest number of fatal aGcidents oceurriag 
during anj on© hour to all persons 65 years of age and older 
took place from 4 to 5 p.m. 
For any of the groups involi^ing persons 65 and older, 
th© largest total number of fatalities, 54, occurred to the 70 
to 74-age group during th© afternoon working hours. Although 
th© largest number of fatalities of the 70 to 74-age group 
took place frem 4 to 5 p*m», there wer© almost as many from 1 
to 2 p»ra. and from 5 to € p.ai, Th© 13 fatal accidents at 1 to 
2 p,m. for this group Is twice as many for that hour as for any 
other of the groups, Th® hours from S to S p,ra, for the 75 to 
79-age group show a larger total iiuaiber of accidents than any 
consecuti-re three hour total for other groups included in Table 
29, 
It is interesting to not© that the largest total number 
of fatal accidents for the teurs from midnight till noon^ for 
all groups occurred at 11 to 12 a,»,, but when separatad into 
th® three ag® categories, 0 to 14, 15 to 64, and 65 and over, 
as was shown in Tables 24, 26, and 28, the persons 65 years of 
age and older ha€ more fatal accidents fro® 10 to 11 a,m. 
During the hours from noon until midnight,^ as was shown in 
Tabl#s 25, 27, and 29, ther© was considerable variation within 
Ipor distribution of accidents froiM midnight to 7 a.m., 
see Appendix, 
%or distribution of accidents from 6 p.m. to midnight, 
se© Appendix, 
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each of tfee ag© categoi'les from the peak number' of fatalities 
for all ag® groups. This peak occurred at 4 to 5 p.m. Members 
of the 0 to 14-age cat®gory had the same number of fatalities 
at 3 to 4 p.m. as at 4 to § Persons In th® 15 to 64-ag® 
category had a high In the number of fatal accidents at 3 to 
4 p.ta. and onlj a few less at 4 to 5 p.m. Those who were in 
the 65 and over age category had- a decided high at 4 to 5 p.m. 
but the next highest number occurred at 2 to 3 p»m» 
It can be computed from data shown in Table 50 that 621, 
almost two thirdsji of all the fatal accidents during th© period 
Tabl© 30,. Hour in th© a.m. of fatal, accMentis according to 
sex and marital status.® 
Marital status 
Hour singi® 
1 P 
larfiia 
1 P 
lidowtS 
M P 
O'thera 
M P 
Total 
12 p.m.-
7 a.m. 121 31 60 11 27 7 S 0 262 
7-8 a.m. 25 4 17 S 5 3 0 0 §9 
8«-9 a.m. 28 2 39 8 S 3 1 0 86 
9*10 a.m. 53 10 53 6 15 . 6 1 0 144 
10 ""11 a . in . 38 8 76 10 11 6 4 0 153 
11*1^ a.m. 59 23 • 58 10 16 6 7 0 179 
fotal 324 78 303 50 79 31 18 0 883 
%he hour of the accident waa not given in 1148 of the 
3599 fatal accidents. For s®x and marital distribution 
of persons in such accidents, see Appendix, 
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from midnight till noon occurred between *7 and 12 a.m. During 
this period the single males had an average of sibout 4 acci­
dents for each 1 occurring to single females, but the ratio 
varies from about 14 to 1 at 8 to 9 a«m, to a little more than 
2,5 to 1 from 11 to 12 a,ni«, During the period from midnight 
till noon married males had an average of about 6 fatal acci­
dents for'each 1' occurring to married females. 
Information in Table 51 shows that about three fifths of 
th© fatal accidents in the period from noon to midnight occurred 
Table 51. Hour in th® of fatal accidents according to 
and marital status.®-
Marital atatua 
Hour Eingl® iarrlel Widowed Others fotal 
M P M P M F 1 F 
12 a.m.-
1 p.m. 43 4 39 10 6 4 ^ 2 0 108 
1-2 p.m. 41 ' 21 54 12 9 2 2 0 141 
2*3 p.m. 59 10 45 10 18 9 4 0 155 
5-4 p.m. 80 19 71 IS s 5 2 0 195 
4-5 p.a. 71 20 90 IS 18 11 5 1 227 
5-6 p.m.. 70 29 77 12 2 4 0 201 
S-'IS p.m. 217 63' 142 41 46 15 18 1 541 
fotal 581 166 518 106 114 46 55 2 1568 
%h© hour of th© accident was not givan in 1148 of th© 
5599 fatal accidents. For s®x and marital distribution 
of persons in such accidents, id© Appendix. 
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fpom 1 to 6 p.m. lot quit® two fifths of the fatalities 
occurred from 6 p*m, to aidnight# During the hour from 12 to 
1 p,ii, single males had about 11 fatal accidents for each one 
which, occurred to single females. Married raales had only 4 
fatalities froai 12 to 1 for eacii 1 which occurred to 
married females, and widowers only 1*5 fatal accidents for 
each 1 occurring to widows at the same hour# 
Of th® 3599 total fatal accidents only 883 or 24«6 percent 
occurred In th© period from aildnlght till noon, 1568, or 45,6 
percent from noon to midnight, and for 148, or 31*8 percent, 
th® hour of accident was not stated# Of all th© fatal acci­
dents occurring from noon to midnight 4 occurred to males for 
each 1 reported for females, whereas the ratio during the hours 
from midnight to noon was 4*5 to 1# 
Vthlol®, Object, or Element 
It can be calculated from information given in Table 32 
that motor TOhlcles, that is automobllss, trucks, and other 
motor vehicles accounted .for 1292, or 55.0 percent, of all 
fatal accidents of rural residents. In Iowa any accident 
with a farm tractor on a public road which results In personal 
injury or property damage of fifty dollars or mor© la report@d 
as a motor vehicle accident# 
If the 110 fatal tractor accidents which occurred on a 
public road were classified here as motor vehicles then this 
total bacomss 9mn larger. Motor vehicle accidents accounted 
Table 32# feMele, object, or ©lesent Involved in fatal accidents bj yeawi. 
lear 
object or eleaent I9k7 19m 19k9 195Q l?5l 1952 1953 f®tal fe«en^  
M M H I M M i I 
ka t^mohlle 15? m 157 175 1^ 6 138 166 1087 30.2 
Buildinps 96 124 97 112 88 81 658 18.3 
Tractor 27 38 la m 51 53 3C^  8.U 
Fire, b\mis, ©agslosioH 19 52 m 39 30 31 21 250 6.9 QvQvmi, street, walk, road,brMge 31 28 19 2? 18 23 21 1# lt*7 
Track 21 16 21 13 19 1^  IS 124 3.4 
Water, related objects 12 12 16 28 22 16 1^  120 3.3 
lachi»ry (farm) 9 ? 8 Hi 16 22 12 8S 2.1» 
dvm 17 13 17 7 9 9 9 ai 2.3 
JuEiiaals 10 16 15 7 12 6 9 75. 2.1 
leatJier 11 9 6 3 15 8 13 65 1.8 
Ms-tor veMclg, n»s. 0 $ 7 5 19 7 6 49 1.4 
llectilcity h a 7 6 ii 9 k 36 1.0 
Bailnsad (no»"«tor vehioli) 9 8 5 1 5 3 h 35 1.0 
Motorcycle 3 7 7 It k 2 5 32 1,0 
Mi^ raft S 6 6 0 k 5 29 o.a 
©"*©i^ios« of Wfdicine k 2 li 5 a 3 2k 0.7 
Boat 0 3 7 2 5 2 I 20 0.5 
liwshinery (ajn-lara) 3 2 1 1 8 I 3 1? 0.5 
Food 3 1 1 6 1 2 2 16 0.4 
Bicycl® 1 1 2 2 k 2 2 2k 0.4 
MSscella»eous objects 17 21 30 17 13 13 16 126 3.5 
n.s. 2^  25 22 15 30 27 36 179 5.0 
Total h93 Sh6 5iiS 53lt 523 W8 It80 3599 100.0 
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for about twice as manj fatal accidents as did buildings, Tho 
fatalities in buildings had the socond largest total niaaber of 
accidents, 658 or IS,3 percent of the total. Fatal accidents 
involving tractors w«r© reported for 302 cases or 8,4 percent 
of all the accidents* Accidents involving tractors constituted 
the third largest group. The category including fire, burns 
and explosions ranked fourth in total number of cases^ 250 
or 6,9 percent# Th© category Including ground, street, road, 
walk, or bridge ranked fifth in total number of fatal aoeldentsf 
trucks, slxth|.water and related objects, seventh} farm machin­
ery eighth; guns, ninthi and farm animals, tenth, , The latter 
three groups each rapresented less than 3 percent of all of 
the fatalities. 
Electricity, poison, and boats each reputed to cause 
many fatal accidents ranked lower than tenth in total ntiaber 
and each represented 1 percent or less of all of the fatal 
accidents, 
Tha largsst number of autoiaobile accidents occurred 
during the year 1950, but there was little variation from year 
to year. Each year, from 1947 to 1953, inclusive, showed an 
increase In the number of fatal accidents involving tractorsi 
There' were almost twice aa many tractor fatalities in 1953 as 
In 1947, but th® estimated number'of tractors increased only 
94 
30,5 percent during this sam® period* The gr®at®st nunb©!' of 
accidents Invelvlag buildings 0co«pj»»<i in 1948, but there w©r® 
lass than one half as many ia 1953 in 1948# Ffobj 1948 to 
1953 the number of fatal accldenta from fire, burns, and 
©xplosions was reduced bj almost 60 percent. For th.® category 
water aM related objeets a high of 28 fatalities iwas reached 
in 19K) but was reduced to 14 In 1953. 
As shown in Table 33, about 95 percent1087, of th© 
fatal automobll© accidents occurred on th© street or highway, 
as might b® expeetad bat 25, or 2,3 percent, occurred in th® 
home area» This is not unusual sine© this category includes 
th© yard around the horad, the -driveway «mci the garage when with­
in the yard. Only 17, or 1.5 percent, of the autoaobil© fatal 
accidents w®re on th@ fara. Of th© 124 truck accid®ats 90, 
or 72 percent, occurred on the street or highway, Tihereas 21, 
or 17 percent, occurred on the farm and only 5.6 percent at 
hoae. Of th© 302 tractor accidtnts 110, or 56,4 percent, w®r® 
on th© street or highway and 186, or 61,5 percent, on th© farm 
and l.S percent In th© home ar^a. 
Most of the 658 accidents in-^Kslving buildings, 536, or 
81,5 percent, occurred in the hoa© ar#a and 48, or 7,3 percent, 
on the farm. The 250 fatal accidents resultliag from fir©, 
barns, or ©xploslons followed the same general pattern as for 
buildings with 169, or 67,6 percent, occurring in th© hom© area, 
and 67, or 26,8 percent, on the far®. 
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fabl© 33# ¥ahlcle, object, or element InvolTrtd in fatal 
accidents according to tb® plaee of accldtnt. 
PXaoe 
TeMcle, objeet, 
or dl^ment 
Hoia© 
I 
Farm 
1 
Street 
or hwj, 
I 
Othsrs® Total 
I 
Automobiles 2B 17 1027 18 1087 
Buildings S3€ 48 5 79 658 
fractor 4 I8i 1X0 2 302 
Plrs., burns, ©xplosloa 169 67 3 11 250 
Groxmd, .street, walk. 
road, bridge 61 50 37 21 169 
Truck *7 21 90 ' 6 124 
Water and related objects 11 64 4 41 120 
lachlBery (farm) $• 68^  8 4 88 
Gims • 29 41 3 8 81 
Otiier motor vehlclel^ 0 0 78 3 81 
Animals 5 ss 7 5 75 
Weather 22 32 3. 10 65 
Electricity 10 13 5 8 30 
Railroad {non-aotor veMol®) 0 1 9 25 35 
Aircraft I 20 1 7 29 
Poison* owrdos® of 
• medicine 16 4 3. 5 24 
Boat 0 3 0 17 20 
M&ehinetrj {aon^farm) 1 § I 12 19 
Pood 12 0 0 4 16 
Blcycl© 0 0 14 0 14 
Mlseellaneous objects 35 m § 31 127 
n»0* 57 B8 4 110 179 
Total 989 782 1413 415 3599 
cat®gorli"S includet tain© and, quarry, 24? industry, 
48f place of recreation and sport, .16| public building, 
59| rssident institution, 94s other specified places,. 98j 
and unimown plaee, 97» Se© Appendix C, 
"K 
Includes iiDtor vehicle not ottierwis® stated and motor­
cycle, See Appendix C, 
th© 88 fatal far® raachiriery accidsnts 68, OP 77,3 
percent, occurred on the farm and only 8, or 9,1 pareent on 
th© street or highway^ and 9,1 percent in the horn® area# For 
tractors, 61,5 peresnt of tha 302 fatal accidents occurred 
on th® farra, 36,4 p@re®nt on the street or highway and 1,3 
percent In th® home area, Tlils may Indicate that many of the 
tractor accidents occurred on the highway when the tractor w&$ 
in operation without farm oachinerj attached^ 
Th© category ground, street, walk, road or bridge In* 
TOlTOd a total of 169 casea which Included 61, or 56,2 percent, 
occurring in the home area and 50 or 29,6 percent, on the farm, 
and on!J 37, or 21,9 percent on the street or highway. Of 
th© 120 accidents In which «t®r and related objects war© In-
folwd, 64, or 55,7 percent, were on the farm. Accidents on 
th® farm InTOlTlng water and related objects often occurred In 
stock tanks and ponds. However, for 41 deaths, or 34,1 percent, 
th© plac« of accident was classified as others which probably 
occurred In lakes and streams, 
•About 50,6 percent of th© fatal accidents Involving guns 
occurred on th® farm, fh© 35r8 percent of the gun accidents 
occurring in th© home area probably Involved storing and 
cleaning, S©arly on© half, 56, of the 127 fatal accidents 
involving misoellan«ous objects were on the farm, and 35 In 
th© hom® area. 
9*? a 
Othmr TOhlcles, objects, and element® shown in Tabl® 33 
each accounted for relatively few fatalities. When the charac­
teristics ar© knowni means of prsYenting accidents can b© 
learned. To- examin® In detail the 22 eat@gori®s shown in Table 
53 was bejond the seope of this studj^ Howevar, it was d@cld@d 
to further analyze fatal accidents in-roltring tractors because 
such aecldsnts ranked high la numbers and showed a greater 
increase during the period of the study than did accidents 
involirlns motor vehicles and buildings• 
Traetor Fataliti®a 
fhe number of fatalities involving tractors increased ®ach 
year and nearly doubled during the s®T®n-year period, 1946 to 
1953,^ fh®se fatalities occurred on the farm in 61.5 percent 
of the cases, on a streat or highway in. 36*4 percent, and in 
the home area in 1.3 percent of the cases,® 
{j®arly all of the fatal p|.ccld®nts involving tractors oc­
curred either on the fam or on a street or highwa;^ According 
to inforiiation ahown In Table 34,'vtwic© as many tractor fatal­
ities occurred on the farm as on the street or highway during 
the hours from nidnlght to noon,^ Th© largest number of tractor 
fatalities in this period occurred in May and Octobsr, and th© 
smallest number occurred in February and March, see Figure 1. 
In May and October there w®r© more than five times as 
%©© -fable 32, p, 92, 
%©e Table 53, p. 95. 
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FiC. f DISTRiBUTiON OF FATAL TRACTOR ACQDENTSON THE 
FARM AND ON STREET AND HIGHWAY BY MONTHS. 
Tabl© 34, fractor fatal aeeldents in the a.m. according to hour, atonth, and plac®,® 
Period • _____ • Stib-total' fotal 
Ibnth 12 p,m,.- ?-8' i- §-10 io-11 11-12 • T-IS'-' Ig p.a.--
7 a.M. a, S. # ni. a. a. a. m. a. m. M, 12 a.m. 
Place 
pb 
' .S^ F s F S P S F s F S F S F S 
Jan, 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 5 4 
P®!) m 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 S S 
lar. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 i 0 2 
Apr, 0 0 0 1 0 0 s 0 0 0 1 1 4 2 4 2 6 
mj 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 1 3 0 11 1 12 1 13 
Smm 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 2 0 §. 2 5 2 7 
Mlj 2 0 0 1 2 •0 I 1 1 0 1 1 5 3 7 3 10 
Aug, " 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 4 0 7 3 7 S 10 
Sept, 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Z 1 2 0 5 2 2 7 
©•et. 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 s 1 4 11 2 11 S 14 
lov. 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 4 2 4 g i 
B«c, 0 1 0 0 0- 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 0 § 5 
Total s 4 E 4 5 2 15 5 15 9 18 5 6S 25 58 29 87 
®0f the '502'fatalities with tractors'there'«as 1 accident in th® hoffl® ar®a at^ 
10 to 11 a*ra, in Feb, and 1 at 11 to 12 a.m. In lov«j and 1 in another speel-
fled plao© at 9 to 10 a.m.. In April.* fhe hour of the accident was not given 
for SS farm and for 16 atr®®t or highway fatalities. S©@ Appendix for.•Monthly 
diatrlbution of persons In such accidents, Selther th® aonth nor the hour of 
. th© accident was gl^en for 2 fatalities which occurred on the farm, 
P^aro 
®Street or highway 
m 
many fatalities involving tractors on the fara as on the strait 
or highway, whereas in most other months a greater proportion 
of sueh.accidents oecurrtd on the street or highway.^In May 
farmers are busy preparing soil and planting crops, and In 
Octobar they ar© busy harvesting crops and perhaps do not spend 
aa great a proportion of their time on the str®®t or highway 
as in the fields and therafor© ha¥@ a greater potential for 
accidents on th« farm* _J 
About the sarae number of tractor fatalities occurred 
during th® hour fro® 10 to 11 a»m* as frora 11 to 12 &»m», but 
about 17 percent f©w«r fro® 9 to 10 a,®. For fatal accidents 
from midnight to noon from all causes,1 there was a d®flnit® 
high at 11 to 12 a.a* but about 15 percent fewer from 10 to 
11 a»m«, and nearly 80 percent f&w&r from 9 to 10 a,t®. 
As s-howi In Table 3S, nearly two thirds of the tractor fatal­
ities, 158, occurred in the period from noon till midnight, Th© 
largest numbar of fatalities In this period was reported for May 
and July and the siaallast number for th© winter months* About 
60 percent of all th© fatalities from noon till midnight oc­
curred on the farm, whereas in the period from midnight till 
noon only 90 percent occurred on th© farm. 
In April, May, and NoT©mb©r a much larger number of the 
noon to midnight tractor* fatalities occurred on th© farm than 
on a street or highway.. In April and May farmers ar© busy pre-
h@e Table 19. 
Table 35. Tractor fatal accidents in the p.ia# , according to hour, month, and place.® 
Period Suh-total Total 
iS. a 
- 1-2 - 2 -3 3«4' 4«S- 5-6" 6—12 It a.m,-
1 p .m. P .m# P . P p.ta. p.ffi. p.ffl. P,B1. 12 p.m. 
Mae« 
pb s® F S P S P S F S P S P s F S F S 
MUm 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 G 2 0 2 
P©h. 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 2 3 § 
Mar, 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 •2 4 6 
Apr* 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 2 2 6 5 3 0 10 5 15 
lay 0 2 5 2 3 0 2 0 5 0 3 1 16 3 5 1 21 6 27 
Jun© 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 -3 0 2 4 '6 10 
Jialy 1 1 1 3 1 0 0 4 5 2 2 2 9 11 1 2 11 14 25 
Aug, 1 0 2 1 2 0 1 0 1 3 1 3 7 7 3 1 11 8 19 
S&ptm 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 0 2 2 1 4 7 1 0 6 7 13 
Oet, 1 1 0 0 2 1 s 0 1 2 0 1 6 4 0 2 7 7 14 
lOT. 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 4 1 I 1 10 2 2 0 12 2 14 
Dec, 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 5 - 0 0 2 5 3 . 8 
Total, 7 9 10 9 12 6 14 6 20 11 15 11 71 43 15 13 . 93 65 158 
®0f the 302 fatalities with tractors there was 1 accid©r:t'in the home area 
at 1 to 2'p.m. in Septembsr and 1 at */ to 8 p.m. in M&j, and 1 in ariother^ 
specified place at 4 to 5 p»m, in August, The hour of the accident was not 
given in 35" farm and 16 street or hlgh?my fatalities* The missing data are 
divided tetfieen. Tables 34 and 55* See Appendix for-monthly distribution of 
persons in such accidents. Helther tii© month nor the hour of accident was 
given for 2 fatalities which occurred on the farm, 
"^ Parra 
^Street or highway 
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paring th© soil and planting crops# In Io¥@iaber they are busy 
harvesting. Probably farmers spend less time on the street oi* 
highway during these months, and therefore would have nior® 
opportmlties for fatal accidents on the farm. 
When the figures for the whale day are coiabined it is 
apparent that In the laonth of lay oor© than flv@ times as many 
fatalities occurred on the farm as on the street and highway*^ 
There were large numbers of tractor accidents for July and 
August, with nearly the sara© number on the far® as on the street 
or highway. 
During th0 noon hour more persons were killed on the street 
or highway than on the faro, A much greater proportion of 
persons had fatal accidents on the street or highway during th© 
hour from 1 to 2 p.®, and during the hours aft#r 6 p.m. fh© 
hours from 1 to 2 p.m. and those after 6 p.m. w®r@ the hours 
when tractors probably wer® used more for transportation of 
machinery from the farmstead to the field. After 6 p.m. there 
would likely be.poor vlalblllty during many months of the year 
which ¥Jould increase the poasibllitles for accidents. Of the 
tractor fatalities in the period from noon to midnight only 
about 18 percent occurred after 6 p.m. whereas for accidents 
p from all causes th© figure was nearly S5 percent. 
Purlng the hour from 4 to 5 p.m. the largest number of 
Appendix C.. 
2s©e' Tabl© 20, p. 69, 
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tractor fatalities for any hour In the afternoon, was reported, 
fh©r® were nearly as many during the hours 5 to 6 p»m. Tractor 
fatalities followed about the saraie pattern in number of acci­
dents each hour from 1 to 6 p.m. as was reported for fatal .acci­
dents from all causes during tbos© hours 
Information In Table 36 Indicates that when fatal tractor 
accident data were grouped by countiea according to the type of 
farming in the area, the largest number of fatalities occurred 
in th© western llwatock area, Tia© average rate of fatalities 
fabl® 36, Total number and average rate of fatal tractor acci­
dents per 100,000 tractors according to type of farralng area,^ 
Tjp® of farming 
Eastern Western lorth central lortheast Southern 
livestock liveatoek grain dairy pasture 
H Hat© I Rat® I Rat© I lat« N Rat® 
60 17,2 11 20,0 i© 15,7 S2 17,6 53 26,5 
®Tii© nwBiber of counties in @acJa area is's ©astern live­
stock, 20} western livestook, 21j north central grain, 
20| northeast dairy., 18| and southern pasturef 20, For 
distribution by coonties s®© Appendix, 
per 100,000 tractors^ in each eoimty ?ilthin each type of fam­
ing ar©a ahowa that the southern pasture area had the highest 
rat® and th© western livestock area th© second highest. 
It was thought that the slope of th© land would affect 
^Ibid, 
®In calculating rate the figures used for the number of 
tractors w.sr© from the United State® census for 1950, 
lOS 
the rate of fatal traotop accidents. Data coneerning th® slope 
of the land were at/allable tof 40^ of the 99 cotmties. Infor­
mation In Table 37 shows tliat the lowest tractor fatal accident 
rate was for eo«n.tle3 with the sBiallest amount of slop©» 0 to 4 
percent. The rate for aach of the other groups with respect to 
Table S7» Average rate of fatal tractor'accidents for selected 
counties accordJ-ng to slop© of land.® 
Slop# 
50^  of land 18^  or more of - 11^  or more 9^  or more of 
0-4^  slop© land 5»8^  slop# ' #f land 9- land 14^  plus 
13^  slop® slop© 
Hat© Hat® late Rat® 
19.2 25«2 26,7 g,7.0 
^For slope data distribution by comtl©® se® Appendix C, 
slop® was about one third higher than the rate of th© group 
with th© least slop®. 
Information in Table 38 when compared with 3.nfor»natlon 
in Table 36 indicates that the rate of fatal tractor accidents 
was different for th© 99 counties classified on a basis of type 
of farming as compared with th® 40 selected counties for which 
slop® data wer® aTallabl® when classIfl@d on the same basis. 
A comparison of the fatality rate p©r 100,000 tractors for all 
counties in the various typ#s of farming areas with the rate 
in th@ selected counties ahows that the rate for th© ©astern 
1 S®e Appendix C| these 40 counties are the selected 
Counties. 
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livestock area was a little higher in th.® selected counties. 
In the northeast dairy and southern pasture areas the rates 
for the selected counties were appreciably higher than the 
rates for all co^mtles in these areas. 
Table 38, Total nufflhtr and average rat© of fatal tractor 
accidents per 100,000 tractors In selected, counties according 
to type of faming area.®' 
Type of farming 
"Eastern W®at®rn forth central lortheast SoutheTO 
llir@stock livestock grain dairy pasture 
1 Rate I Rat« N Bat® I mu » lat® 
35 20.9' 38 19»:i SO 15.6 16 22,4 22 35.3 
®fh0 noffltoor of comitiea In'®ach area iss ©astern llve-
stoek,' lOj wtstem livestock, 10} north central grain, 
10| northeast aairy# 4| and southern pasture,. 6, For 
distribution by counties se® Appendix C, 
In Table 39 th© tractor fatality data classified according 
to the type of farming areas were divided into two slope groups. 
Thla was done to eoBipar© th© fatalities in th© 0 to 4 percent 
slope group ^ ith the groups having a slope of more than 9 per­
cent, The rate of tractor fatalities according to slope in 
the ©astern livestock area was nearly twice as high for th© 
group with the steeper alope. The north central grain area did 
not have anough of th© steeper land to form a steeper slope 
group. Th© tractor fatality rat® in the northeast dairy ar@a 
was highest for the group with the least slope but the nimber 
of cases was small and therefore the data may not be represent-
lOS 
atlir# of the whole area. For the southern pasture area data 
wars avallabl® for onlj on® county In the group with the least 
slop®# but there w@r@ six counties represented in the group 
with the st«ep@r slop©# fh© rat®, S5,6 fatalities per 100,000 
tractors, f©r the steeper slopa group in the southern pasture 
area is about th© same as the rat®, SS,*.!:, for th© steeper .slop® 
group in th© eastern liTestock area* A aore precise comparison 
can b® aad® when data for the other 59 counties are available. 
Tabl$ 3§» Iwrag© rate of fatal tractor accidents for selected 
coimties®- according to tjpe of farming area and slope" of land. 
Type of farming 
Eastern , W@stara lorth ©entrsl- Mortheait Southern 
li?-®it©ck liyeftock. grain dairy pastur® 
"S1©P# ' • Slope •'SI0P© , Slope Slop# 
0-4^  over 9^  0-4^  over 9% 0-4^  ©vor 9^  0-4^  oirer 9% 0*0 over 9% 
Bat# Bat® Hat# lat® Hat® lat« Rat® Rat® Kate Rat® ' 
17.8 32,4 1*7.8 21.4 IS.6 —® 5S.6 16,6 4S.6 3§.g 
®fh© u'lfflihor of counties was! " ©astern livestock area in 
th® 0 to 4 percent slop®,' Q| for over 9 percent, 4| 
western livestock iii• the 0 to 4 porcent slop®, S| for 
over 9 p©r«#nt slop®, §| aorth eentral grain 0' to 4 
percent slop®, lOj'for over 9 percent slope, 0; north* 
east dairy in the' 0 to 4 p©rc«nt slope, 2| for over 9 
percent • slope 3| southern pasture in th© 0 to 4 percent 
®lope 1| for over 9 p@re®nt slope, 6. For distribution 
by co^mtiea see Appendix 0. 
%he ovor 9% group ia a combination of 11 percent or mor® 
of the land having 9 to IS percent slope and 9 percent 
•or fflore of the land having over 14 percent alop®. 
°lot ehoiigh land with more than a 9^ slop© to form a 
group. 
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Mature of Accidents 
Descriptive datalls concernlag the natur# of fatal acci­
dent® WBTe very difficult to classify from the information 
given on the death certifleat®^. The primapy us® of the death 
certificate was to provide a means of recording death Infopua* 
tlon, and not neeeasarilj to give a detailed descrf^ption of 
the accident which caused death or brougbt about the ons©t of 
death# 
Alttough some of the accidents war© descrilaed in detail, 
th© amoiuat and quality of the details given on the death certif­
icates varied considerably* In aom© cases th© Interval between 
the accident and death may hav© beea long and details were not 
reaembared. Very little spac© was provided on the death oertlf-
icate for remarks. 
When classifying the luforiaatlon there was also tha usual 
semantic difficulty of trying to ddterain© the true meaning of 
the words used by th@ many writers. For example, did persons 
describing the accidents m@an th© sam© thing when on© said the 
tractor overturned and plimtd the victim to th© gromd, and 
another said the tractor upset and pinned the victla to the 
ground? Perhaps one person implied that the tractor had over­
turned backwards, whereas th© other person described a tractor 
accident in mfhich the tractor had overturned sideways. Particu­
lar precautions need to b© taken to avoid each type of overturn­
ing. 
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Even with Incowplet© infomation and problems in seMantics, 
It seemed that some maderatandlng could b® gleaned by grouping 
inforfflatloa which appeared to b® common to a given kind of 
accident. Therefor® eleven of thes© groups which accounted for 
83..8 percent of all cases wera analyzed, 
Automobll© accidents accounted for 30,2-percent of all the 
fatalities included in the present study# According to informa­
tion shown In Table 40» collisiona occurred ia 52,6 percent of 
the fatal autoffiobil© accidents, Golllsioas with oth#r automo­
biles accounted for about on# half of th©se fatalities, lo 
fabl© 40, Mature of fatal accidents involving autoffloblles,® 
latur© of accident N 
Collisloni 
with other automobiles 
with trucks 
with trains 
with other motor vehicles, n,s. 
291 
106 
106 
68 
26,8 
9,8 
9,8 
6,-2 
Ran off roadway or upset 221 20.3 
Victims struck by, backed over, ©r 
run ov®r by auto 134 lg.3 
Struck bridg©, culvert, or other fixad 
object 37 3,4. 
Poisoned by carbon monoxid© 23 2.1 
Miscellaneous 45 4,1 
n,s. 56 5.2 
Total 1087 100.0 
^For a coaplate listing, see Appendix C, 
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other- veMcl© was Involved In about 40 percent of th® fatal 
autoraobll© accidents. In mor® than one half of these accidents 
the automobile ran off of th# roadway. About 12 percent of th® 
victims appa3:»ently w©re ped#sti"ians struck hjt or run over by 
autoaobiles. 
Buildings were invdlvtd In 18*5 pere®nt of the 3599 fatal 
accidents. As shown in Tahl© 41^ 90.6 pere©nt of the accidents 
In buildings were due to falls# or slipping and tripping which 
resulted in falls. It was shown in fabl© 33 that §36 or 81.5 
percent of the fatal aoeldenta involving buildings occurred in 
the home area. According to the National Safety. Council figures^ 
for th© United States in 1955 th© rate of death fro® falls in 
fatal home accidents for persons 65 years of age and over was 
94.6 per 100,000 population. For persons 4§ to 64 th© rat® was 
only S#4 and for persons 25 to 44 tb« rat® was about 1.5 p#!? 
100,000 persons. For the sam© year figures from the Goiaicll^ 
also showed that falls «er© the principal cause of accidental 
death for persons 45 years of ago or over* 
Suffocation and strangling accounted for 5,6 percent of 
the fatal accidents in buildings, aa shown in fable 41. Th« 
terms suffocation and strangulation are included in asphyxiation. 
The national Safety Council reported that in th© United States 
the rat® of death in fatal home accidents from mechanical 
t ^lational Safety Council. Accident facts. 1954 ed. 
Chlfeago,.Illinois, the Council, 19S3. p. 86, 
^Ibld., p, 87. 
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1 
suffocation was 1,0 per 100,000 population in 195S, However, 
th© Council also reported that over 90 percent o f th®s© deaths 
ooeurred before the ag« of 1 year. The Council also statedt 
fabl® 41, , latur® of fatal accidents involving : buildings,^ 
latur® of accident » 
Palla, slipped, tripped 596 90,6 
Smffoca.ted, strangled 37 5,6 
Miscellaneous 22 3,5 
n,@. 3 0,5 
Total 668 100,0 
®'For a complete list see Appendix 0, 
^fher® is substantial ©vldenc© that many sudden deaths of 
infants ar® associated with infections rather than with an 
external eau8©»* It was pointed out in th® report that 
taechanical suffocation with a death, rmte® of 42«1 per 100.,000 
persons under 1 jear of age was the principal cause of death 
for those under 1 year of ag®« Perhaps many of th© fatalities 
reported as suffocation may hav© been caused by disease rathsr 
than by accident* 
v„:3?i»actoi» aecid@nts ranked third In number and acoount@d 
for 8,4 percent of the 36®9 fatalities.. According to informa*' 
tlon given in Table 42.., ofth@302-' tractor accidents 184, 
* Xb 1 d» 
2lbid., p, 87, 
j 
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or 60,9 percent,. w@re the result of an overturned tractor# For 
*?5 of the 164 tractor accidents In this category th® only infor­
mation given was that the tractor upset; in 66 cases the trac* 
tor upset and planed the ^ictl® to the ground! 13 upset Into a 
dltchjs 12 ran off tlie roadway and apparently oirerturnedj and 
fable 42, Mature of fatal accidents involving tractors#® 
Mature of aocldents N 
Overturned, upset, ran off roadway 184 60^,9 
Pell from and/or run over by tractor 4S 14.9 
Caught between, by, clothing, ®te. 26 8.7 
Collision with or gtruck-by auto, truck, 
other motor vehicle or train 19 6,3 
Miscellaneous, (burned, carbon monoxid® 
poisoning, etc,) 17 5,6 
n,s. 11 3,6 
Total 302 100,0 
^Por a Complete listing, see Appendix c »  
6 upset backwards, fh®r© were 45 victims, or about 15 percent, 
who were run over by a tractor. More than 20 of these victims 
who were run over by a tractor had fallen from it. Several 
probably w®ra young children riding on tractors# About 9 per­
cent of the tractor accident victims were ©lth®r caught between 
th© tractor and some other object or apparently were caught by 
th@ power take off shaft of the tractor or other moving parts. 
Ill 
'Alttougli 36,.4 per c®nt of the tpaotop fatalities w#re on the 
street or highway, as was discussed in relation to Table 33, 
oulj 6.,S percmt were the rasult of colllalons^ However, m&nj 
of the oT®rtiirii0d tractors could have been forced off of the 
roadway by aiotor irehieles and then say have overturned. 
Pirs, burns,'and explosions ranked fourth In number of 
fatal accidents td.th 250 cases, and aceounted for 6,9 percent 
of th© 3599 total fatal accidents included in this studj, Ac­
cording to Information giv«n in fabl® 33, 169 or 67,6 percent 
of th0s© 250 deaths occurred in the hoa© area. Figures in 
Table 43 siiow that 127, or 50#8 percent, of the fatal accident 
fabl® 43# latwr® of fatal accidents Involving fire, burns, 
and ©xplosions,® 
Mature of accidents I % 
Burned, ignited, ignited clothing, 
trapped inside 127 50.8 
Exploded 61 24,4 
Pell into fir® or slipped against 
burning material 21 8.4 
Carbon monoxide poisoning 17 6.8 
Miscellaneous 5 2.0 
n,s. 19 7.6 
fotal 250 100.0 
®For a coBiplet© list, se© Appendix C. 
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victims wore bu»ied ox* Ignited* Of these, 34 were burned; 
24^ ignited} 32, had their clothing ignit®d| and S3 w©r© 
trapped inside soraetfeing which was burning. 
Of the 250 fatalities In this classification, 61 or 24.4 
percent involved explosions. Th® lational Safety Cotmcil^ re­
ported that fatal accidents in the hone resulting froa fire, 
burns, and other deaths associated 'with fire, were the principal 
cause of death in 1053 for the age groups 1 to 4# 5 to 14, 15 
to 24, and 25 to 44. Th© Couneil® also reportsd that jo«iig 
children and aged persons w®r@ fraqusntly victims of fir® 
because of their relative li©lpl®8sn@si. 
Of the 169 fatal accidents iBvolvlng the ground, street, 
road, walk, or bridge, 36.2 percent occurred In the hom® area, 
29.6 percent on the farm, and 21.9 pereent on th« street or 
highway.® Inforfflstion in Table 44 shows that 88.8 percent of 
Table 44. Nature of fatal accidenta involving ground, street, 
road, walk, or bridge.® 
Nature of accidents S % 
Pall 150 88.8 
Misoellaneotts 16 9.5 
n.s. 3 1.7 
Total 169 100.0 
®For a cotaplet© list, see Appendix C. 
^Ibld., p. 87. 
^Ibld., p. 86. 
%e8 Tabl® 33. 
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these 169 accidents were falls • 
Aceoi'dlng to data In Table 45, of the fatalities InvolTlng 
trucks, 55,6 p@re©3fit were due to the trucks striking or running 
over the victim, whereas for autoaoblles the figure was only-
IB, 3 percent. 
fabl© 45, Mature of fatal aceidenta involving trucks,®' 
Mature of accidents I 0 
Pedestrian struck by, run over bj, or 
hacked over bj trucfe 44 35,6 
Collision wlths 
trains 
other notor vehicles 
• 21 
16 
16,9 
12.9 
Ran off roadway or upset 19 15.3 
Struck bridge or oth^r fixed object 6 4,8 
Miscellaneous 14 11,3 
n.s. 4 3 « 2 
Total 124 100.0 
®Por a complet® list, see Appendix C, 
Collisions accounted for onlj 29,8 percent of the fatal 
truck accidents as compared with 52,6 percent for autoiaoblles. 
Running off the roadway or an upset resulted In 15,3 percent 
of the fatalities involving trucks as compared with 20,3 for 
auto»ctbil©s. 
As shown In Table 46, about 60 percent of the fatalities 
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fable 46, Mature of fatal accidents Involving water and 
related objects.® 
lature of acclieiit I 
Fell|. slipped, or otherwise landed in water 70 58.4 
Browned SO 41.6 
Total 120 100.0 
®Por a complete list# see Appendix C, 
inToliring water and related objects were the result of falling 
into water. For th© other 40 pereent no Inforoatlon was pro­
vided except that tb.e vie t la drowned * 
As siiown in Tabl« 4?, more than om fourth of the fatal-
Table 47. lature of fat^l accld®nts involving farm raacbliiery.® 
lature of accident I 
Caught In, by, between, clothing, ©xtreialty 24 27.3 
P©11 against, froia, into, off of 24 27.3 
Pell frotn and run over by 9 10.2 
Htm over by, backed over 9 10.2 
Struck by 6 6.8 
Miscellaneous 7 8.0 
n,s> 9 10.2 
Total 88 100.0 
^For a complete list, s@® Appendix C. 
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ities lavolvlng fam maohlnei'y resultsd when the •v'lctiBi was 
caught in or by the aachln©, when clothing was eaught in th© 
laachlne, when an extremity of the body waa eaught,. or when 
the victim was caught bttween the Machine and some object# 
Approximately one fourth involwd situations in which th© vic­
tim fell aga3.nst, froM, into, or off the raechine. One tenth 
of th© victims fell from a aiaehine and were run over by the 
machine#. Another one tenth occurred when th© victims were 
run over by, or backed over by the machln®. 
Of the 81 fatal accidents involving guns,^ In 78 Instances 
the information showed only that the gun discharged# . On© vic­
tim was drowned, and one was electrocuted while using a gun. 
In Table 48 information is given concerning the nature of 
fatal accidents involving animals. Of the 75 persons who wer® 
victims of such accidents, 22,6 percent were attacked by animals 
and nearly as many, 21#4 percent, were kiokad by animals, and 
another 21.4 percent fell from or were thrown from animals. 
Animals ran away with, or dragged 17.5 percent of the victims, 
The runaway animals w®re probably horses and the number of such 
accidents was probably deeraaslng from 1947 to 1953 becsus© th© 
number of horses was decreasing. 
Froffl information given In Table 49, it should b© noted 
that nearly one half of th© fatalities r©si.iltlng froffi weather 
were due to lightning and raost of th© other fatalities w@re th© 
%or a complete list, se® Appendix C, 
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Table 48» latur® of fatal accidents involving animals.®-
Nature of accident I 
Attacked 17 22.6 
licked by- 16 21,4 
Pell fpoia, thrown from 16 21.4 
Han away, dragged 13 17,3 
Stepped ohi fell on, trampled bj 7 9,3 
Miscellaneous 5 6.7 
n*s. 1 1.3 
Totml 75 100.0 
®Por a complet© list s©@ Appendix C* 
Table 49, latur© of fatal accidenta involving weather,® 
Mature of accident 1 
Struck by lightning or ©lectrocttted 31 47.7 
Pell, fell through, freezing, or exposure 18 27.7 
Heat prostration 13 20.0 
frapped ins Id© (flooded building! 3.1 
Ii,S, 1 1.5 
fotal 65 100.0 
^Por a complet© list see Appendix C, 
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result of exposure to cold or li©at prostration* 
file reaainliio categories accounted for onlj 16.2 percent 
of'the 3599 fatalities and each accotmted for less than 1.5 
percent of all fatal accidents which were included In this 
InTOstigation. Th@a@ catftgories involved too few accidents to 
Justify analysis.. 
I>®sc.riptlons of injuries resulting from fatal accidents 
involving th© various vehicles, objects, and ©lemeiits were 
useful as a basis for analyzing the source of injury and ar® 
presented in the next .section# 
D®sdriptlon of'Injuries 
According to Information given In Table 50, of the 3599 
injuries 1047, or 29,1 percent, were head injuries and 561, 
or 15,6 percent, were fractured hips. Thoracic injuries 
accounted for 338, or 9,4 percent, of the dsathaj spinal Injur­
ies 269, or 7*5 percent} asphyxiation, 6,5 percent| burns, 5.4 
perc@nt| drowning, 4.8 percent; multiple injuries# 4.5 percent} 
severe shook, 2.7 percent; and hemorrhag:;®, 2.2 percent. Head 
injuries, fractured hips^ and thoracic Injuries accounted for 
over on® half of all the 3599 fatal Injuries reported. 
Of the 1047 head Injuries m>rQ than one half w©r© th© 
r®3ult of automobil© accidents, Automobile and all other 
fflotor vehicle accidents combined (not Including tractor acci­
dents on public roads) accotmted for 64.'3 percent of the h®ad 
injuries. Of the 5S1 fatalities resulting from fractured hips. 
Tabl© SO, Injtiry resulting in prLaaiy cam® oi death according to vehiele, object, or element involved 
in tto fatal accident. 
fehicS, ofeject or eleaent 
W"„' "" S  " — ^ ^  ! litar© ©f iEjttpy Attto 
i 
Bldgs* 
I 
tnaetor 
I 
Fire"' 
I 
QK5«06i^  
I 
Troek 
M 
Water 
I 
Farm aach» 
H i 
4niwa.^ « 
s 
Weattor 
M 
AtodOTiBsl 16 3 8 1 2 0 0 2 ? 6 0 
A80^ %iatioa 12 m 25 li.6 6 ii 23 6 0 0 1 
IttPSB 3 5 3 157 0 6 0 1 0 Q 1 
c^ajsitatioa 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 
looming lit 1 3 0 2 I m 1 0 t 3 
Eleetroctttlon 1 Q 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2i 
Sspm-am. 0 1 0 0 6 0 1 0 0 1 12 
Fsmtwmd mAremlt^ M t
 
1
 12 3h 1 1 7 0 0 1 0 3 0 
Fmetm 4^ biM i^esmt to im 2 2 58 1 0 1 0 3 6 
H#ad in^ ia^  556 tQ 73 10 m 2 26 33 22 1 
Ifeat prostrafeioR 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 22 
l®»rrhag« 30 3 n 2 k 2 0 8 5 0 
SaaglM k 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 
liiltiplB insjfflries 66 1 3$  ^ k 3 3 0 7 It 5 Q 
Pelvic iajtay 3 7 t 0 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 
f^ isoMBg 2h 2 3 11 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Sever® shock 36 18 9 10 2 2 0 it 0 3 0 
Spinal injury Uk t2 3h 2 25 16 It 10 It 8 0 
fhoraeic 329 20 85 1 8 14 0 12 25 n 0 
Tiaa»tic ai^ uta-
tioa, avulsion k 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
OM, @ttor ii^ w 0 11 k 0 It 0 0 3 0 2 0 
a,s. 21 5 2 3 3 0 2 1 it 1 
fotal loe? 658 302 250 169 12ii 120 8S 81 75 65 
*3jM5lades fire, btims, asad explosions. 
I^ncludes grownd, street, road, walk, and bridge. 
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402, or ?1»6 percent, occurred in buildings, Thos© probablj 
«ere the result of falls. The category ground, street, road, 
walk, or bridge included 58, or 10.3 percent, of the fractured 
falp Injuries, For 56, or 10.0 percent, of all th& fractured 
hip fatalities., the veMcl©, object, or ©lement Involved was 
not stated. The category ground, street, road, walk, or bridge, 
and th© category not stated probably included maiij falls. 
Autoaobll© accidents accounted for 2B»2 percent of th© 
338 thoracic fatalltiesi tractors accounted for 10.0 percent 
of such fatalities, and other motor vehicles, 7.9 percent. 
Thoracic Injuries reported In connection with motor vehicle 
accidents probably resulted In many cases from the body of th© 
accident vietla being throisn against the steering wheel, dash* 
board, or othesr projection? whereas in tractor accidents, the 
thoracic region .of the xrlctlm was probably crushed by th© over­
turned tractor. 
Owr one half of th© fatal Injuries involving automobiles 
were head injuries, nearly 12 percent w©rd thoracic injuries, 
and another 11 percent were spinal injuriss. A combination, of 
the categories multipl® injuries, severe shock, and heiaorrhag® 
accounted for another IS percgat of the automobile fatalities. 
Of the 658 fatal accidents occurring in build.ln,gs, 402, 
of 61.1 percent, resulted in fractured hipsj 70, or 10.6 percent, 
resulted in. head .injuries! 47, or 7.1 percent, resulted in 
asphyxiation C5.6 percent had resulted from suffocation accord-
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Ing to data In Table 40)| and 54, or 5.2 percent, resulted in 
fraeturtd extremities, Infnrwation in Table 40 also Indicated 
that the accidents in build!.ngs were due to falls in 90#6 per» 
cent of the cases. Palls probablj resulted in many broken 
hips* 
D««th was caused by tbaracie injury in 28,2 percent of 
the tractor accidents, and by asphyxiation in 8,»5 percent. 
Probably the Tictlm was asphyxiated beeaua© he was pinned undes? 
th@ tractor* Psrhaps soffl© victims would have suririved if some­
one had been at the accident scene to the tractor off of 
the victim* Death rcjsulted from head Injuries in 24.2 percent 
of the tractor accldsnts* Spinal and multiple injuries each 
acooiinted for about 10 percsnt of the tractor fatalities. 
In the category fire, burns, and explosions two thirds of 
the fatal injuries wero froa biarns and asphyxiation. About on© 
fourth of the fatalities were the result of explosions as was 
Indicated In the discussion of Tahle 43# 
In the category ground, street, road, walk, or bridge, 
fractured hips accoimted for S8, or 34.3 percent, of the 169 
Injuries! head Injuries accomitsd for 26.1 p©rc8Ht| and 
spinal injuries,, 8,9 percent of the Injuries In this category# 
Yhe distribution of injuries tsaa about the same in truck 
fatalities as In automobile fatalities with S4,.7 percent of 
th© truck fatalitias InTolving head injuries| 12.9 percent 
inirolvlng spinal Injurlesi and 10.8 percent invol-^ing thoracic. 
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Drowning and asphyxiation accounted for 94.2 percent of the 
accidents In ifhich water was the element, |Fatal farm machinepy 
accidents had about the aame distributlcn of injuries as did 
motor irehlcles, with the exception that th©r© were only about 
on© half the percentage of head Injuries from farm machinery 
accidents as from taotor vehicles. Of the farm machinery acci­
dents, 29,6 percent resulted In head,injuriesj 13,6 in thoracic 
Injuries, and 12,5 percent in spinal injuries. 
Of Injuries from guns# 40,7 percent Involved head Injuries, 
30,9 percent Involved thoracic injuries, and 11,1 percent in­
volved abdominal injuries. Of the Injuries to persons which 
Involved animals, 29,4 percent w@r© head Injuries, 14,7 percent 
were thoracic, and 8,0 percent wsre abdominal. 
Of th© 65 fatal injuries Involving weather^ electrocution 
by lightning accounted for th© largest number, 28, or 43.1 
percent. Heat prostration and exposure to cold each had 12 
cases, or 18,5 percent of th© fatalities in this classification. 
Fractured hips, probably as a result of slipping on ic@, were 
th© cause of 6 cases, or 9.3 percent, of the weather fatalities. 
Head injuries, asphyxiation, and thoracic injuries ae-
counted for 57.1 percent of th© fatal accldants in the category 
ralscellaneous objects. The largest number of accidents in which 
the vehicl#, object, or element vi&a not stated resulted in 
fractured hips. These fractursd hips probably occurred to older 
persons who sometimes lived alone, and it may have been dlffl-
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cult to determine th.® vehicle, object, or element involved. 
Although considerable information was obtained by ana-
IjElng the nature of fatal accidents and the nature of Injuries 
it appeared that there was littl® to be gained by a study of 
factors contributing to fatal accidents, A lack of information 
was apparent, lo contributing factor was specified for 885, or 
8J«,S percent of the 1087 fatal automobll© accldentsj for ,481, 
or,73*1 percent of the 658 fatalities involving buildings; for 
238, or 78,7 percent of the 302 tractor accidents! and for 140, 
or 55*9 percent of th© fatalities involving fir©, burns, and 
explosions, Siiillar figures were found for the other catego* 
rl©s*^ 
Details concerning factors contributing to fatal accidents 
may have been wnknown to the coroner, or perhaps they *er© not 
.muppHed b«cauae the death c#rtifloat© forai did not ,require 
them#' Inforisiatlon.which was given was so varied that it could 
not be grouped in a satisfactory manner* 
, If the contributing factors associated with fatal acci­
dents and the nature of th@ accidents w©r© paired together it 
would probably provld.© the best interpretation. However, 
becaus® of the difficulties involved in grouping the data, 
such a plan of pairing would involve a listing of individual 
accidents and. contributing factors. Such a listing probably 
would not provide th® basis for helpful generalizations. 
%ablss giving availabl® information about contributing 
factors associated with fatal accidents are shown in Appendix D« 
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fables giving available information about the coatributing 
factors laaj ba found in th© Appendix. 
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IMPLICATIOIS FOR SAPBITY EDIJCATIOl 
In deteraining the Iraplications for safety ©ducation of 
Information concerning fatal accidents, w© ahould assume that 
most fatal accidents can be prsvented. fh®!*© probably are a 
few cataclysms# catastrophes, and other occurrencts whloh re­
sult in lo a of life end against wMeh. man has not learned to 
defend himself completalj, auch as lightning and tornado* W® 
must also asstim® that a psraon cannot consciously avoid a fatal 
accident unless he Is awar® that a,'hazard exists* 
When a hazard is discover«,d mm ahould either ellfflinat® th® 
hazard or devls® ways of living w.lth It* This study has been 
of an exploratory nature# using death eertiflcates as a sourc® 
of accident 3.nformatlon# Presumably thea© data concerning fatal 
accidents and factors associated with these accidents i?ill be 
helpful in recognisslng hazards which r®sult in fatalities* 
Locating and ellsninatlns hazards is only one phas® of farm 
safety education* We must recognize that ©very educable person 
from infancy through old ag© should be taught to recognize 
accident hazards* W0 must further reallz© that means of avoid­
ing accidents resulting in fatalities can be learned. Finally 
we should recognize that people can he ototivatsd to reduce 
hazards and the resulting fatalities* 
A .philosophy for a farm safety prograii was described by 
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the Ohio Parra and Home Safety Cofflmittee as follows 
Safety Is an attitude of mind as well as the 
conditions mder which a persen works.. In fact,, 
it ia more than just an attitude of taind» It Is 
ail attitude toward th© worth of an Indit^^ldual# 
whether it be of his attitude toward himself or 
toward another person. As old as recorded tiistorjf 
the question has "been repeated,, "Am I my brother*® 
keeper?" 
One of our greatest factors in cutting th® 
accident rate in rural areas of our sfcat® will be 
the high regard for human ^alueg and a lens© of 
responsibility for our safety and th© safety of 
those around us*' The happiness and contentment 
of Iridlviduals and families will hair© a great 
deal to do with the safety habits of Individuals 
and families# W@ ara concerned with safety 
because W0 are concerned with the human and 
spiritual worth of each individuals 
Age 
The data relative to the age of victims of fatal acci­
dents offered striking comparisons, Th© high rat© of death 
for the very yc^ung and the aged persons suggests that caiises 
of their deaths should b© ©xamined more thoroughly. Because 
of the relative helplessness of persons in th®s© age catego* 
riea, all persons need to b© reminded of their responslbilltlea 
to help the very young and th© aged to avoid fatal accidents. 
It must b$ reraombered that most of the accidents to these two 
groups occurred in the home area# Parents or other persona 
responslbl© for the care of chlldran under on© year should 
not© that of th« fatalities occurring between midnight and noon. 
•J 
•^Ohlo Farm and Horn© Safety Coramltte®* Handbook of 
suggestions for a county farm^and home safety coramittee. 
Publisher not indicated, n.d, (Mlm@o. rept*) p, 1, 
Ig? 
two be.tw««i mlttolght snci 7 a^sta, par-aiits 
ppolsably w«re aal^tp# Mssf of those deaths »t!=« sttfibated to 
I Se/'i l-.H# 
Almat i» af fatalities ©f thi? c ldi?«ii of 
«g#s I tfj 4, turtag, tl» pmrlad fmm -liltolght t© aooai «».r« 
F@coyd®4 for fchs tMitj* 11 ot 1® a#?®, when sot.b/^rs pmhpM:y w%-m 
hmj pmp9.rlmg tli« aeoa Alss^ mm a liigbtr fniabei* 
of fct«lttt«3 tlt« 1 t© 4«"mge .fcfrotip for the te'Ur from 5 to 
S p*{s# fMs tilso msj be ag«fieiat®<l itlth tli# titae mhrnm a«als 
•w«S'« pF«par#d» f9rhm?» 'Sti ©ffcipt ilioialci. b« aiscl© to h®¥® 
cl">ll<lF«fi plsy ga8i#Sj» watch or ®B,gag# In ofchsr 
whieh ®y® ii©t hii.aar-ioisa ^.a^l-ng timm srlttenl beafs 
wliafi itisth«T*8 ar# tJiwy, 
fti® larcoat twaij#!* 9f f«tilltl«s f-^/r P'fpTsm-m ©••?•? IB 
meufmd tmn 9 10 s»ti, fhm high the aftei^sori trom 1 
to 6 p»i3« f^ f.cnvT&d frtisi 4 te D i'j.li, Fovliape m l3F$ai£ ia tlati 
dailj r-' 't 1ri> ah«ur 3 e*el.0©k la %b» s't 4 0*.eloclc 
Is tti® wmlri F«d!jc« l;h® nmmhmv of fatslitlas in tills 
«.g« gmuprn M. pmtmlti sn«elc, such tm milkg. a brief rsst p#fl©i., 
#? « atiBwlaiit such •§ e©ff»« tm sight toe A 
p&Temutm^ of p#i*soii« av»y fS jears of aifn «ho fetal 
a«ctd@fits *«!«# wl{to*«i<i sricl ppol>fi}ly lived mlnnm* fhs tmnr of 
tb» aeeiidut was not speeiflsd foP laert them Ki- ,p»Fe«nt 
#f tli« p9Tm^ns Qwmf f#ftr,s of e.g©» no •-!>»© « th® 
«f t!i« aeoident# It atgilt hm wis© to atlweat® tii« 5i«# of 
sEt«  ^ a t.qlo'oh/^ R«s is %#-iy0©»s mnB In mssij c.as«« 
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aged persons could be better cared for in nursing homes than 
in their own homes. They may be ©tob happier in nursing homes 
one© they are established, but they n©@d to be educated to this 
point of view. 
Aged persons often may be too proud to admit that they 
need to b@ cared for by someon© else, False prid® may also 
prevent tliem from using glasses, hearing aids, or walking aids 
when needed. Failure to us© these aids could precipitate falli 
which.might rtsult in death. Often inadequate diet among aged 
persons results in a deficiency of calcium, phosphorus, iritamlns, 
protein, and other bone and rauscl© building materials. If this 
lack of proper nutrients exists, bones may be weak and other 
deficiencies may occur in the body. For persona with inadequate 
diet, accidents are probably greater in number and more sever® 
in nature. Positive attitudes concerning the need for glasses, 
for canes, for hearing aids, and for an Inereas® In the propor* 
tiqn of foods rich in calcium and other nutrients should result 
In greater safety for aged persons. The use of hand rails for 
all stairways, ©llralnatlon of open stair wells, use of non-slip 
floor wax, and ©llmlnatlon or safeguarding of scatter rugs 
Would further reduce th# possibilities of fatal accidents 
resulting from falls, 
A large number of fatalities and a high rate of fatalities 
were reported for persons in the age groups 15 to 19 and 20 to 
24, These periods in the life of young people Include rapid 
physical development and maturation. In th© attempt to assume 
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adult bebavlor without a background of @xper!.enee errors In 
judgraent frequently are made* Because of th© rapid physical 
deirelopmeiit persons 15 to 19 years of age often are physically 
awkward. Properly chosen exercises and games taught to yoimg 
people of these ages in physical education classea help them 
defelop coordination* Most persons 15 to 24 years of age hav® 
a problem of reconciling; physical d©¥0lop«8nt with Judgment, 
Persons in this ag© group had many street and highway accidents. 
Many c>f these accidents ar© probably due to errors In Judgment, 
©specially In the relation of time and spe«d» 
Automobll® driver training courses have don© much to 
impmT© the safety record of persons in this age group. Pur* 
ther emphasis Is needed upon such courses, Siiailar instruction 
Is needed in the operation of farm tractors and their implements. 
Ivan though the tractor operator may hatre completed a driver 
training course, he should understand that farming operations 
with tractors on Irregular terrain are quite different from 
those of driving an autoaoblle on a relatively smooth roadway. 
Problems in the safe operation of a tractor involve the under*-
ataoadlng of forces affecting the equilibrium of a tractor, 
Th#s© need to be carefully analyzed and demonstrated for ®ff«c« 
tlv© t©aeh3.ng of safe operation of tractors. The use of films 
showing overturning! running off the roadway, or collision 
egpeclally If don© with a ciri@rama type of presentation would 
help develop judgment in the use of motor'vehicl®® and tractors. 
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Members of the 15 to 19-ag© group hava their largest num* 
her of fatalities the third hour after beginning work, hoth 
In the morning and In the afternoon. Thus a planned rest 
period seems desirable earlier for them than for the other 
groups• ^ 
Members of '^th© EO to 24-ag6 group need to he .saore alert 
during th© first hour of work in the morning baeaus© th«y have 
a peak of accidents at that time# Perhaps late hours th® night 
before, or preoccupation with other interests add to hazards 
during the first hour of work in the Btomlng, Th® first thre® 
afternoon work hours wtre the most dangerous for the 20 to 
24-*ag0 group* A mor© comprehenslTe study- should be mad® of 
fatal accidents of parsona in this group to determine why th© 
pattern of fatalities is different.' Corrective aeasures could 
then be r©co!araen4®d» 
The 15 to 19 and the 20 to 24-ag® groups had many fatal-
itl®i during th® hours from 'Sidnlght to' 7 a*m. Many of thes# 
accidents occurred on a street or highway* More driver train* 
-
ing might prevent many of these accidents. Such training should 
stress the problem of night driving,., with laboratory periods to 
include supervision in night driving* 
Programs in PPA, PM, 4-H and other groups of rural yoUng 
paopl® should includ© plans for autotisobil® safety education. 
Many instructors of w>oational agriculture now Includ© auto-
mob il@ safety ©ducatlo^n in their prograias. Perhaps all teach"-
s.ea n@@d to examln© more thoroughly the problems of night 
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driving and other specific driving difficulties peculiar to 
persons of felgii school and young adult ages# 
Sox and marital status 
About 80 percent of the fatal accidents occurred to mal©®. 
Married males and single males had about the saai© numb©!* of fa-
talities. About 60"percent of the aocldents to single taales 
occurred on the street or highway and 21 percent oii' the farm. 
For married males there were 46 percent on the street or high­
way, and 39 percent on the farm. Single males In each 5-y@ai» 
aga group from 20 to 64 had rates of fatal accidents nearly 
twice as high as the rates for married males in ©ach of the 
corresponding age groups, fh© higher rate of fatalities of 
single fflalds suggests the Tiedd for a studj to deterBiine why 
this situation ©ssists. Accidents which occur on tha street 
.and highway should b© analyzed, particularly in relation to th© 
15 to 29-age group. Such a study should detemin© causes so 
that such accidents can be prevented. The large nuraber of 
fatal aeeidenta on the farm to married males also suggests a 
n©@d for a further study. Men working on the farm and away 
from hoM® probably ar@ exposed to more hazards than women^ A 
study of the hazards of men and those of women p^bably would 
disclose eauaas of such aceidants.. 
\jlous@wlves and other members of the family should b® 
aware of th© high rate of fatalities for males, and should 
call attention to hazards on the farm. Other membera of the \ 
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faallj should strongly encourage men and boys to wear proper 
clothing, and to develop safe work habits such as using power 
take-off shields and other safety devices. Educational program® 
for homeiaakers should Include a unit on safety for the family# 
Women should study thoroughly the hasards encountered by male 
Uismbers of the family so that they can discuss the hazards 
Intelligently with the men, Th© nagging approach is probably 
not effective. Women could encourage th© men to take a break 
froa their work at critical hours by providing refreshments for 
a aorning and afternoon break. Family discussions of safety 
should be held frequently. 
Occupational status 
Farmers with 53,7 percent, and retired farmers with 15,3 
percent, had 49 percent of the fatalities l.n<3luded in this 
study. Moat of the fatal accidents to farm workers occurred 
while t^-'©y were at work on the farra. Most of the fatal acci­
dents of farm workers which took place when they were not at 
work occurred on a street or highway. The fatal accidents of 
retired farmers- while not at work occurred in the home area In 
about SO percent of th© cases* 
In relation to the occupational groups, the places v/hera 
fatal accidents occurred such as street or highway, farM, hom© 
area, and place for recreation or sport need to be analyzed 
ajor© ooniplately. It is possible that accidents in th© tioia© 
area are different for each occupational group. Hazards 
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associated with the actlultles of the persons in the occupation­
al groups while at work may be different from hazards of per* 
sons who were not at work* When such information is availabl®, 
elimination of the hazards may be posaibl©» 
Plac® 
There ware 39^2 percent of the fatal accidents on the 
street or highway, 27,5 percent in the home area,, and 2L , 
percent ,on .the farm#. For each S-j'ear ag© group from 15 to 64 
years of agemora fatal accidents occurred on a street or 
highway than in the combined home and farm areas, Hoa© ar@a 
«d farm fatalities occurred in greatest number to persons 65 
to 74 years of age. Persons or@r 75 had more accidents in th© 
hoM© area than on either the farm or on a street or highway* 
A mor® detailed study steuld be made to determine the hottp 
of the accident at a specified plac®' for each ago group. Per 
exaiapl®, were the street or highway accidents at intersections, 
driveways, or on th@ open roadj were tea© accidents on the 
stairway, or In the basementj and -were th© farm accidents in 
the barn, crib, granary, or in th© field* A hazard check 
list should be de-reloped for each age group. For example, an 
open water tank usually would not be considered a hazard for 
a man 30 years of age, but for young children it may b@ verj 
hazardous. Such hazard checlc lists would mak® It possible to 
remove many of the hazards which th© various ag© groups ©n-
Counter, 
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Month 
Th® ojontlily oocurpence of fatal accldsnts seems to offer 
soma useful Information for tsacMng principles of accident 
prevention* . It .would seem that the principles for the control 
of a skidding automobll© or preventIon of'tho skidding would b® 
th® same in January or Julj, only the actual hazard which 
caused the skid might b® different, fh© data need to toe analyzed 
In BIO re detail to detv^rniin®, If possible, what hazards existed. 
When the month of a fatal accident is discussed r0latlon 
to the plac© and th© vehiol©(» object, or element involved 
many Inferences can to© mad©^« During the summer and early fall 
months the street or highway accidents occurred in greatest 
Buaher, whereas for th© winter and early spring months th® 
least number of fatalities was reported^ Motor vehicles and 
tractors accounted for 90,8 psrcent of the street or highway 
accidents, Ov©r one half of th® fatal autoiaoblle accidents . 
occurred during the last five months of the year. Farmers and 
other rural residents probably need to b® reminded constantly 
that motor vehicle accidents ranked high in number and that 
th® hassards vary with the season. 
Fatal accidents In th© hoii® area were most numerous in 
January, Ifoveiaber, and Deeember, whersas th© fewest occurred 
during th© spring and summer months. Of the 658 fatal accl--
dents in buildings, 81,5 percent occurred In the home ar®a« 
Many of the accidents in the horae area Involved falls. Th© 
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data foP mcoldents concerning falls in the home area and other 
places may "b® ©xanilned to detemin© wh.@r® In ths horn© th# acci­
dents occurred, and what objects* or activltios m&re associated 
with falls* A similar examination and classification of the 
iiif©r®atlon concerning fires, burns, and explosions would be 
•valuable in determining hazards* Such information about 
hazards in .the home area which precipitated falls, and fir®, 
burnSf or explosions perhaps could b® related to months to 
determine what hazards are most iraportant during each season 
of-the year, 
CSh» largest number of farm accidents occurred during the 
lat© springj summer, and early fall months» Fara accidents 
wars primarily tractor, farm machinery, and accidents with 
animals» Of the tractoa? accld#nts, 6l»§ percent occurred on 
th® far« and niost of the others on th® highway* As might b® 
©xpecttd about two thirds of th© tractor accidents occurred 
during th® months from May through October# lost of the farm 
machinery accidents occurred.during th© months from July to 
lovember, inclusive# Ibotit four fifths of the animal accidents 
occurrsd on the faro and most of these were during the months 
from June through October* 
C.As would be expected the majority of the accidents on the 
farm occurred during th© months fro-ia July through October#,-
Thes© ftccidents involired tractors, farm machinery, animals, 
and water. Production of crops is the main business of farming 
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during these months. (^h®ck lists could b© developed showing 
th© aoeident hazards related to preparing the soil, planting, 
cult lira ting, harvesting, and storing of crops# This would 
result in a listing In seasonal sequence of moat of the work^ 
accidents on the farm. 
DaJ of weak and hour 
The largest number of fatal accldants per day occurred on 
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday* However, during th© hours 
froa midnight to 7 a.ra, there were 59.2 percent more fatal 
accidents on Sunday than on Friday during th© same period, 
fhe largest total number of fatal accidents occurreid on Sat\ir-
day during the hours from 7 a.m. to noon. On Friday the 
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largest total was from noon to 6 p.m., whereas the high fig* 
urea for Wednesday and Saturday w©r© from 6 p.m. to midnight. 
These extremes in numbers of fatalities are in part at least 
th© result of motor Tehlcle accidents. 
Safety programs could contribute to safety by suggesting 
that persons plan trips to avoid days and hours of the week 
which haire a high accident potential. 
Special holidays 
On special holidays there was a 7,5 percent increase in 
the number of accidents in buildings and a 5.0 percent increass 
in fatal automobile accidents, but a 1.4 percent decrease in 
tractor fatalities, aa compared with the average for 1947 to 
1953, An analysis of the data concerning accidents in tto.® days 
pr»0C0ding and following the actual holiday could be aad® to 
detertnin© the factors associated with the accidents. When a 
long w©©k«-0nci is involTed there may b@ significant differences. 
Special warning could be igsiied. if the data so indicated. 
The present information fflaj be insufficient to warrant conclu* 
sions. Information for additional years would b@ helpful* 
?ehlelO)» object, or ©leia«nt 
In th® dlscuaslo.n of the raonth. of fatal accident in 
relation'to place and th« vehicl©, object, or element involved 
several iiBpllcations wsr© s-uggestsd# Howeirer, sow® of those 
items should b© discussed la relation to the total safety 
education program. 
Apparently many safety programs for rural people have 
given very littl© attentioii to autooobil® accidents even 
though the fatal accident rat® for rural resldants is higher 
than that for other drlwrs. Information concerning th© number 
and rate of fatalitl©a in relation to the amount of driving by 
rural residents as compared •with other drivers has not been 
available,. and could bs liiv@stig®t®d. 
It appears that in many safety activities the only attempt 
to reduce the number of fatal accidents was to check automo­
biles for defectiv« parts, fhls may proiaot© the mistaken ld®a 
that poor mechanical condition of th© autoia^biles is th® 
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primary cause of fatal accidents. In the United States,^ 
figures for 1953 show that 96,7 percent of the - automobiles 
Involved In fatal accidents were apparentlj In good condition, 
Macduff,^ Motor Vehicle Commissioner for the stata of 
New York reports J-
Prom my obserTatlon of our accident statis* 
tlcal studies In lew York State, I bellev© 90^ of 
Tur fatal motor vehicle accidents could be ©lim-
Imted If *0 eliminated three basic violationii 
speeding, driving on th®^ •wrong side of the road 
and driving while not having the right of way. 
Similar information could be compiled for rural rtsldenta 
of Iowa, Reports of all highway fatal accidents are filed with 
the Iowa Bureau of Motor Vehicles, as required by Iowa law# 
When such data are available, then a more precise educational 
program in automobile safety can be develop©:;:. Certainly 
campaigns -to keep motor vehicles in good mechanical condition 
should not be ignored, but greater emphasis must be placed on 
problems having to do with proper operation and the ©li:ffllna-
tlon of hazards. Skill tests for £3-tralght line driving, close 
q[uart©r maneuvering, and turning, as outlined in the Ohio 
PFl Highway Safety Project® would seem to be a desirable method 
%he Travelers Insurance Goapanles. Misguided mlasl©s. 
The Travelers Insurance CompaniesHartford# Conn, 1955# 
p. 17. . , , 
^lowa Petroleum Industries Committe©, Has the ,dr.©aa 
b®oom® a nlghtmar©? Iowa Petroleum Industries Committee# 
Des lolnes, Iowa, 1955, p. 3# 
%hlo Association, Putur® Farmers of America# Highway 
safety project, Ohio Association, Future Pariiers of l:m.eriea. 
62 Stat® St,, Columbus, Ohio#;, (1955,) p, 6-11# 
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of reducing the number of automobile fatalities, W© used 
similar projects for rural people of all ag«s* 
Quiz programs sesra to be a popular form of entertainiaent 
on radio and tels'rislon programs and offer an exc©ll«nt oppoj?* 
tunity for promoting safety. Many popular conceptIons of causes 
or conditions existing when fatal automobile accidents occur 
are incorrect. The use of a few questions concerning safety on 
quiz programs would probably b® interesting to the audience and 
useful In the dissemination of correct safety Information, 
Some implications concerning safety programs mxd fatalities 
with tractors and farm machinery haT© been discussed, fhe 
large percentage of tractor accidents which occur on ro.adways, 
S6,4 percent, shows a need for rules of th© road, or warnings 
which will reduce this toll. The surest way to avoid high-way 
tractor fatalities ?^ould h& to build, separate lanes for farm 
traffic, but this may be too ©xpensiva to b® Justified, Since 
this -will probably not be don©, perhaps distinctive blinker 
lights would help to indicate a glow moving tractor. For day* 
time operation a tall pole with a red flag is recommended,, but 
a distinctive blinker light would probably be more ©ffsctiv®. 
Certainly reflective lighting as now being recommended should 
b© placed on all farm vehicles used on roadways,- This refl®C'-
tlve lighting should b© supplemanted by clearance lights and 
headlighcs for use whenever visibility Is poor,- P-erhapa farmers 
should be allowed to place caution signs along the h.lghway to 
warn Motorists when the highway is being used by a farm v®M» 
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el©» Tha farmer, would need to t'emow these signs promptly 
when tiiey are not needed or the signs would probably lose their 
©ffeetlwaess. 
Of the accldeats Involving water and related objects^ mor© 
ttmn one half occurred on th© faria. Most of these accidents 
were reported for th© months from May through August# It is 
during these months that both children and adults spend much 
time outdoors and seek relief from heat by wading, swlamlng, 
or playing in the «at©r» Touag children often irewn in water 
tanks and In small streams# Older children and adults ar® the 
irictias in the larger bodies of water. Over one half of th# 
boat accidents occurred in lay# As might be expected, most of 
the accidents with boats were not on the farm# 
Drownings which frequently result from Improper super­
vision and inability to swim ar© preventable accidents# Small 
children could be protected from drowning in stock tanks by 
covering most of the tank and providing guards in the openings 
through which the water is available. Perhaps swlniaing pro­
ficiency should be required at school^ for all children who ar© 
physically fit# Perhaps all operators of boats should be 
licensed on the basis of a proficiency test which includes th® 
proper use of life saving equipment# Proficiency In swimming 
and/or the proper use of life saving equipment could b© a 
requirement for a fishing license# 
About 50 percent of the gun accidents occurred on th© 
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farm and about 36 percent In th© home. Further studies maj 
reveal oore specific Information as to the actual place of the 
accident. Information deseribiiig the activity which resulted 
in the discharge of th© gun aho^uld make ©ducational programs 
related to guns more effective# dmi olutos, th© National Hifl® 
Association, and other organizations have don© much to teach 
baginnera how to us® and handle gun® safely,. Perhaps ©very 
person who usas a gua ahould b® required to have a license. 
In that .eas® th© ability to pass an ©xaml,nation in th© safe 
handling of guns should be a requlrefflent for obtaining the 
licens©* 
Accidents du© to weather include exposure to cold, heat# 
lightning, or wind* Most of these occur froa May to August, 
inclusive# learly on© half of the victims of weather accidents 
were struck by lightning* Many of these deaths could have been 
prevented by following the known precautions* Hural persons 
probably need a seasonal reminder of the places where lightning 
Is most likely to strike. Such information could be provided 
In n©ws releases to th© press, radio, and television* 
Factors which suggest causes 
fhe actual caua® of a fatal accident Is almost laipoasibl® 
to determine becaua® the key witness is no longer living* How­
ever it was hoped that some indication of the cause could be 
inferred from Information provided by death certificates* We 
know that 60*9 percent of the tractor fatalities resulted when 
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the tractoi' overturned, upset, or ran off the roadway. This 
Is iaelpful information, but whj the victim made his final erroi* 
in Judgment is not toown# Even so, w© should warn others of 
situations which could have caused a particular fatal accident* 
In order to provide Information concerning the probable 
eauses of fatal accidsnts, someone should b© charged with the 
r#spoiisiblllty for deteriainlng such causes. This person and 
his staff should be professionally trained to do this type of 
work. Perhaps training sirallar to that given officers In th® 
Federal Bureau of Investigation would be giiitable, Probablj 
ft knowledge of physiological conditi-^ns which result in death 
would be needed. Many cases •would require sufficient knowledge 
of physics and engineering to determln® th© effect of complex 
forces on many different materials. The ability to obtain 
reliable information from other persons would be neoded, 
espeeially when an extended laps® of time occurred between th© 
tlm© of injury and th@ tla© of death* 
Perhaps.tha qualifications would demand such a variety 
of abilities that a team of persons with several apeclaltios 
could mor© effectively dfttermine the probable causes of some 
fatal accidents, Spaclal forias could b@ developed which would 
provide tmiformlty of information and yet allow for recording 
of variations for each accident. If such information w©r© 
available, a bsttar basis would be provided for planning 
an educational program In safety than is now possible. 
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The.present study was wndertakan to detemine some of th© 
factors associated with fatal aeeidents of rural residents of 
Iowa during 1947 to 195S, inolusiv©, using death certificates 
as a souro© of information. Rural residents as used in this 
study Included all inhabitanta of 'unincorporated places, and 
all farmers, retired farmers, farm laborers, or family members 
of thes® persons living In incorporated places, 
Th© rat© of accidental death was calculated by multi­
plying th© rural farm population figures (tJ,S. Census for 
1950) by a correetion factor, 1»19, to obtain figures which 
were assumed to represent the population of this study as has 
been dascrlbed. 
The specific purposes of the study include the following! 
1, fo determine relationships of age, sex, 
marital status and occupation to fatal accidents, 
2, fo analya© location as a factor in fatal 
accidents# 
5, To summariEa data showing v^hen fatal accidents 
occur in terms of laonth, day of week, special holidays, 
'and the hour, 
4, To sumiaariz® data showing the vehicle, object, 
or element liiTOlved in fatal accidents,. 
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§• To determln® 3..f different types of farming 
areas show variation in numbers of tractor fatalities, 
6, To suauaarigie the data concerning natxire of 
fatal accidents. 
7, To suinmariz© the data concerning th© nature 
of fatal Injuries* 
8, To suggest implications for safety education 
based on the findings of this study, 
A cod© was developtd for the classification of farm acci­
dents t The data ao classified were tabulated by us© of 
International Business Machine Equipment. 
There were 3599 ao.cid®ntal deaths to rural residents of 
Iowa, as defined in this study, during the seven-year period 
1947 to 1953. In th© present study persona in the age group 
from birth to 4 years of ag© had the largest number of accl« 
dental daatha of any group,, but the rat© of death per 100,000 
rural unincorporated population was only 46,4. Th© lowest 
rat© of death for all ag@ groups, 20.5, waa reported for th@ 
age group 5 to 9, Th@ rates 57,6 for the ag© group 15 to 19, 
and 57.4 for the age group 20 to 24 were the highest for any 
of the ag® groups from 1 to 60 years of age. The rate of 
accidental death Increased rapidly from 112.9 for persons In 
the ag@ group 65 to 69 to a high of 2967,2 for persons age 90 
or more. This marked increase may suggest a need for greater 
vigilance by parsons over 65 to avoid accidents. 
Of all fatal accidents to rural residents of Iowa during 
im 
th& period of the study, 79,3 percent occurred to males, fb© 
15 to 19--y©ai» age gPoup of single males had th© largest nwinb©2» 
of fatal accidants. Married raales in each of the ag© groups 
had about tli© same total ambar ©f fatalitl©s as singl® mal«s 
in a comparable ag© group. However, the rat® of fatalities for 
all single males ages 20 to 64 was aearlj twle# as liigla as th# 
rat® for married males of the sao® ag®B, 
Wfo«n the f-lctias of fatal aceldorats were classified 
aceording to occupation 1214> or 5S#7 percent, of th© 3599 
fatal accidents had occurred t© famersi which la twic® as many 
as for any ottiar occupational group in this study. Retired 
farmers were next highest in the oceupatl©nal classification 
with 5S0 cases, or 15.5 percent. Of all fatal accidents includ­
ed In tho study SSM# or 62,6 percent occurred to th® male 
farmers.# retired farmers, farm laborers and pupils. More than 
two thirds of th© fatalities of thes# malts occurred when they 
w©r© not at work. 
Of the 3599 fatal accidents investigated* S9,2 percent 
occurred on tlm street or highway, 27,5 percent occurred in 
the hom© area, and 21,7 percent occurred on the farm. About 
43.6 percent of the fatal accidents of all chlldr@ii» ag«s 5 
to 9 wero on tho street or highway, but children 10 to 14 had 
44,4 percent of their fatal aeeldents on the far®, Young 
persons 15 to Z9 had 66,S percent of their fatalities on th@ 
street or highway. Persons over 7S had about 75 percent of 
their accidents in the home ar«a. 
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When all aal«s who were classified as farmers, farm 
laborers, and pupils wer© grouped tog©ther, slngl® taal©s, ag«s 
IS to 64 Inclmslv®, had almat 3 times as many fatal accident® 
on th© street or highway as they had on the farm# Married males 
had about th© same nuaher of fatalities on th© farm as on th© 
street or highway• 
For the sewn y»ars th@r« was an average ©f 4S»8 fatal­
ities per month and a rang® from 18 to 64 per «onth» fh« 
months in wb.ich the largest numbsrs of fatal accldtnts ooeurred 
w®re July, Atigust, and S®pt©®bar» Only two thirds as many 
fstal accidents wer# reported for Pebrmry as for the months 
with highsst figures# 
More accidents la th© hoa® area oeewrred during th© winter 
months than occurred during other moaths* lor® fam accidents 
were reported during the lat® spring, smwa«r, tod early fall 
months than during th® lat® fall and winter months# Sti»©®t 
and highway accidents war® mst nvmeroun during the summer and 
fall !tonths,» Of th@ a,celd©nts InvolviMig balldlngSi 81.5 p«r» 
cent occurred In th® hon®* fh@ largest nwraihars of fatal trae-» 
tor accidents oecurrsd la Mayi JTuly, and August* fh# figures 
for fatalities resulting froa flr«# burns, and ©xplosions seamed 
to vary directly with the seasonal need for the heating of 
how@s» Fatal farm machinory accidents occurred In greatest 
nambers during the months fro» July to lovember, Incltislve, 
lor« of the fatal accidents occurred on Friday and Satur-
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daj tban on other days of th© vmk, but mming accident fig-
wei w«r® highest on SatttMay and Sunday. Special holidays 
averaged 1,51 fatal accidents psi* day as compared to 1,42 
accidants per day for all other days. 
Between midnight and noon the age groap fro® birth to 
4 yeara of ag® had th@ largest nuiaber of fatal accidents for 
all hours and for all age groups. During th«. hours froffl 4 to 
6 th© ag0 groups from birth to 14 years had nearly one 
half of all their afternoon fatalities* Of the niornlng-isork-
hsur accidents of persons 15 to 64 yoars of ag®# SI percent oc­
curred during tha two hours befor® noon. Aft®riioo»»work-hour 
aocidents for th« ag# groups IS to i4 ©ceurrtd in th® greatest 
numbers b®tw®®ii 5 and 4 hut thsr® w&ve nearly as many 
from 4 to 5 and 5 to € p»®» 
When fatal accidents war© classified according to v®hlcl«# 
object, or ©lament InTolTOdj rootor Tshicles aooomted for 35ti 
percent of all fatal accidsntsf buildings ranked second with 
18»3 percent, and tractors third with 8.t4 percent* Th#re were 
nearly twice as Jiiany fatal accidents ini/olvliig tractors in 
1953 as in 1947, although th© ©stlmattd nuaiber of tractors 
increased only 30,3 percent during this time# From 1948 to 
1953 the number of fatal accidents resulting from fir®, bums,' 
and ©xploalohs decreaatd by alaoat 60 percent# 
About 95 percent of the fatal automobile accidents occurred 
on th© 8tr©«t or highway, and only 1#5 percent on th® farm. 
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whereas for trucks 72 percent occurred on the street or highway 
and 17 percent occurred on the farm. Of th# ^ 2 tractor fatal­
ities, 56«4 pereent occurred on th® street or hlghwaj and 61,S 
percent on the farm. 
In Maf ther® were nearly fire times as many traetor fatal-
ltl«s oH'the'farai as on the street or highway* Two thirds of 
all traetor accidents occurred h&twmn noon and midnight, fh® 
rat© of d«ath from tractor «ccld®nts was highest in the southern 
pasture area. Gounties having land with th® least slop® had 
the lowest fatal accident rate. 
Certain findings were of iBterest coacarnljig, the natar© 
of th© fatal accidents. Of th© automobll© fatalities 52,S 
percent resulted fj^a collision* Of th© tractor accidents 
60,9 percent involved overtuwilng# Of'the accidents in build­
ings 90,6 parc@nt were du© to falls. 
Head injuries, fraetursd hips and thoracic injuries caused 
death in Bore than on© half of all th© 3599 fatal accident eases 
reported, lore than one half of the head injuries i»®re th© 
result of autowjtoll© accidents. Of th© fractured hip fatal* 
Ities, 71,6 percent occurr®d in buildings, Autoaobll# acci­
dents caused 26,2 percsnt of th© thoracic injuries, tractors 
10 percent, other motor vehicles 7,9 percent, and guns 7,4 
percent. Vary littl© Information was provided concerning 
contributing factors associated with fatal accidents. 
In determining Itaplieatlons of th@se findings for safety 
education th© following aasumptions are aad#t iraost fatal 
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accidents can b# pr®VBnt@d| a person eanaot consciously avoid 
a fatal accident sinless he is aware that a ha^mrd ©xlsts| 
everj educable parson from Infancy through old ag© should b« 
taught to recognls;# hasardsf means O'f avoiding accidents c&n 
b® l@arii®dj and finally, p®©pl© can b® motivated to reduce 
haisards and th® resulting fatalities# 
Because of th® relatlw helplassness of the very young 
and the aged, it la reooaraended that persons responsible for 
their ear® b# informftd of the crltleal hazards for persona of 
th0s@ years, 
Becatis® children ages 1 to 4 had large number® of fatal­
ities at 11 to 12 ®.m, and from 5 to 6 p.m*, It ??ould appear 
that an effort should be ©ad# to have children watch t®l«¥lslon, 
play quiet games, or «hgag® In other relatively safe activ 
ltl®s during th»se erltieal hours when nothers are usually busy* 
For aged persons.,, a »idM©wriiiig and laidaftemoon r#st 
p«riodt a protein ®nack| or other r«fr9ahm®nt might be ©ffactlw 
in r®ducing th® number of fatalities at th©s# critical periods. 
Proper diet, th© us© of hearing aids, glasses, walking aids# 
us® of' non-slip floor wax, hand rails when nsededi and ellmln®-' 
tlon of ae&tter rugs would probably be helpful In reducing th© 
number of falls wiiich result in fatalities for older persons* 
Frequently ©ducatloh is a rsquislt® to accaptance of th®8® ld@as* 
Driver training courses for operators of tractors and 
their Implements should b# aTOllabl®, All driver training 
eouri®a should Includ® laboratory prae.tice In night driving. 
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The whole faallj, and ©specially the housewife, should 
conslsten^tly encourage the males to be inor© safety conscious. 
Th© houaewif© should sncourage the us© of prop&r clothings 
morning and afternoon breaks, and family disetisaioois of safety 
pyohlems,. Hazard check Hats aecordlng to month and plae© of 
accident could b© deTOloped for isBuing aonthly warnings about 
safety hasards« 
The dlstribiitioa and characteristics of fatal accidents 
aecordlng to days of the week, and according to th® vehicl®, 
object, or ®l@«©nt Involved slsotild he studied In gjp©at«i* 
detail• Perhaps on® i»@®ult would be that persons could b@ 
advised to plan trips to avoid days of the w@®k which hav@ a 
high accident potential. 
The staff with a red flag which Is rftcommend«d by safety 
specialists for farm tractors used on highways probably should 
b© suppleffi0iit@d by distincttiv® lights,, posalbly of a blinker 
type, fh® distlnetlv® refleetlire lighting recooiiaendsd for 
farm machinery when used on th® highway could b© supplem^nttd 
with ineandesesnt clearanee lights# 
Many drownings probably could b© pre^ent^d If all school 
ehildren w«re,taught to swim at an ®arly ag®.. Proficiency 
tests in swimming and/or th® us© of llf© saving equipment 
cotild b® required for operators of boats, and for persons 
obtaining a fishing lie©iis©. Perhaps ©very person who us©s a 
gun should b® required to haw a llcens® and to pass an exam-
Ination In the use of flr®arMs» 
IBl 
•fh# real eaus® or eatas#s of fatal accidents probably 
cottld b® d©terwlQ®d by a -p&r&on, or persons#, professionally 
trained for aecid«iit in%'-©stisatloa# Until sueh peraons ar® 
available tha coroners a&n do a much better job if charged with 
th© raapohsibility for determining th© cams© of accldtiits. 
Special forms for this p«r|>as® would need to b® designed. 
With B»r« detail#d lnforiaatlon airallabl© a more effeotlTe ®dm» 
©atlonal program could b® d®f®lo|J©d, 
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APPEIDIOIS 
APPSfDIX AI DEATH GERTIPICATSS 
Pigur© 2, Death certificate form used in 1947 and 1948, 
Illlllllllln 
SMajSiS^ City 
OnoHpaliBB 
DModeat 
{ FaOMT M««ar 
) fa. 1 iW 1 Year "S (b) Name «< biHlMad or wife 
"tertitiy CAUM 
Accidcnt Tkne Month* I Dmft 
Flac« of Accideot 
Manser ot lajary 
Natun of Isjuiy 
.'ttedical Attendant 
Funeral Director 
Socinl Sec. No. 
VS $ 
IOWA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH MvWmi wt Vkal Hfriirirt 
CCTiificatr of Destb 
1. VLACI or DEATH: 
<•) Comtf 
Lmtlktitlajrt la haipitil or i 
1» tkk eemmaoity 
a. mx »<AME 
znssr 8. -Cdee or Race I 6. (a) Su^ le. inamedT' widowed or aivoi 
. (e) If riiwe gtw age—-
T. Birtt date of «tec<ai<d (aap.. day, yr.). T« If iMf lhaa I'Sv 
—hw. .min. 
10. Vwal occupation 
11. 
) (State or foreiHB country) 
) (State orforciin country) 
<b) Addfew - (b) Date tbereof. (specify) (Month) (Day) (Year; (c) Flaoe of burial or creaMtian 
. Dittrict-. 
.-Filed Wo. -
%. V50AL MEStDEMC* (HOME) OT KCEASED: Wm —wbain iifaat gf«« feaMaca of — 
— (b) ( « )  (c) City or^ tuwB. 
(d) f (If mitrida r¥r or town 'write BVRAL aad j^ e town) 
I If rural give LOCATKIN) {•) If fbreifn bom haw long in U.S.A. 
(I) CMaea ei toeign miMtn?--
of « 
MEDICAL CERTIFICATION 
to. DATE or I»ATH.... (Mont^  WRITE OUT) (Dny) (time) £1. I CERTIFT that deadi occurred on the date above stated; that I at-
and that 1 mw DURATION of 
(Inciede peegnaney wttfiin 3 mtwth* of desA) OrERATUnf: Date ot -
Of evtntioD . 
Of* 
IS. If cztemal (*) 
Tia.IMoa.IDyi. 
t contributed to the death, Sll in the foUowtni! 
. (b) Date of. -(Accident, wicMr or hotniddf) 
(City or town) (Qounty) S^tate) 
1 puMw^ M (where?) .. gSs/'e) Injuied at woHc? (Yes o (f) Meam of injmy \(g) Nature ef infory 
Iowa Ucemed (M.D. <« other) 
(c) Date *iff"*d 
SfiCURITY ACCOUNT No. 
160 b 
o 
z 
DO NOT WKITI 
Primory Cause 
Place of Accident 
Monner of Iniury 
IOWA STATl DCPARTMIKT OF HEALTH bhrWea ef VIM Umlhttu 
Birtk No. 
CERTIFICATE OF DEATH 
STATE Of IOWA 
1. PtACE Of DEATH 
a. Cewrty 
State Fib No. 
b. CMt (If outskJe cerporot* Kmin, write RURAL ond ( c. 
M>i»> •< (H not in hecpitol or inititution, give street oddr«« or 
location) 
i. VtVAL DtWDCMCE (Where decetned lived. If imtituHcn: fesktence before" 
o-IMie b. Cewrty. odmitMon.) 
c. CHy (If outside corporate limits, write RURAL otkI give township) 
er 
Tew* 
(If rurol, give location) 
I.HAMI0r DteiAMD 
(Type cr Pfmt) 
ft. Celer er Race 
lOo. U««ei OccMpottee (Give kind of work 
done during most of working life, even 
if retired) 
7. Married. Never Merried. 
* (Specify) 
13. Pether's HeMe 
15. Was Deceased Ever in U.S. Armed Ferces? 
(Yes. no, or un- I (If yes. give wor or dotes of 
known) | service) 
14. Secial Secarttr Ne. 
•. Dale ef Wrtii 
(Month) (Doy) 
f. Age (In yeors 
lost tMrthdoy) 
I f Ortder I Yf. 
Mos. j Days 
(State or foreign courttry) 
14. Mothers Mridew Naa>e 
17. INrORMANTS SICMATURE 
M Oi 
o 
o 
It. Ceuse of DeoMi 
Enter only or>e couse 
per line for (o), (b), 
ar>d (c). 
'This does not m^an the mode of dying. tuch OS heart fatture, 
aathenia, etc. It 
means the dir^o*^. 
mfuiy. or complica-Htm which caused death. 
MEDICAL CERTIFICATION 
Directly Leadiwi te Death* {a)_ 
Antecedent Ceases 
Morbid condition, if a^, Dae 
eit>in« rise to the above 
cause (a) .Uatinfi the under* lywK rausf last. Dae 
11. Other Signiftcaat CowdlUews 
Condirions rmtrifmrine to the death bvl not 
related to the disease or conditiort causing death. 
19b. Meier findings of Opetatien 
llo. Accident 
Suicide 
Homicide 
21b. Mace of Iniary (e.g , in or about 
home, farm, foctory, street, office 
bidg.. etc ) 
21d. Time (Month) (Day) (Yeor) (Hou-' 
of 
Iniury m. 
21e. Iniary Octarred 
While at f—I Not while r—i 
work I—I ot work I—I 
22- I hereby certify that I attended the deceased /rom_ 
alive ()o_ , , —, 19 and that death occurred 
21c. (City, Tewn, •» TewntMp) 
M. Aatapey? 
Ye* D No O 
21t. Hew Did Injary Occar? 
19_ • that rkist saw the deceased 
23a. ATTENDANT'S SIGNATURE (Degree or title) 
—m.. from the causes and on the date stat^ aboue. 
iS. FUNERAL DIRECTOR'S SIGNATURE 
24c. Name ef Cemetery er Crematory 
23c. Data Signed 
24d. Lacetlea (City. town, or county) (Stole) 
Uceme Mambet 
24. Date Rtc'd by Lecel Registrar REGISTRAR'S SIGNATURE 
161-199 
APPEiroiX Bi CODES 
file code developed for this study was filed in the offic© 
or the Safety Specialist in the Iowa State College Department 
of Agricultural Inginoering, 
fhe Iowa Supplemental Code for Caus® of Death and th© 
Iowa Supplemental Code for Mature of Injury also are in the 
same fil@. 
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fabS® 53* Plaee of fatal aceidents on special holidays 
Plae© of accide-ufc lew jester Meiaor-. Independ- labor Arsais- fiianlcs- Ctelat— totel % ®£ 
Iear*s 
i M 
ial Daj mm Day 
I « 
lay 
M 
tic® Ily giidng 
1 M 
mm 
M 
f©tal 
ites 3 2 2 3 6 7 0 2 25 2f.il 
Fa» 0 0 h It 2 It 0 i 16 18, a 
Mine aad 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2«l| 
iMus trial place 0 0 I 0 0 0 1 0 2 z*k 
flac# for j^ creatioa 
and sport 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1.2 
Street and higlmy 1 1 8 1 5 7 6 33 38.7 
Public buiJJing 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 1.2 
l@sident institutiea 1 0 0 1 1 1 Q i < 5.9 
Otter spaeif'ied places 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
teteown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
Total 
Percent of total 
s 
9S 
3 
3.5 
11 
12^ 9 
M 
18. a 
11 
12.-9 
17 
20.0 
8 
9.5 
11 
12.9 
85 
100,0 
100.0 
fable 5k» feMcls, object, or eleiuent involved in fatal accidents by years. 
Cod«® feMcl©, objeet,. or elaaent 19^7 
M 
19k^ 
M 
19k9 
M 
1950 
M' 
1951 
M 
1952 
H 
19$3 
M 
total 
M 
lank 
01 Motor TOhicl#, n.s. 0 s 7 5 19 7 6 k9 1*4 Ik 
m Autc»obi3fi 157 UiS 157 175 lii6 138 166 1067 30.2 1 
03 Bicycla 1 1 2 /'• 2 h 2 2 Ik o*k 23 
Ok Motorcycle 3 7 f k k 2 5 32 1»0 17 
0$ MilKjad (nouBKJtor vehicle) 9 8 5 1 5 3 k 35 1,0 16 
f^raoter 27 3S 1|2 Ii3 kB 51 53 3^  8%l{. 3 
07 Tmcfe 21 16 21 33 19 19 15 12l| 3.ii 8 
06 ItaeMaiefy (fam)' 9 7 8 1^  16 22 12 m 2.ii 10 
m lacMnsiy (mafam) 3 2 1 1 § 1 3 19 0.5 21 
10 Mrcimft 5 6 6 0 3 k S 29 O.S 18 
11 ABiiaalit 10 16 IS 7 12 6 9 75 2.1 12 
12 tot 0 3 7 2 5 2 1 20 0.5 • 20 
13 Buildings 12i| 97 112 88 • SI 60 65S 18,3 2 
m llectricitj % 2 7 6 k • f k 36 1.0 15 
15 Fir®, bums,, e^lotlom 29 52 w 39 30 31 21 250 6*9 k 
u Food 3 1 1 6 1 2 2 16 o,k 22 
17 alareet, road, wlk. 
or brf.dge. - 31 28 if 29 18 23 21 169 k*7 6 
18 n 13 17 7 9 9 9 81 2.3 11 
19 lo^ sehold appliance, yaj?4 
p^ipront 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0»0 2li 
20 liseellaneous objects 17 21 30 16 33 13 16 126 3.5 7 
21 foison, ovejfdoBtc of mdicii* ^ k 2 k 5 Ii 2 3 2^  0*7. 19 
22 Water, related objects 12 12 16 26 22 M 111 120 3.3 f • 
23 Weather 11 9 6 3 15 fl 13 65 1.8 13 
00 B.S. 214 25 22 IS 30 27 36 179 5.0 5 
total k93 5k& 5k5 53tt 523 k?B 3599 100.0 
W^oT code of IBM (^ Iwrans k9f S0» Sl» 79# «d &)» s®® Appendix B. 
Table 55* feMcle, object, or element -involved in fatal accidents according t© 
special ixsliclgy,# 
Special- ia-oHdasr' 
fehiele, cbj,eet or lister leBoiw IMepend- • Arals- ftmkS" Ciurist-  ^of 
elsiient I«ar»® tal ence Ssiy tice Bay giving ms. • Total total 
» 1 M I 1 M M N K » 
liator vehicle, a.s.» 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0»0 
AmtOfflQbile k 1 1 k 1 6 7 6 30 35.2 
lieyele 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
Motoreycle 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1.2 
lailroad (aoaaotor vehicle) 0 0 1 0 Q 0 0 0 1 1*2 
frsctor 0 0 0 5 Q 1 0 0 6 7.0 
fmek 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
MackLneiy Cfam) 0 • 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 3 3.5 
iuDHfam) 0 0 • 0 § 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
A±T^ m£% 0 • 0 1 0 © 0 0 1 z 2.i| a 01 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0- z 2.4 
Boats 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 s. 2.% 
Buildings 3 2 2 3 5 k 0 3 22 25.8 
Electricity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
fire,, bttitis, e:^ losio3M 0 0 2 0 2 1 1 0 6 7.0 
Qrewid, «)ad, ml^ s 
&r bmdge 0 0 0 § 0 2 0 0 2 2.% 
Qmm 0 0 0 0 0 1 0- • 1 2 2.^  
lousehoM applia»:es,  ^
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
folSQSB  ^ overdose of oe^ ciiM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 § 0 0.0 
later, rela't®d objects 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
We«,tii®r 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 a 2.1  ^
Miscellaaeoms obj@et« 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2,h 
a.s» 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 
tstal 8 J 11 16 11 17 § u 8S 100.0 
Tabla 56. Hour of* fatal accident according to ag®. 
Ho'Ui* 
.Ag® 12 p.ffl,- 1-6" 2-3 3—4 4-5 5-6 S-9 9-id lo-ii il-12 12 a.m.-
1 a.m. a.a. a.ffi. a.m. a.m. a.m. a.w. a.a. a.m. a.Ht. a.m. a.». 1 p.a. 
I 1 • 1 1 I M 1 1 1 I » 1 I 
ll33d©r 1 mo» 0 0 0 1 2 1 3 0 0 2 0 1 1 
TJnder 1 fr* 1 3 2 1 8 7 3 2 2 4 1 4 1 
01-04 0 0 0 1 3 0 4 1 4 19 . 15 32. 10 
05-09 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 3 5 S •'6 s 
10-14 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 6 3 3 10 1 
15-19 1 13 8 4 5 0 2 5 8 10 5 8 10 
20-24 5 i 24 8 2 0 0 10 2 9 9 7 5 
25-29 1 4 8 0 2 1 3 4 4 4 11 11 7 
30-34 0 S 2 2 0 2 3 - 5 5 12 10 8 6 
35-59 0 2 2 1 . 1 • 1 1 • 3 5 6 7 S 7 
40-44 0 3 0 0 2 1 3 2 2 3 8 8 7 
45-49 0 1 3 0 0 0 2 1 5 2 .8 6 5 
50-54 1 2 1 0 2 1 0 5 4 7 12 - 11 6 
55-59 1 3 2 0 0 1 2 4 4 2 2 13 9 
60-64 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 6 8 B • 8 S 
65-69 0 2 2 2 1 0 2 2 6 7 15 11 8 
70-74 0 2 0 1 2 0 3 0 4 8 9 3 
75-79 0 2 3 1 1 s 1 4 7 11 15 6 3 
80-84 0 1 1 1 4 1 3 2 4 6 9 6 4 
85-89 0 2 1 4 2 4 2 2 1 12 4 s 3 
90-94 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 3 0 3 2 
95-99 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 
a*s. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 11 68 46 27 41 27 42 59 86 144 153 179 108 
fable 56, {Continued) 
Hour 
Ag© 1-2 2-S 3-4' 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-ii 11-12 n.s. fota" 
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.a. p.m. p.ra. p.«. p.ffl. p.». 
» 1 I 1 1 I I M I I I 
Dtader I mo. 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 4 16 
Und©r 1 jr. 4 4 & 6 4 3 1 0. 1 0 •2 20 88 
01--04 17 17 15' IS 26 m 15 5 1 1 2 43 258 
0§-0f 7 11 10 84 13, 10 8 3 2 .2 1 25 140 
10-14 5 10 12 17 15 8 •8 3 3 • --s • 1 27 141 
16-19 13 8 25 17 17 S 19 11 11 18 19 57 299 
20-24 11 11 14 9 .S 6 8 6 10 . 6 15 51 236 
2&-E9 S 8 12 8 14 10 6 6 4 3 10 24 168 
30-34 5 8 13 9 ; 13 12 7 3 0 2 5 24 159 
SS*39 10 6 9 12' 5 5 4 S 3 2 3 22 127 
40-44 4 5 IG 8. 3 § 1 2 2 4 25 115 
45-49 9 4 4 10 10 5 8 5 4 6 2 32 132 
SO-54 7 • §  11 12 11 9 2 4 1 3 0 44 • 161 
5S-59 6 10 11 14 10 6 8 3 • 1 2- 2 48 164 
60-64 9 5 10 IS 13 4 7 3 2 2 0 • 48 160 
65-69 6 8 7 10 •9 • 7 8 2 0 • 2 4 69 190 
70-74 IS 9 4. IS 13 5 4 9 6 3 1 100 221 
75-79 4 11 11 13 5 3 3 4 4 4 2 , 117 238 
80-84 S 5 S 8 4 6 1 9 0 1 4 153 241 
85-89 3 5 6 7 3 3 5 2 . 3 1 0 131 212 
90-94 0 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 0 0 0 65 101 
95-99 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 30 
n*s. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
T©tal 141 155 19S 227 201 129 128 86 58 63 77 1148 3599 
Table 57. Sour of fatal accideiat aecoitiing to the s©x and imrital status. 
.Msrl^ l static 
lour slmle m irMed WM StToreed l®tal 
M F M f I W M F 1 F 
12 p*««-l &»m. 7 2 1 0 1 Q 0 0 0 0 11 
1 a.m.-2 a.a. l»2 12 3 3 2 2 0 0 0 68 
2:*3 a.a. 23 3 13 2 3 1 1 0 0 0 l»6 
3-% a.iB. 12 0 5 2 5 0 0 0 1 0 27 
k"^  a.«. 17 9 8 1 2 0 0 0 0 III 
$-6 &.«. 10 2. 7 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 27 
6»7 10 9 3k 2 k 2 1 0 0 0 
7»8 a,a. 25 k 17 5 •5 3 0 0 0 0 5^  
ft"!* a .It. 28 2 39 8 5 3 1 0 0 0 
1^0 a.a. 53 10 53 6 35 6 1 0 0 0 HA 
10«11 a.Hb 38 • 76 10 11 6 3 0 1 0 153 
11-M a.a. B9 23 50 10 16 6 5 0 2 0 119 
12 a.a.-l p.*. m k 39 10 . ' 6 % 2 0 0 0 lOS 
1 p.a. ki 21 $k 12 ? 2 1 0 1 0 liil 
t -3 P*&* S9 m iS 10 li 9 3 0 1 0 155 
3-ii P.»« 80 19 11 13 S 5 1 0 1 0 lf5 
li-5 p.a. 71 20 9Q 33 18 n 2 0 1 1 22? 
S-4 p.m. 70 29 77 7 12 2 It 0 0 0 201 
6-? p.a. 3f W ko 9 12 k 6 0 0 0 laf 
7—8 p«sa» 5© 18 27 16 10 h t 0 1 0 12s 
a.s. 28a 66 352 223 126 IS 3 5 1 m6 
fatal IIB 310 1173 22S 106 2Q3 $6 k 17 2 IS99 
fable 58* Place of fatal aceidents accordir^  to veMel©, object, or elei;.eat involved* 
f2aeg 
WeMelBg ctojeet Boms fara Mine or Flase of Street Publie Resident Qther Unkaom 
or eiesert. 
H M 
quanj 
1 M 
mcrn and 
sport 
M 
and tay. 
M 
bMg# 
» 
imt. 
M 
spec* 
pMees 
H M 
fetal 
Attt® mobiles ts 17 1 3 3 im 3 0 3 5 1087 
BuSJtiii^ s 536 k& 1 t 0 5 a 56 0 2 658 
Iiactor 186 0 1 0 110 0 0 1 0 302 
Fir@,bwiss,e3Eplosloa 16^  67 0 3 0 3 1 k 0 3 250 
Sk> tre®t ,3md. 
61 •»al-^  or bridge SO 3 0 1 37 It 6 k 3 ' 169 
fpttek 7 21 0 2 0 90 2 1 0 1 
Water, ^ lat©d objectsll 6k k 0 © It 0 0 37 0 120 
lacMjaery (fam) 9 6S 1 0 1 8 1 0 0 1 88 
Qws 29 ill Q 0 0 3 1 1 3 3 81 
AnimM.'ls S 58 0 2 1 7 0 1 1 0 75 
Weatl^  22 32 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 It 65 
Motor ir#iie3e,, a.s» 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ll®ctrf>eity m 13 0 1 0 5 k 1 2 0 36 
E«d.lroSK4 0 1 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 35 
lot^ reycl® 0 0 0 a 1 30 0 0 0 1 32 
Aircraft 1 20 Q 0 0 I 1 0 It 2 29 
Poissa, overdose of 
aedieim 16 k 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 2k 
Boat 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 16 2 20 
achinery Ciionfar«) 1 5 3 6 0 1 0 0 3 0 JS 
food 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 2jS 
Bicrcle 0 0 0 0 0 lii 0 0 0 0 lii 
Miseellaiieous objeets 3h $6 2 2 5 5 6 5 7 k 126 
37 28 8 1 k k 6 Hi Ht 36 179 
Total 989 782 2k kB 16 1103 3^  9k 9B 96 3599 
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Table 59» Tractof fatal accidents according to hour, month# 
and plac#. 
Month 
"lay JtSe 7uly"~^ "lugr 
Hour F® S® F S PS PS P S .F S F S P S 
I I  I I  H I  I I  I H  I I  M i l l  
12 
1 a.ffi. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
4-5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6-? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
7-8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 X 
8-9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 
9-10 0 0 1 0 0 4® 0 4 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
10-11 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 4 1 2 0 1 0 1 2 
11-12 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 2 0 1 1 4 0 
32' a,m,-
1 p.m. 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 
1-2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 2 2 1 1 3 2 1 
2—3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0' 0 2 1 0 2 0 
5-4 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 
4-5 0 0 0 0 0 6 5 1 6 0 0 0 5 2 2® 3 
5-6 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 1 2 0 2 2 1 3 
6-7 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
7-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1^  0 0 1 1 0 2 0 
8-9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
9-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 
10—11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
11-12 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n.s. 0 0 2 1 2 1 4 1 8 0 2 3 3 3 2 4 
Total 5 s 4 7 6 § 18 8 41 7 11 11 21 20 20 15 
^Refers to tractor aeoidents on the farm, 
to traetop accidents on th® street or hlghwaj, 
®InelM®s on© accident which happened In an Industrial 
1^^ C0• 
<^ Iiicludes on© accident *hlch happened in the home area. 
®In.cludss one accident which happened in other specified 
place. 
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f able 59, (Continued) 
Month .. Sub-total 
Ho UP Sept. deti. IGV, Dee. n « s • fajS' '^ irett Total 
F® gb P S P s F s F s 
1 M I I I I I I I I I I I 
12 p.m,» 
1 a*ii« 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
4-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 3 
5-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6-7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 
7-8 0 0 0 0 2 0 G 0 0 0 2 4 6 
S-9' 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 •g 2 7 
9-lG 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 le 5 21 
10-11 2 1 s 1 % 2 0 1 0 0 16 9 25 11-12 g 0 4 1 0 0 1 0 0 19 i 24 
12 a.ia.-
1 p.m. 3-e G 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 7 9 16 
1-2 1® 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 11 9 20 
2-S 1 2 2 1 2- G 1 0 0 0 12 6 18 
3-4 1 2 3 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 14 6 20 
4-5 0 2 1 2 4 1 1 0 0 0 21 11 32 
3-6 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 IS 11 26 
6-7 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 S 6 11 
7-8 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 7 
8—9 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 § 3 8 
9-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10-11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 
11-12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 3 2 0 1 5 0 2 0 55 16 51 
Total 16 9 El 12 17 5 8 8 2 0 192 110 302 
®la-fers to tractor aecidentg on the farm* 
^Refers to tractor accidents on the str©®t or bighway, 
®Includes on© accident which happened in the horn® area. 
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Table 60« lumber -and rate of fatal tractor accidents for all 
counties according to type of farming area. 
of•farming 
Eastern W®starn lortli c«n* Iorth©ast Southern 
County livestock ll¥®stocl; tral -grain dairy pastur® 
I Rat# I Hat# I Rat® 1 Rate H late 
Adair • 1 » •m 4i» 5 39.0 
Adams «•> tm • « mm 2 20,7 
Allamakee m mm m m «• •mm $ 36.8 •» • 
Appanoos# m m mm mm mm 5 66.9 
Audubon & a 
Benton 2 8,6 m m w mm mm mm 
Blackhawk * ••m m. m • mm 1 5,0 mm 
Boone m. m- m 2 11.8 mm mm ' 
Brewer m • 3 1@.0 •» •V 
Buchanan 
- " 
-
-
2 13,2 -
-
Buena flsta 2 9.3 m m w - w 
Butl@r «n «w mm 1 5.3 mmt 
Calitoun • • 1 5,4 • mm . 
Carroll • • 1 5.4 * - mm mm m 
Caas «•» 
-
S 19.7 • m - - " -
Cedar 3 15.4 m m an mm «• • . Ml 
C®rro Sordo » m m • mm 2 10.4 •mm .. 
Cheroke© • 00 w 2 10,4 • mm m m mmt 
Chickasaw m m 1 7.5 mm 
Clark® m 
-
m «w 
-
m 
-
- 3 27.3 
Clay m. 'm 5 29,3 m ' •«. •Ml 
Clayton m • - 6 30.6 «. 
Clinton 4 15.4 «fe - • tm m mm 
Crawford m. 3 15,9 «• m • mm 
Dallas 
-
•W m 
-
2 10.1 - - M 
-
Davis «P W m m w - mm 1 12.4 
Decatur • «» » m m 1 12.5 
Delaware <•* «•! m m 5 30.6 « . 
Des Moines 2 16.7 m •» m • • 
Dickinson « 
- -
M* 2 18,1 •HI 
- -
mm 
Dubuqu© mm- • m, 1 6.6 • . 
Biamtt > 1 8,5 «M 
Payett© im •m « - «» 6 27,3 • 
Floyd *» - - - 1 6.5 - -
Franklin m - - 4 18.6 - mm «• * 
^Contained land in this alope group, but no fatal accidents. 
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Table 60, (Contlnusd) 
fype of farming 
Baatem Western lorth cen- Mortheast Southern 
livestock livestock tral grain dairj pasture 
I Sat® I Sate I Rat© N Rate N Rate 
Frmmont • mm 1 8,7 m » * m m 
Green® m . 4 22,7 m# • 
Grundy -a mm - tm . m '-MM m 
Guthri® •m . m. •» 4 25.7 
Hamilton mm 
-
«w 
- 4 19.3 - - - -
Hancock *• - 1 4.6 a. «« • 
Hardin m m 4 21,5 * m • 
Harrison • 7 56,3 «» m <* *• •m * 
Henry- 1 •r.5 m - m * • m -
Howard •m m mm m 
" -
3 23,8 - -
Humboldt m m m 1 6.5 a. •• 
Ida •m im 4 29.1 m 
Iowa S 28.1 • m •* • • m 
Jackson 48.4 mm . mm .. 
Jasper 4 18,7 «• 
- -
. -
- - -
Jtfferson « M* m * * 4 38,3 
Johnson JB. & •• m «• mm • m mm • -
Jonas « m • 3 18.7 m 
Keokuk 4 23.6 « m tm . . mm «-
Kossuth m 4m m m 5 14.9 
- -
«• mm 
mm m' mm m0 m m 1 8.0 
Linn 2 8,0 •m •mm . m m «ri» 
Loul®a 2 20.0 m m. m. •M 
Iiucas - mt m m • 3. 
Lyon • • 6 34.2 am «• 
- - -
Madison m im mm m. m • 2 16,3 
Mahaska 5 52,3 m <m « • m • 
Marion • Mir mm - •• 2 16,0 
Marshall 4 19.8 « . * mm > 
Mills 
- 4 32,0 mm - - mm - -
Mitchell - • •* • 3 19.5 • 
Monona - 6 34.3 mm w mm mm -
Monro# - • mm » • mm 3 45,3 
Montgomery m - 2 16.6 «• « « -
Muscatin® 1 6,4 m m • - wm . 
^Contained land In thla slope group. but no fatal accidents. 
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Table,60. (Contintted) 
. , , Tip@ of. f ftrmlag. • 
Saatern Western North lortlieast Southern 
Goanty llirestoeJE livestock tral grain dairy pasture 
I Rat® I Rat® I ' Rat® I Hat® I Rate 
0 *Bri«ii 2 10.8 * •> •k • 
Ose@0la * -m m • a mm mm •» 
Pag© •m m g 35.6 - •mm • mm - •• 
Palo Alto m m • 3' 17,4 » . • 
Plymoutli m 
-
6 21.9 «• m 
- -
mm 
Pocahoataa mm m S 25.2 • mm • mm 
Polk m * g 29.2 «• mm 
Potawattamie tm 6 82.3 m m • mm mm 
Po«©shlek 1 ©.3 m m. mi mm • w 
Ringgold m «w m mm 
• 
m 
-
2 22,1 
Sttc m 2 11.0 mm mm - m mm 
Seott 4 21,9 m, Mm m m. mm • • 
Shelby m •M 5 26.9 mm mm mm m • 
Sioux im • 6 23.8 mm mm . m. .. 
Story m 
- -
-WM 4 20.7 - mm 
- -
Tmma 2 a.4 •• m m «w m mm 
Taylor m » •m m * . 2 18.7 
Union m- • <m • *»• * 1 11,9 
?an Buren m •m m mm m S 37,5 
f/ap@llo mt » *• m ** • - - 4 43,6 
Warren mm « mm m 6 45,5 
Washingt'-»a 7 39.0 •• • mm - - mm mm 
Wayn# • mm •• m mm • 2 22,1 
Webstar •m • 2 8,7 '•I* * m. 
Winnebago m . • -
- -
6 39.9 - -
Winneshiek m. m «•* mm 3 15,8 • • 
Woodbury m m 4 17.3 - mmt *«» mm « * 
Worth >m m ' m s« mm • 
Wright mm m m 4 go,5 mm *» mm 
Unknown • 
-
mm •m m 
-
m -
-
Total 60 344. S 77 42.15 69' 313,0 52 316.0 53 630,0 
Awraga 3.0 17.2 3.7 20.0 3.0 15.7 2,9 17,6 2.7 26,5 
^Contained land in this slop© group, but no fatal accidents. 
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fable 61# lumber and, rat© of fatal tractoJ* accidents for select­
ed coantles according to slope of land. 
^ of land nflth slopQ 
' 18^ '"oF""«SrelT^ 'o^  
Coun,t|- 0-4^  slop® S-8^  slop® 9-13^  slop® 14^  plus' slop© 
I Rata I lat® . I Rate I Hat© 
Appanoos© 5 66.9 5 ' 66.9 5 66.9 
Au<iuboii m mt mm • 
Benton 2 • 8.6 2 8.6 — - - -
Bwna Yiata 2 9.3 m •m • •m m 
Cass 
" -
3 19.7 3 19.7 - mm 
Clay § 29,3 M* mm 
D®s Moines 2 16,7 * • m, 2 16,7 
Dickinson 2 18,1 m tm • 
Dubuque m 1 6.6 1 6.6 1 6.6 
Bjamet 1 8.§ 1 8.5 - - " -
Fayett® 6 27.3 m « m mm 
PranklIn 4 18.6 •m m m. - mm •> 
Guthrie • «. 4 25.7 4 25.7 4 25.7 
Hamilton 4 19.3 m - .. 
Hancock 1 4.6 «w 
-
- *• mm 
-
Harrison m 7 36.3 7 36.3 
Ida ** • 4 29.1 4 09.1 mm 
tfackson • 7 48.4 7 48.4 7 48.4 
Jasper m mm 4 18,7 4 18.7 4 18.7 
Keokuk 4 23.6 4 23.6 4 23.6 -
Koasuthi 5 14.9 im » •• 
Llrm 2 8.0 8.0 • 
Loulaa 2 20.0 * m 2 20.0 
Lyon 6 34. a m 4» » -
Marshall 4 19.8 4 19,8 m - mm -
Muscatine 1 6.4 •m •m m m m 
0 'Brien 2 10.8 m m m • m m 
Oaceola tm m m m , •» m 
Palo Alto 5 17.4 m im «» m 
Plyiaouth 
- -
6 21.9 6 21.9 6 21.9 
Pocahontas 5 25.2 m • m 
Sac 2 11.0 m 'Urn • • 
Souix 6 2S,8 6 S3.S m mat m 
faj'lor • « 2 18,7 2 18.7 - -
Union m 1 11.9 1 11.9 1 11.9 
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Table 61, (Continued) 
with slop® 
50€ 18^  or mors 11^  or more 9j lor mor® 
County slop® 5-8% slop# 9*15^  slop© 14^  plus slop® 
1 Rat# I Sat® 1 Bate 1 Rat© 
Wapallo 4 4S,6 4 4-3,6 m «» 4 43,6 
Warr®n • 6 45,5 6 45,5 6 45,S 
Washington 7 39.0 7 St.O 7 59.0 -
Winnebago 6 39,9 m mm m •» - -
Wliin®siil®i£ m Hw 5 15,8 3 15,8 3  ^ 15,8 
fotal 88 49^ .9 76 S03.8 64 427,8 58- 405,3 
Average • 5,. 4 19.2 S.8 2S.2 4 26,7 S,9 S7.0 
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fable 62, lumber a,nd rate of fatal tractor aecldents for 
selected counties according to type of fartaing area. 
 ^ . . Tjp@ of farming 
lastera Western Sorthi c®n-» lortheast Southern 
Coiintj livestock ll¥©stock tral grain dairj' pasture 
I Rat« 1 Rat® I Rat© 1 Rat® Rate 
Appanoose .1. <•» m •» mm • m a 66,9 
Audubon m .a • •> mm m « 
Benton 2 8.6 mm m • m 
Buena ¥lsta m. mm 2 t.s •Mr m m. • mm • 
Oma m m 3 19,7 
- -
m m <» 
Clay m m m 5 29.3 m a. mm 
Des Moln«s 2 16.7 «w • m 
Dlckinaon «• 2 18,1' <• 
Dubuqu© - m m - 1 6,6 
Emraet 
-
m 
-
I 8,5 - m « -
Pay©tt® a. m m. ' ' «** 6 27,3 •> 
Pranklin * w. . 4 18,6 mm m m 
Guthri® » m . * m 4 25,7 
Hamilton m 4 19, S mm • 
Hancock 
-
" 
- -
1 4.6 -
- -
mm 
Harrison mm «•* 7 36,3 mm m. m. mm 
Ida « • 4 29,1 m» m -
Jackson 7 48,4 m m m «N> m. «•» 
Jasper 4 18,7 m- m- m. • . 
Keokuk - T 
-
«* 5 14,9 
-
-
- -
Kosauth 4 23.6 •• •• m 
Linn 2 8,0 «• m mm . «• 
Iiouisa 2 20,0 m WW •m . « mm 
Ljon - «w 6 34,2 m m - m mm 
Marshall 4 19,8 
-
" 
mm 
-
-
Muscatin® 1 6,4 «# «• m mm mm 
0 *Bri@n «• mk 2 10,8 m 4m mm 
Os0®ola • - • MM mm 
Palo Alto 3 17,4 «» a* • mm 
Plymouth 
-
6 21,9 mm mm 
- - -
^Contained land In this slop® group,, but no fatal accidents. 
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fabl@ 6S# (Continued) 
Twm of farming 
last®r.n Western Isrtli .G@n». loptheaat Southern 
County llTOstoek li-restock^ tral grain dairy pasture 
I Rate 1 Rat® 1 Rat® I Rat© 1 Hat@ 
Pocahontas •» m 5 25.2 • • 
Sac » 2 11.0 * • « m 
Sio^ux m, 6 23.8 m - •m « m 
Taylor *«• - 2 18, .7 
Union m m 
-
m. m •mm - 1 11, .9 
Wapello m. mm me m 4 45. 6 
Warren m «w> •» •• • 6 45, .5 
Washington f 39,0 * •MM •• • • -
WiimebagQ * - «» 6 39.9 • *w 
Winneshiek 
• 
m nm 
" 
#»• S 15.8 
-
Total 35 209,2 38 196,1 '30 155.,9 16 89^6 22 212, .3 
A TO rag© 3.! 5 20.9 5,8 19.6 5 15»6 4 22,4 3.7 35, .3 
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fable 63# Rat© of fatal tractoi* accidents for selected counties 
aceopdlng to typ® of farming and slope of land. 
""" ... 
lastera Western lorth een- lo^rtheaat Southern 
County livestock llv®stoek tral grain dairy pasture 
Slop®® • 'Slop® ' Slope' • Slop® Slop® 
0-4^  9%I 0-4^  9%I 0*0 9%'i 0-4^  9%^  0^ 4% 9%i 
lat® Rate lat« Hat® Sat® Rat© Kate Rat® lat® Hate 
Appanoos® 66,i 
Audubon «• 4II* 0 '•W m m. MP 
Benton 8,6 
Buena ¥lsta urn m- 9.S m •m mm m m • 
Cass 
• • 
- 19,7 fm-
- -
- - -
Clay «w » • 20,3 • «i» •> .. • 
Des loines IS,7 • mt - * m » 
Dickinson «» •» 18,1 «• «w a* 
Dubuque m m - •  • m 6,6 « «w 
Emmet 
- -
8,S 
-
" 
• -
-
Pay®tt# w -WW mm . 27,3 27,3 «» 
Franklin « • 18,6 m WW - • 
Guthrie •m m m • • m «>» 25,' 
Hamilton m. m • 19,3 m HMK •tm • • 
Hancock mi 
- -
4,6 
-
" 
m tm 
-
Harrison •m «» •• 36*3 m m m «• 
Ida tm •m m 29,1 m. • <• • « 
Jackson . 48,4 • •» m • Mr «• -
JTasper • 18,7 «* - «» *»• ** m 
Keokuk 23,6 25,6 
-
mm m 
-
• 
-
m 
Kossuth «• « 14,9 m *• „ 
tlnn 8,0 mt • - mi- • m 
Iksuisa 20*0 
Lyon A M.2 - « • • « - m 
Marshall 19,8 
-
- -
" 
» 
-
m «» 
Museatin® 6,4 
0*Brleii * 10,8 » » • . • M* 
Osceola mtf 0 - m •m m 
Palo Alto * m 17,4 -• m. • •»» •-
Plyiaoath «•» 
-
21,9 «• m 
- -
m 
" 
®-fh© 9%^ group Is a coaiblnatlon of 11 percent or more of 
th# land havlnr: 9 te 13 percent slop® and 9 percent or 
More of tb.0 land having o?er 14 percent slope* 
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Table 63, (Coiitlnu«i) 
East@pa 'Western lorth een- lortheast Southejm 
Gowatf llTOStock livestoek tral gr&ln dairy pasture 
'Slope® Slop® 'Slop® ' 'Slop® Slop© 
0-4^ @^10-4^ 9^10-4^ 9^-10-4^ 9^10-4^9^^ 
Rata Rat® Rat® Rat© Rat® Hat® Rate Rate Rate Rat® 
Pocahontas * • » • » 25,2 
Sac •• • 11 »0 * «• m <m m m, m 
Siottx •• •• 2S»8 w «. a, a> M a. ar 
faylor -- - « 18.7 
Union •««.«,« 
Wapello » - «• - *- • - 43.6 43,6 
Warden - « • «.•» • « 45.5 
Waslilngton 39,0 39.0 - • • . • - -
Winnebago - - - - • -S9,9-
Wlrmeshiak • • - • • « - 15,8 • 
Total • 142^,1^9.7 89.1107.1^5.9 67,2 49.7 43.6 2B.3 
A¥®p&g© 17,8 32.4 17,8 m.4 15,6 35,6 16,6 43.6 S5.6 
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Table 64, Percent of acreage per county according to slop© for 
selscted counties In Iowa.® 
Psrcent slop® 
County o»i 
% 
2""4 • 
% 
' t4-lf 
% % % 
Unci 
% 
Appanoose 15.2 21.0 21.6 15.7 15.7 7.0 6.0 3.0 
Audubon 6.4 26.3 16.2 34.3 10.7 4.8 0.2 1.1 
Benton 9.4 53.2 19.8 6.4 3.8 2.2 0.6 4.6 
Buena Viata 45.0 42.0 7.5 1.3 0.8 0.4 3.0 0.6 
Cass 9»Q • 33.5 18.0 31,0 8.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 
Clay 54.0 36.0 7.2 2.0 0.4 0.0 0.6 0.1 
D@s Moines 52.9 26.8 16.9 6.8 4.4 2.5 3.9 5.8 
Dlekinson, 3S.8 38.4 15.9 3.6 2.3 0.8 0.0 6.1 
Dubuqu® 3.5 12.2 18.1 31.5 • IS.O 4.7 6.3 S.7 
Imoiet 8., 4 50.1 28.6 2.4 1.6 4.4 0-.1 4.4 
Fayett® 12.9 53.6 13.5 6.6 6.1 2.9 3.2 1.2 
Frariklln 41.2 42.3. 10 2.3 0.5 0.4 0.1 2.6 
Q-uthrle i»a 26.7 18.5 17.3 9.7 2.6 3.9 2.2 
Hamilton 9.0 73.'7 10.6 0.3 1.0 0.3 2.1 3.0 
Hancock 59.2 27,2 8.3 1.8 1.4 0w4 0.4 1.3 
Harrison S3.1 13.4 13.6 11.3 10.7 7.6 8.2 2.1 
Ida 5.4 53.3 29.2 24.4 1.8 0.0 0.3 
Jackson 6.2 .s,.s 41.2 14.1 3.8 9.9 17.6 1.7 
Jasper 20.5 25.7 20.8 20.7 9.1 2.2 0.3 0.9 
Keokuk 25.6 29.7 22.2 18.0 3.7 0.8 0.0 0.0 
Kossuth- 35.4 §0.5 8.5 0.9 0.3 0.5 0.2 3*7 
lAnn 15.0 42.8 21.3 4.3 2,4 1.4 1.6 11*2 
Louisa 38.3 26.2 11.4 5.4 S.6 5i3 3.5 4.4 
Lyon 24.4 51.6 17.1 2.8 0.6 0.5 2.0 1.0 
Sferahall 13., 9 34.3 40,2 4.1 0.6 1.8 1.6 3.5 
Muscatine 42.5 32 .2 12.4 S.9 3.0 1.4 2.6 0.2 
0'*Brl«n 30.9 62.6 4.0 0.-8 0,1 0.6 0.9 0.0 
Osceola 39.4 48.9 9.0 1..5 0.7 0.5 0.0 0.0 
Palo Alto 51.5 34.6 10.9 2.2 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Plymouth 12.0 32.0 35.0 11.4 4.0 3.0 2.3 1.1 
%r®as of'land according to slope groups for selected 
counties as'deterrained by measuring a saraple 1:48 (2^, 
Saraplee are s®l#ct@d statistically at random. 
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Table 64» {Continued) 
ferc®nt slope 
County 0-1 2 •4 6 •8 9»1S 14-17 18-24 25"" Unel, 
% % 
Pocahoutas 67.1 25.0 5,0 0,8 0.3- 0,3 0,3 1.2 
•Sac S9.0 50,3 14,2 4.1 1,3 0,5 0,6 0,9 
Sleux 19,7 49.1 • H2.3 4.S 0,3 0,1 1.0 5,3 
Taylor 21.6 22*4 22,6 27,3 2,1 0.7 3,1 2.9 
Union 12.0 26.0 25,9 19,9 7.S 3.0 1,1 4.8 
Wapello 25.3 27.4 20,7 10,6 6,7 3,8 3,3 2,2 
Warren 19,0 28,0 24.0 15,0 8,2 5.3 '0,5 0,3 
Wash-ington 31.0 88.0 22,0 . 15.0 3,1 0,9 0,0 0,8 
Winnebago 44.5 53,2 16.5 sa 1,6" 0,0 0.0 0,0 
Winn®shi©k 5,6 88,0 26.4 20,7 7,8 5,1 6,4 0.1 
Total 1024.5 X403,7 727.9 450,0 173.9 §1.0 87.6 88.3 
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Table 65,» latur© of fatal accidents Imrolv-lng automobiles. 
In detail. 
ifature of accident I 
Backed over 1 
Backed o¥ar bj , 2 
Burn®d 2 
Collided ClfVtMf) 63 
Collided head on with auto 32 
Collided head on with truck 9 
Collision wltli auto 257 
Collision with wreeker 1 
Collision with, bus 7 
Collision with gasoline tank transport 2 
Collision with Je&p 2 
Collision witfe gravsl traek 3 
Collision with road roller 1 
Collision with stinitraller 6 
Collision with stock truck 1 
Collision with truck 64 
Collision with train 69 
Collision with oth«r vehicle 3 
Carbon monoxid© poisoning 21 
Crushed between , 2 
Drownad 2 
Pell _ S 
Pell from or off of 6 
Pell out of 3 
Freezing, ©xposur® 2 
Hanged 1 
Knocked down 1 
Landed in water 5 
Ha sad turn 3 
Poison©d 2 
••Ran into vehicle 2 
Ban off roadway 129 
Ran off roadway, no more information 2 
Run over by 17 
Sldeswiped auto 1 
Sldeswlped truck 1 
Skidd®d, n^a,- ' 1 
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Tabl® 65, {Gontinutd) 
latura of accident H 
Skidded Into truck 1 
Skidded into other Tshicl® 1 
Skidded Into bridge 1 
Stopped with great fore© 1 
Struek 4 
Struck by (pedestrian struck by auto) 9*? 
Struck by auto • 13 
Struck by truck 6 
Struck by train 47 
Struck broadside by truck 1 
Struck entering highway, by truck 1 
Struck bridge 17 
Struck bridge, ov®rturn®d| pinning to ground 1 
Struck cement culvert 6 
Struck ditch bank 3 
Struck telephone pole 2 
Struck tree 7 
Thrown from 12 
Trapped inald© 2 
Wp80t 52 
Upset and pinned to ground 8 
Upset and pinned uiad®r water 18 
WPB et and thrown from 1 
Upset into ditch 11 
Went oTer bank 3 
n«3« 56 
fotal 1087 
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fabl© 66# Mature of fatal accidents Involving buildings> 
In detail. 
latui?© of accidents H 
Burned 6 
Caught in 1 
Caught imder 1 
Collapstd 1 
Browned I 
Palled to make turn 1 
Pell 551 
Pell against S 
Fell from' or off of 8 
P©11 off and stepped on I 
Fell out of 1 
P©11 til3?0UgfeL 2 
P®11 on deceased 1 
Hanged 1 
Ignited by clgarett® 1 
Ignition' of bedding I 
dumped' from 1 
Poisoned I 
Slipped X7 
Sti'anglsd 2 
Struck bj 4 
Suffocated 55 
frapped Inalde 2 
Tripped 9 
3 
fotal 658 
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Table 67, latur® of fatal accidents involving tractoi'S, 
in detail. 
latur® of accidents K 
Backed into tree 1 
Backed into vehicle deceased was unloading from rear 1 
Backed over 2 
Burned 1 
Caught 3 
Caught "between 10 
Caught by S 
Caught clothing § 
Caught txtremitj % 
Caught in S 
Caught under 1 
Collision with auto 4 
Colliaion with auto transport 2 
Collision with gaaolln® tank transport 1 
Collision with truck 2 
Collision with train I. 
Collision with other vahicl® 1 
Carbon monoxlda poisoning 2 
Crushed 1 
Cut 1 
Exploded 1 
Pell 1 
Pell from or off of 8 
Pell into 1 
Pell off and run over by tractor 11 
Pell off- machinery and run over by tractor 1 
Fell off tractor and run over by machinery 1 
Pell under wheels of tractor 1 
Pell on deceased 3 
Jumped from tractor 1 
Ran off roadway 12 
Ran over by 15 
lolled over embankmont 1 
Roiled onto 3 
Struck by 2 
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Table 67. (Continued) 
latur© of accidents 1 
St rack hj truck. 1 
Struck by lever 1 
Struck by plow attachment 1 
Struck by tractor crank handle 1 
Struck by train 1 
Struck from rear by auto 3 
Struck while entering highway, by auto 1 
Struck bridge 1 
Struck bridge, overturned, pinned to ground 1 
Struck cement culvert 1 
Thrown from tractor 2 
Thrown in front of tractor X 
Tripped 1 
%s@t 75 
Ups6t backward 6 
Upset and pinned to ground 66 
Upset and pinned under water 4 
Tfpa@t into ditch 13 
Went ov©r bank 4 
n.s# 11 
Total 302 
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Tabl® 68, latur® of fatal accidents' InvolYlng fir©, buriiSp 
and explosions^ detail. 
latur© of accidents N 
Backfired 1 
Burned 54 
Butted . 1 
Carbon monoxld© poisoning 6 
Ixploded 55 
Pell 5 
Pell against 4 
Pell into 9 
Fall on•deceased 1 
Plasb. burn 3 
Ignited 24 
Ignited hj e£gar®tte 2-
Ignited elothing S2 
Ignited by fire 1 
Ignition of bedding 1 
lncotapl©t® Combustion X 
foiaonsd 8 
Sat in 1 
Showered with fewning oil 1 
Show#r®d or sprajed with gasolln® 1 
Slipped - 1 
Struck 2 
Struck by X 
Suffocated 2 
Trapped insid© 33 
Upset 1 
n.s, 19 
Total 250 
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Table 69,. latur© of fatal accidents InvolTtog groimd,' street, 
road,, walk, or bridge^  detail. 
Mature of accident I 
Discharged S 
Bragged 1 
Drowned 1 
Pell 132 
P#ll against 1 
Pell from or off of 3 
Pell Int© 5 
Pell or joiaped 1 
Pell thro light 1 
Pr®®gln.g, exposmr# 1 
Slipped 6 
Strangled 2 
Struck 2 
Suffocated 4 
Tripped 3 
n,s. 3 
Total 169 
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Table 70 • latur® of fatal accidents involving trucks* 
in detail. 
latur© of accidents II 
Bmcited oTer 7 
Gaiaght between 1 
Collided 4 
Collided head on with auto 2 
Collision with amto 2 
Gollisioa with graval truck 1 
Collision with truck 2 
Collisioa with train S 
Bmrhon aionoxid® poisoning 1 
Exploded 1 
Fell 1 
Pell from op off of 4 
Pell off and Twa'ow&v bj tractoi* 1 
Pell aider wheels of I 
Heat prostration 1 
Sxmped f rom 1 
San off roadway 4 
Run oTer hj 11 
Struclt by 24 
Struck bj auto 4 
Struelc by truck 1 
Struck by train 1§ 
Struck fro® r©ar by auto 2 
Struck bridge 2 
Struck brldg®, oTertumed, pinning in water 1 
Struck ditch bank ' 2 
Struck telephone pole 1 
Thrown from 5 
Upset g 
Upset backwards 1 
Ups®t and pinned to.grotmd i 
Upset into ditch 4 
4 
Total 124 
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fabl© 71» Mature of fatal accidents InvolTing water and 
l*®lat®d objects^ in detail. 
Mature of aecideat I 
Drowned 50 
F@1X S 
Fell from or off of S 
Pell In 2 
Fell into • 55 
Pell through 1 
Freezing, exposura 1 
Jumped Into 1 
Iiaiad©d in water 1 
Slipped 1 
Struck 2 
Upset and pinned under wat^r 1 
Total 120 
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Table 78. . latup© &t fatal accidents involving farm ©aehlnerj., 
in detail. 
Mature of accidents M 
Arapwtation of extremltj 1 
Backed otoi* 1 
Brolc© 1 
Burned 1 
Caught 2 
Caught between 2 
Caught bj 4 
Caught clothing 7 
Caught axtrefflltj 2 
Caught In 3 
Caught md.®r 1 
Collision with a«to 1 
Entangled in piallej 1 
Pell 2 
Fell against 3 
Fell from or off of 6 
.Pell int© 3 
Pell off maehln® and rim over by mohiii® (or wagon) 7 
P@ll off tractor and run 0ver hj maehine 2 
P@ll mid®r wheels of fflaehine 2 
Pell on deceaaed 5 
ITackimlfed 1 
Rma owr hy 7 
Riding empty •rehicle or Implement, tongue struck 
ground and threw him 1 
Rolled onto 1 
Struck by 6 
Struck by auto 1 
ftep©« hi® Into 1 
Thrown from 1 
Upset 2 
Upset and pinned under water 1 
a* s , 9 
Total 88 
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fabl# 73, Mature of fatal accidents Involrlng g^lIia, 
In detail. 
Mature of accidents M 
Discharged. 78 
Drowned 1 
llectrocuted 1 
n.»s, i 
Total 81 
Tftbl® 74 • latur® of fatal aceidents involving animals. 
In detail* 
latur© of accident 1 
Attack#4 16 
Butted 1 
Caught between 1 
Dragged 2 
Eleotpocuted 1 
Pell 3 
Pell from of off of 7 
P®11 off and stepped on 1 
Pell OR deceased 1 
Iloteed 16 
Inocksd down 1 
Ban away 11 
Him ovaV by 1 
Stepped OR 1 
Struck hj auto 1 
Stpucis: hj train 2 
Thrown fro® 6 
Trampled 2 
n«s. 1 
Total 75 
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Tabl#75 . latups of fatal acoidsnts Involviiig weather, 
in detail. 
latiire of accidtnts H 
Electrocuted .3 
Fell 
Pell througb 2. 
Freezing, exposure 10 
Heat prostration IS 
Struck by lightning 28 
Trapped insId® 2 
n.s, 1 
fotal 
Table 76, Mature of fatal accidsnta involTlng electricity, 
in detail. 
lature of accidents H 
Caught in 1 
Contact S 
Electrocuted 28 
Ignited clothing 2 
Ignition of bedding 1 
Suffocated 1 
Total 56 
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Table 77, Paetors associated with fatal accidents Involving 
automobiles. 
Factors I 
Asleep 8 
Avoiding collisions 5 
Blinded by lights or aun 2 
Blowout 2 
Bridge washed out 2 
Burst into flames 1 
Cai'elessness 1 
Cerebral accident 1 
Climbing steep grade or bank. upset 1 
Crossing highway 12 
Crossing railroad tracks 19 
Crossing street 3 
D®ad end road 4 
Dip 1 
JDoor cam# open 5 
Driver dldjn*t m® 6 
Driving on wrong side of highway 2 
Fording streaa 1 
Gravel loos® 5 
Sravel road 2 
Ic® 7 
Illneaa 2 
Jack slipped 1 
Leaky exhaust manifold 1 
Leaky gasket® 1 
Lost control 8 
Motor running 5 
Bio tor running, In garag© 7 
Motor running whll® repairing car 4 
Passing 3 
Playing 1 
Ban or walked in front of or into 15 
Returning to roadway 1 
Riding on auto, fell 3 
Ropairing 1 
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Table 77, (Continued) 
Factora I 
loundlng corner or curT® 7 
Running 1 
Skidded 7 
Slipped off Jack 2 
Slipped on Ic© 1 
Slippery roads 4 
Soft shoulder 2 
Speeding 7 
Speeding# car out of control 2 
Steering wheel torok® 1 
Struck auto 1 
Struck stump or snag 1 
fie rod brokt 1 
furnad into path of oncosilng vehicle 2 
?®hlcle in motion 4 
fentilation insufficient 3 
Walking 1 
Walking from behind or in front of parked ear 2 
Walking on hi hwaj 10 
Walking on wrong sld® of hlghwaj 1 
Warning signals In operation 2 
n.s. 885 
Total 1087 
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fable 78, PactoPs associated with fatal accidents Involving 
buildings, 
Factors 1 
Blankets 13 
Oav© in 1 
Cerebral accident 1 
Cigarette ashes or siaoklng in bed 1 
Clothing on floor 1 
Dancing jig 1 
Disslneas 9 
Driving lii 1 
Dropped 1 
Sxe«ss clothing 2 
Ixtiagulshing fire 1 
Pace down 5 
Painting spell 1 
Floor polish 1 
Puraes 4 
Sas 1 
Getting out of chair, bed, furnltur®, ete# 26 
Ic© 2 
Illness 5 
Jack slipped 1 
IilnoleiM 1 
Playing m'lth matches 4 
Mental condition 4 
Plate fixation 1 
Roll of carpeting X 
Rug 22 
Scaffolding collapsed 1 
Sen Hit J 1 
Sleeping between father and mother, or brothers 
and sisters 5 
Slipped 31 
Slippers 1 
furabi«d 4 
Talcing pants off or undreaalng 2 
ffalking • 15 
Waxed floors 2 
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Tabl® 78, (Continued) 
Factors I 
lealmess 2 
Working over bins of spoiled corn X 
Zipper in aletplng bag 1 
n.i. 481 
Total 658 
2m 
Tabl® ^9, Paetors associated with fatal accidents Involving 
tractors# 
Pactoy® 1 
Backing out 3 
Building dam 1 
Cllisblng steep grade or bank S 
Climbing .8t«®p grade or bank, upset backwards 2 
Connecting tractor to raachln© 1 
Craniclng or starting in gear 5 
Cutting weeds 5 
Faee down in mud 1 
Pender broke 1 
Filling gas tank 1 
Foot slipped off clutch 3. 
Gravel loos® 2. 
Ice 2 
Jack slipped (or hoist broke) 1 
Leaky exhauat muffler 1 
Lost control 1 
On or under tractor 2. 
Passing 1 
Ran ovsr object I 
B.®turning to roadway 1 
Siding on tractor, f©ll 1 
Riding on tractor 1 
Road dip I 
Rolled down bank 2 
Running 1 
Slippery roads 3 
Soft shoulder 1 
Stopped on tracki 1 
Struck stump or snag 1 
foo far out on s3bould©r 4 
Too near er0®k bed 1 
Tractor scoop 1 
fuming around in road , 1 
Turning too short 3 
Vehicle in motion 3 
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Table 79, fContinued) 
Faetors I 
fentnation Insufficient 1 
Warning signals in oparation 1 
Wh0©l of tjraetop mlss@d sdge of bridge 1 
li»s« 238 
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total 302 
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Table 8o«, Paetors associated with fatal accidents Involving 
fire, bums, and explosions. 
Factors 1 
Asleep 6 
Burning britsh of trash 11 
Bttpning cornstalks 1 
Buraiag grass f 
Blast § 
Bupnes? left on 1 
Gliiffin®y stopped up, furaac© going 4 
Clg&rett© ashes, ©•i:' saolcisg in bed 1 
Gleaning 2 
eiothing 3 
Delayed and prefflatwp® Ignition 4 
ExtlngulsMng fir® 4 
Fainting ap®ll 1 
Filling gas tank 1 
Fumes 2 
Gasolln« on clothes 4 
Gasolin® csn fir®, thrown or poured 12 
Leaky coal stoT© S 
tightlng atov« S 
latches 1 
Matehes, playing with S 
Mental Condition 1 
Overheated' 1 
Overheated, stov© or furnac® 7 
Paint in baseaent 2 
Plastic aprO'H ignited 1 
Plajlng • S 
Flaying i?ith llght«d candl® 1 
Payoopathle ' 1 
lescu® attempt 2 
leaching across open flam® 1 
Senility 1 
Too near explosion 2 
V&aJkximM 1 
n,s# 140 
fotal 2m 
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Table 81 , Factors associated with fatal accidents involving 
ground., street, road, walk, or britig®. 
Paetors " I 
Alighting from veMcl® 1 
Carelessness 1 
Cave-in 1 
Climbing 1 
Cramps 1 
Crossing street 1 
Dizziness' 1 
Fixing storm windows 1 
Oat© uastabl® 1 
Ic© 24 
Illness• 1 
Eoose rook 1 
liad • 1 
Slipped 9 
Slipped on ic® 9 
Slippery roads 1 
Snowdrift 2 
Stumbled 1 
Triroaing tree 3 
Uncliew^d 1 
Walking 5 
W©alcn®ss 3 
U.S. 99 
Total 169 
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fabl© , Factors associated with fatal accidents involving 
tmcks • 
Factors I 
Asleep 2 
Asleep or drunk 1 
Avoiding collision 1 
Bal©d. straw X 
Burst into flames 5 
Climbing ste#p grad® or h&nk X 
Cranking or starting in gear 1 
Crossing railroad tracks 5 
Dead end.raad 1 
Dip 1 
Door earn® open 1 
Fording stream 1 
Han or walked in front of or into 1 
Roimdlng corner or curv® 2 
Skidded 1. 
Vehlcl® in oiotion 1 
Walking from behind or in front of parked car 1 
Walking on highway S 
Warning signals in operation 1 
Welding 1 
n#a. 92 
fotal 124 
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Table 8S^ Paetora associated with fatal accidents Inirolvlng 
WB.teT and isolated objects,. 
Pact OX'S I 
Blinded bjr lights or sm 1 
Caught on hook or nail: 1 
CllMfelag 1 
Couldn't swim- 10 
Cramps 3 
Diving 3 
Fishing 1 
let 1 
Illness 2 
Partlj filled with water 1 
Playing 8 
Senility* i 
Swlmralag S 
Thrown from horse 1 
Unsupervised pool 1 
a,,s* 86 
Total 120 
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Tabi® M'. Factors asaa elated with fatal accident inmlrins 
farm wachln®r7» 
Pactors M 
Belt 5 
Climbing steep grade or tank 1 
Glliabing 1 
Clothing 1 
Comiectiag tractoi' to rnachia® 1 
Jack slipped or hoist fell 1 
Playing 2 
Riding on tractor-, fell 1 
Repairing 2 
Slipped off Jack 1 
Turned Into path of oncoming vehicl® 1 
fehlcle in motion 3 
ii«s, 70 
Total 88 
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Table Paotors aaaoclatad with fatal accl<i®ints Involving 
guns. 
Factors 1 
Cleanlag 3 
Climbing st®®p grade or bank 1 
Climb ing 5 
Contact 1 
Dropped 1 
Gtm wasnH loaded 2 
Hunting 11 
Leaving ear 1 
Playing 2 
Ran or walked in front of 1 
Ran over object' 1 
Biding on traetor 1 
Running 1 
Slipped' 3 
Slipped on. ic© 1 
fargat shooting 
¥ehlcl@ in motion 
44 
Total , 81 
Table 86, Factors assoclat@d with fatal accidents involving 
aaiaals. 
Factors If 
Carelessness 1 
Contact 1 
Fording strea® 2 
Stuiabled 1 
p»a# ' 70 
Total 75 
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fabl© 87, Pastors associated with fatal accidents Involving 
weather. 
Factors I 
Asleep 2 
Asleept fir© went out 1 
Fishing 1 
Flood water 2 
Siding oa tractor 11 
Slipped 5 
Slipped on ice 1 
Und®!'. tree 1 
Weafeisss 1 
n,s. 42 
Total 65 
Table 88, Faotora associated witli fatal accldenta Involving 
©lectpiclty. 
Factors I 
Bathing in a metal tub 1 
Contaet 11 
Contact with metal 7 
Electricity, heating appliance in b®d 1 
Sidgepol© 1 
Repairing 1 
Senility 1 
Short-elreult' 5 
Sleeping between parents or siblings 1 
n,s. 7 
Total 36 
